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! ii!Abstract!This!thesis!analyses!the!processes!through!which!the!United!States!sought!to!influence!the!political!and!social!reconstruction!of!occupied!Japan!and!Germany!in!the!aftermath!of!the!Second!World!War.!An!important!aspect!of!this!was!debate!within!the!US!over!what!kind!of!peace!settlement!to!be!imposed!on!the!defeated!states.!The!debate!over!whether!this! settlement! should! be! harsh! or! more! moderate! involved! different! visions! of! the!political! and! social! reconstruction! and! futures! of! Japan! and! Germany.! While! both!arguments! shared! the! same! basic! aims! of! democratisation,! deradicalisation,! and!demilitarisation,!they!different!substantially!on!how!to!achieve!these!aims.!One!aspect!of!moderate! plans! was! the! establishment! of! international! criminal! tribunals! to! try! the!leadership!of!the!defeated!regimes!deemed!responsible!for!the!atrocities!committed.!An!important! part! of! the! prosecution! arguments!was! the! idea! of! the! victimisation! of! the!Japanese!and!German!people!by!their!own!governments.!This!was!an!important!part!of!moderate! peace! arguments! and! extended! into! the! political! and! social! reforms!implemented!during!the!occupations.!This!idea!of!victimisation!was!not!only!held!by!the!Japanese!and!German!people,!but!by!the!occupiers!as!well.
! 1!!Introduction!!The!end!of!the!Second!World!War!in!1945!saw!the!end!not!only!of!the!conflict!that!had!begun!with!the!German!invasion!of!Poland!in!September!1939!but!also!the!conflict!in!the!AsiaUPacific! region! that!had! started!with! the! Japanese! invasion!of!Manchuria! in!1931.!Allied!insistence!on!unconditional!surrender!meant!that!for!Germany!there!would!be!no!repeat!of!the!1918!armistice.!The!end!of!the!war!saw!the!German!armed!forces!pushed!back!into!Germany!and!Allied!forces!occupied!almost!all!of!Germany.!What!remained!of!the!government!of!the!Third!Reich!at!Flensburg!in!the!north!was!simply!ignored!until!it!was! dissolved! and! its! members! arrested.! While! the! main! islands! of! Japan! remained!unoccupied! at! surrender,! Allied! forces! had! occupied! Okinawa! to! the! south! and! had!engaged! in! a! sustained! bombing! campaign! and! blockade! of! Japan! for! months.!While!substantial!Japanese!forces!remained!when!Japan!finally!surrendered,!after!the!nuclear!strikes!on!Hiroshima!and!Nagasaki!and!the!Soviet!invasion!of!Manchuria!in!August!1945,!Japan’s!defeat!was!clear.!!!The!collapse!and!surrender!of!the!Japanese!militarist!and!NSDAP$regimes!in!1945!and!the!occupation!of!their!territory!by!the!victorious!Allied!powers!left!those!powers!with!the!question! of! what! to! do!with! their! defeated! enemies.! The! unprecedented! scale! of! the!crimes!and!atrocities!of!the!defeated!regimes!horrified!the!victors.!Yet!the!nature!of!these!defeated!regimes,!as!authoritarian!if!not!totalitarian,!made!this!more!problematic.!These!regimes!utilised!the!power!of!propaganda,! intimidation!and!indoctrination!to!mobilise!the!people.!Yet!the!regimes!could!never!have!succeeded!without!at!least!some!significant!level!of!public!support,!whether!passive!or!active!thus!potentially!making!them!complicit.!Existing! international! law! was! capable! of! dealing! with! offences! by! soldiers! such! as!mistreatment! of! prisoners! of! war.! However,! the! scale! of! crimes! against! civilian!populations! by! enemy! states! and! the! crimes! against! their! own! citizens! was! a! novel!problem.!Debates!over!this!issue!occurred!during!the!war,!but!crystallized!most!clearly!in!late!1944!and!1945,!when!the!Allies,!on!the!insistence!of!the!United!States,!agreed!to!establish!international!criminal!tribunals!to!try!German!and!Japanese!war!criminals!on!three!grouped!charges.!The!indictments!set!out!the!charges!of!crimes!against!peace!(and!
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the!conspiracy!to!commit!these),!crimes!against!war,!and!crimes!against!humanity!against!the!accused!individuals!(and!organisations!at!Nuremberg).!The!successful!prosecution!of!these!charges!against!the!defendants!in!general!terms!helped!to!establish!these!concepts!as!international!norms!and!ideas!in!the!public!consciousness.!The!punishment!of!state!officials!on!an! individual!basis! for! the! crimes!of! their! regime! in! such!a!manner!was!a!watershed! moment,! creating! new! norms! that,! even! if! not! uniformly! or! universally!enforced,!have!become!an!important!part!of!the!international!order!postU1945.!!The!end!of!the!war!saw!the!occupation!of!both!the!defeated!states.!Importantly,!however,!the!legal!form!differed!from!Germany!to!Japan,!which!had!significant!consequences.!The!occupation!of!Germany!was!most!plausibly!described!as!a!case!of!debellatio,!as!it!resulted!in! the! complete! dissolution! of! the! German! Reich. 1 !The! occupying! powers! formally!declared!that!as!no!German!government!existed,!they!(through!the!Allied!Control!Council)!would!exercise!governmental!power!over!Germany.!The!territory!of!the!preU1938!Reich!was! divided! into! four! occupation! zones! with! large! parts! of! the! Soviet! zone! being!transferred!to!Poland,!and!the!capital!Berlin!divided!into!four!parts.!The!Control!Council!was!to!coUordinate!policy!between!the!zones!and!Allied!intentions!were!that!in!the!future!a!single!German!government!would!sign!a!final!peace!settlement!with!the!Allied!Powers.!Military! governments! with! differing! policy! objectives! and! administrative! approaches!administered!each!of!the!four!zones.!In!one!sense,!there!were!four!German!occupations!rather!than!one.!Conversely,!while!Japan!came!under!the!administration!of!the!Supreme!Commander! for! the! Allied! Powers! (SCAP),! General! Douglas! MacArthur,! the! Japanese!government!remained!operational.!The!Japanese!surrender,!while!unconditional,!did!not!result!in!the!dissolution!of!the!Japanese!government.!Territory!acquired!by!Japan!postU1894! was! confiscated! from! Japan! but! the! main! islands! of! Japan! remained! a! single!territorial!unit.!Thus,! the!occupation!of! Japan!was! indirect! as! SCAP! ruled! through! the!Japanese! government,! issuing! directives! and! requests! for! the! latter! to! take! particular!actions.!This!had!important!consequences,!as!it!ensured!there!was!a!greater!degree!of!coUoperation! and! collaboration! between! SCAP! and! a! preUexisting! Japanese! government!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!The!term!denotes!the!ending!of!a!war!through!the!absolute!subjugation!of!one!of!the!opposing!sides.!There!is!some!debate!over!Germany,!as!technically!only!the!armed!forces!surrendered!on!7!and!8!May!1945!and!the!Bundesrepublik$Deutschland!(BRD)!the!current!German!state!sees!itself!as!the!legal!successor!of!the!Third!Reich.!See!Eyal!Benvenisti,!The$International$Law$of$Occupation!(Princeton,!Princeton!University!Press,!2004)!pp.!92U95.!
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throughout! the!occupation.!The! Japanese!government! therefore!was!able! to!moderate!some!policies!through!resistance!or!even!the!possibility!that!this!might!occur,!or!through!the! feedback! the! government! gave! on! proposed! reforms.! SCAP! officials! were! always!aware!of!their!power,!but!also!the!desirability!of!having!Japanese!agreement!for!reforms!that!would!last.!!The! implementation! of! the! international! criminal! tribunals! was! a! key! part! of! the!proposals! of! officials!who! supported! a!moderate! peace! settlement! and! occupation! of!Japan!and!Germany.!During!the!planning!discussions!for!the!future!occupations,!a!basic!division!emerged!between!those!who!advocated!a!harsh!punitive!peace!and!those!who!advocated!a!more!moderate!peace.!These!different!ideas!shared!some!basic!aims!for!the!occupation,! but! where! they! differed! was! their! implementation.! Harsh! and! moderate!peace!advocates!largely!agreed!on!three!of!the!‘four!D’s’!—!deradicalisation!(what!was!referred! to! as! denazification! in! Germany),! demilitarisation,! and! democratization.! The!fourth!‘D’!was!economic!policy,!where!harsh!peace!advocates!argued!for!what!essentially!would!be!deindustrialisation!where!the!Japanese!and!German!economies!were!to!have!their! heavy! industrial! capacity! removed! and! they! would! be! returned! to! essentially!agrarian! societies! incapable! of! modern! industrialUscale! warfare.! Moderate! peace!advocates! had! their! own! economic! policy! that! aimed! at! breaking! up!monopolies! and!cartels,! referred! to! as! ‘decartelisation’,! but! not! on! the! scale! of! the! policy! of!deindustrialisation.!While!sharing!three!basic!objectives! for! the!occupation,!harsh!and!moderate! peace! advocates! differed! fundamentally! over! where! responsibility! and!culpability!for!the!crimes!of!the!regimes!lay!and!particularly!on!the!responsibility!of!the!populations! of! the! enemy! states.! Harsh! peace! advocates! argued! for! collective!responsibility,!where!the!broader!population!was!to!be!held!responsible,!and!more!wideUranging!punishment!to!be!imposed.!Moderate!peace!advocates!argued!for!more!narrow!responsibility,! focused! on! the! leaders! and! functionaries! of! the! NSDAP! and! Japanese!‘militarists’.!Moderates!argued!that!the!people!as!a!whole!had!been!the!victims!of!their!regime,!which!had!intimidated!and!controlled!them,!and!that!‘true!criminality’!lay!within!the! leadership! groups! of! these! regimes.! Moderates! also! focused! on! the! idea! of!‘reorientation’! that! was! expressed! in! terms! of! encouraging! the! occupied! societies! to!change,!rather!than!imposing!harsh!revolutionary!changes!upon!them.!This!was!semantic!in!one!sense,!as!the!reforms!often!were!revolutionary!although!the!distinction!between!
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being!held!responsible!and!being!subjected!to!revolutionary!change!was!not!exclusive.!However,! it! reflected! the! idea! that!moderate!peace! advocates!wanted! to! build! lasting!change!through!collaboration!and!acceptance!and!did!not!want!simply!to!force!change.!The! idea!of! reorientation!embodied! this,! as! it!did!not! reflect!a! complete! revolution!of!government!and!society!but!a!shift!in!these!structures!and!norms!of!Japan!and!Germany.!The!shared!major!aims!of!the!occupations!might!also!be!split!into!two!categories,!though!importantly!these!too!are!interconnected.!Each!of!the!major!objectives!was!conceived!and!applied! in! both! ‘political’! and! ‘social’! forms! because! both! harsh! and!moderate! peace!advocates! understood! that! to! create! lasting! peace! required!more! than! basic! political!reforms,! but! combined! political! and! social! reform.! The! experience! of! the! Weimar!Republic! from!1918U33!had!proved!that!simply!changing!the! form!of!government!was!insufficient!to!create!lasting!peace.!!The!idea!of!limited!culpability!and!the!victimisation!of!ordinary!Germans!and!Japanese!by!their!regimes,!which!I!!term!the!‘victim!thesis’,!underpinned!the!entire!moderate!peace!approach!as!it!justified!the!moderation!and!relative!leniency!of!proposed!reforms.!If!the!people!as!a!whole!were!not!truly!culpable,!then!they!should!not!face!harsh!punishment.!Further,!it!justified!particular!reforms!on!the!basis!that!the!people!were!victimised!by!the!subject!of!reform.!The!victim!thesis!was!key!for!the!international!tribunals!because!it!was!a!vital!part!of!the!prosecution!narrative,!arguing!that!as!a!part!of!their!conspiracy!to!wage!aggressive!war,!the!people!were!subjected!to!indoctrination!and!intimidation.!The!people!had!been!transformed!into!passive!actors!or!bystanders!to!the!true!criminal!conspirators!—!the!leaders.!This!idea!was!based!on!analysis!and!study!of!available!information!about!the! operation! of! the! enemy! regimes,! and! on! political! and! ideological! grounds.! Many!moderate!peace!advocates!had!had!some!experience!of!the!defeated!nations,!and!perhaps!some!level!of!empathy!with!their!peoples.!In!many!cases,!advocates!were!supporters!of!New!Deal! liberalism!and!saw!the!occupations!as!an!opportunity! to!realise! these! ideas!with!fewer!restrictions.!Others!argued!that!the!occupations!were!an!unprecedented!and!vital!opportunity!to!help!create!a!new!world!order!through!making!exemplary!states!that!would!act!as!positive!examples!for!how!the!world!should!be.!Other!advocates!based!their!ideas!on!Cold!War!geopolitical!and!strategic!aims!creating!friendly!states!to!serve!Allied!interests.!Whatever!its!motivation,!the!victim!thesis!had!important!consequences!for!the!course!of!the!Allied!occupation,!the!reforms!undertaken,!and!the!way!in!which!the!futures!
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However,!it!also!indirectly!connected!to!democratisation!by!eliminating!institutions!that!were!perceived!to!have!a!strong!antiUdemocratic! influence! in!government!and!society.!Reforms! during! the! occupation! were! often! based! on! a! variety! of! motivations! and!objectives!from!cynical!realism!to!highly!idealistic!goals.!Those!implementing!the!reforms!also! often! had! multiple! reasons! for! their! actions.! The! architects! of! the! international!criminal!tribunals!were!no!exception;!as!they!sought!to!punish!the!radical!elements!of!the!former!regimes,!attack!the!perceived!militarism!of!Japanese!and!German!society,!and!to!support! efforts! at! democratisation! by! highlighting! the! flaws! of! the! former! regimes.!Analysts! of! the! trials! commonly! see! them! in! isolation! from! the! occupations! without!contextualisation! as! part! of! an! ongoing! process! or! part! of! a! particular! approach! to!peacemaking.3!While!many!analyses!of!the!trials!are!from!a!legal!perspective!and!the!lack!of!historical!contextualization!is!perhaps!more!understandable,!viewing!the!tribunals!in!isolation!can!lead!to!the!observer!missing!their!deeper!importance!as!a!part!of!the!attempt!at! national! reconstruction.!While! the! international! tribunals!were! a! demonstration! of!justice,! to! punish! the! atrocities! of! the! former! regimes,! and! an! attempt! to! reshape!international!political!and!legal!norms,!they!were!also!a!part!of!the!effort!to!deradicalise,!demilitarise,!and!democratise!Japan!and!Germany.!Furthermore,!they!were!an!important!part!of! the!moderate!peace!and!occupation!arguments.!The! trials!were!proposed!as!a!direct! response! to! the! harsh! peace! proposals! of! US! Treasury! Secretary! Henry!Morgenthau,!and! the!arguments!made!at! the! IMT!and! IMTFE!mirrored! the!arguments!made!during!planning!debates!and!in!the!process!of!implementing!reforms!by!moderate!peace! advocates.4 !The! trials! therefore! are! important! in! understanding! the! moderate!peace!approach!taken!during!the!occupations.!!Given! the! scale! and! range! of! the! reforms! undertaken! during! the! occupations,! it! is!impossible!adequately!to!analyse!all!aspects!of!them.!Even!when!limiting!the!scope!of!the!research!to!those!reforms!that!are!most!relevant!to!exploring!the!themes!of!the!victim!thesis!in!connection!with!the!aims!of!the!occupation,!there!is!far!too!much!ground!to!cover!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!For!example,!the!collection!Perspectives$on$the$Nuremberg$Trials,!ed.!G.!Mettraux,!(Oxford,!Oxford!University!Press,!2008).!4!Letter$from$the$Secretary$of$War$(Stimson)$to$the$President,$September$5,$1944,!http://teachingamericanhistory.org/library/document/documentsUregardingUthe/#4!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!An!important!example!of!harsh!peace!ideas!was!the!Morgenthau!Plan!of!September!1944!that!advocated!for!harsh!political!purges!and!the!dismantling!of!German!industrial!capacity,!as!well!as!proposing!the!breakUup!of!Germany!into!multiple!smaller!states.!
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to!be!able!properly!to!analyse!all!of!their!aspects.!This!thesis!takes!the!approach!of!using!particular!case!studies!to!explore!ideas,!rather!than!seeking!to!explain!everything!about!a!particular! category!of! reform.!The!major! focus!of!analysis! is!on!American! ideas!and!reforms!given!the!limited!scope!of!the!thesis,!and!comparisons!are!made!between!the!USUdominated!occupation!of! Japan!and!the!US!Zone!of!occupied!Germany!rather! than! the!other! three! occupied! zones.! Further,! the! focus! on! American! reform! efforts! has! been!selected!because!the!international!criminal!tribunals!were!primarily!an!American!idea!and!championed!by!the!Americans!among!the!Allied!powers.!!!The!analysis!involves!the!synthesis!of!primary!and!secondary!material.!One!core!primary!source!is!the!proceedings!of!and!documents!produced!by!the!international!tribunals.!The!trial! proceedings! and! judgments,! and! the! documents! produced! from! prosecution!discussions!show!the!rhetoric!used!by!the!prosecutors!and!the!construction!of!their!cases!and!narratives.!These!emphasised!particular! ideas!about! the!relationship!between!the!state!and!people,!and!problematised!aspects!of!the!existing!societies!and!former!regimes.!An! important! group! of! sources! are! the! materials! produced! by! various! government!agencies!and!departments,!and!the!occupation!authorities.!These!materials!offer!valuable!insights! in! analysing! the! ideas! and! intentions! behind! particular! reforms,! and! of! the!development!of!ideas!of!victimisation!within!Allied!governments!both!before!and!during!the! tribunals! and! occupations.! The! contemporary! and! more! recent! writings! of!participants!in!the!tribunals!and!occupations!on!those!issues!are!a!useful!tool!(though!placed!in!their!context!and!biases!accounted!for).! In!terms!of!secondary!materials,!the!focus! is!placed!on!how!other!scholars!and!authors!have!understood! the! tribunals!and!occupations,!and!the!ideas!of!the!victim!thesis!in!the!context!of!Japan!and!Germany.!The!core!of!my!analysis!is!focused!through!political!and!legal!historical!lenses!through!textual!analysis! and! comparison.! It! is! largely! a! political! history! of! the! planning! and!implementation!of!the!occupations!and!the!tribunals,!analysing!and!contextualising!the!words! and! actions! of! those! involved.!More! than! this! however,! it! seeks! to! explore! the!deeper!question!of!how!the!victors!treated!their!defeated!enemies,!and!the!new!world!they! wished! to! create.! ! The! goals! of! the! occupiers! to! democratise,! deradicalise,! and!demilitarise!Japan!and!Germany!in!order!to!create!lasting!peace!were!surely!noble,!even!if! not! entirely! altruistic.! This! thesis! explores! the! construction! and! use! of! particular!narratives!that!sought!to!explain!what!had!occurred,!and!to!justify!what!was!being!done!
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in!response.!While!much!of!the!analysis!is!focused!on!specific!political!and!legal!issues,!the!interaction!of!these!particular!issues!and!their!wider!meaning!on!a!societyUwide!scale!is! considered.!Chapter!1! explores! the!historiography!around! the! IMTFE!and! IMT,! and!summarises!the!historiography!of!the!occupations.!The!EnglishUlanguage!historiography!on!the!IMTFE!and!the!occupation!of!Japan!has!been!more!limited!than!that!on!the!IMT!and!Nuremberg,!but!both!largely!share!the!sense!of!disconnection!and!isolation!between!their!subjects.!Chapter!2!explains!the!idea!of!the!victim!thesis,!and!explores!the!process!of!political!purging!in!connection!with!the!occupation!objectives.!Chapter!3!explores!the!conspiracy! concept! and! selection! of! defendants! at! the! international! tribunals! as!connected!with!the!occupation!objectives.!Chapter!4!focuses!on!political!reorientation!in!the! context! of! the! demobilisation! and! abolition! of! the!military,! and! on! constitutional!reform! in! Japan! and! the! BRD.! Chapter! 5! analyses! social! reorientation,! focusing! on!education!reform!and!using!reforms!of!textbooks!and!curricula,!and!decentralization!of!administrative!structures!as!case!studies.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!Chapter! 1:! Analysis! of! the! historiography! on! the! international!criminal!tribunals!and!the!occupations!!Introduction!The! complexity! of! the! postUwar! occupations! and! their! consequences! has! spawned!substantial!historiographies,! as!has! the! IMT.!There!have!been!multiple! strands!within!these!historiographies!depending!on!their!context,!author,!and!subject!and!these!have!often! related! to! issues!beyond! the!occupation!or! tribunals.!Works!on! the!occupations!have!often!related!to!exploring!the!origins!of!the!Cold!War!or!the!economic!reconstruction!of!Japan!and!Germany.!The!basic!historiographical!schools!of!Cold!War!history!thus!have!some!relevance!to!analysing!historiography!on!the!occupations.!These!basic!schools!of!‘orthodox’,!‘revisionist’,!and!‘postUrevisionist’!historiography!have!influenced!occupation!histories!over!the!past!sixty!years.!Other!works!have!been!situated!in!the!context!of!the!postUwar!histories!of!Japan!and!Germany,!presenting!the!occupation!as!the!first!stage!or!precursor!of!the!development!of!these!states.!Legal!analyses!in!particular!focus!on!the!tribunals!in!terms!of!understanding!the!construction!of!the!new!international!legal!order,!and! international! criminal! law.! This! has! meant! that! beyond! providing! basic! factual!context,!many!of!these!neglect!discussion!of!the!tribunals!within!the!occupation,!and!any!interconnectedness!between!the!two.!Both!historical!and!legal!analyses!of!the!tribunals!have!tended!to! focus!almost!entirely!on!the!tribunals!or!the!evolution!of! international!legal! norms! beyond! the! tribunals.! Conversely,! works! on! the! occupations! treat! the!tribunals!more!usefully!as!an!episode!within! the!occupations,!but!often!pass!over! the!deeper!significance!as!a!part!of!the!occupations.!Where!connections!with!other!aspects!are!made,!they!have!tended!to!be!the!‘obvious’!ones!such!as!the!political!purging!process,!or!focusing!on!particular!issues!of!the!tribunals!with!a!wider!impact.!While!discussions!around! issues! such! the! initial! reactions! and! understandings! of! the! Holocaust! or!concerning! the! shielding! of! Hirohito! from! prosecution! are! fruitful! and! interesting,!different! issues! around! the! interconnectedness! of! the! tribunals! and! occupations! have!been!relatively!neglected.!!!Further! distinctions! in! published! works! also! exist.! Some! are! what! could! be! termed!‘contemporary’!analyses!or!works,!published!soon!before!or!during!the!occupations!(or!
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very!soon!after)!discussing!issues!in!planning,!operation,!or!outcomes.!These!are!useful!in! that! in! some! respects! they! mirror! later! historiographical! debates! over! what! was!occurring.!Another!category!is!that!of!‘participant’!analyses!or!works!authored!by!those!who!were!participants! in! the! tribunals,! occupations,! and! the!planning!of! these.!These!were! published! at! the! time,! soon! after,! and! sometimes! years! later! (such! as! Telford!Taylor’s!work! on! the! IMT! in! the! form!of! a!memoir).! These! offer! valuable! insight! into!exploring!the!intentions!of!the!tribunals!and!occupations!though!of!course!are!potentially!biased! or! edited! with! the! benefit! of! hindsight.! Generally,! the! body! of! work! on! the!occupation!of!Germany!and!the!IMT!respectively!has!been!more!substantial!than!that!on!Japan!and!the!IMTFE.!There!are!several!reasons!for!this;!language!barriers!with!scholars!more!likely!to!read!and!speak!German!than!Japanese,!the!perceived!greater!importance!of! Germany! and! the! IMT! in! the! narrative! of!world! events,! and! greater! availability! of!materials.!This!is!a!selfUfulfilling!idea,!as!Germany!and!the!IMT,!it!appears,!are!just!more!familiar!so!are!more!likely!to!be!analysed!and!discussed.!The!occupation!of!Japan!and!the!IMTFE!are!relatively!‘forgotten’!or!neglected!in!Western!scholarship.!Often!the!works!that!do! examine! the! occupation! relate! more! to! Cold! War! issues! than! on! the! occupation!reforms.!Where!works!do!explore!occupation! reforms,! they!are!often!quite! specific! in!their!detail!(an!analysis!of!education!reform!or!political!purging!for!example).!!!In!terms!of!the!tribunals,!the!historiography!on!the!IMTFE!(at!least!in!English)!has!been!far!more!limited.!While!a!substantial!body!of!work!has!been!written!on!the!IMT!and!its!impacts,! the! historiography! on! the! IMTFE! has! been! far! more! limited.! Less! than! ten!specific! English! language! academic! analyses! on! the! IMTFE! have! been! published,! and!these!are!roughly!split!between!historical!and!legal!analyses.!There!has!been!more!work!done!since!the!late!1990s,!but!the!comparison!to!the!body!of!work!on!the!IMT!is!still!quite!stark.!Several!reasons!might!help!to!explain!this.!The!primary!documents!of!the!IMT!are!more! readily! and! widely! available! than! those! of! the! IMTFE,! with! a! commercially!published!complete!set!of!transcripts!of!the!latter!published!only!in!19815!(unlike!the!IMT!transcripts!published!quite!quickly!by!1947).!Another!distinction!between!the!IMT!and!IMTFE! is! that! the! IMTFE!was! relatively!more!problematic! on!both! legal! and!practical!grounds.!While! the! IMTFE!sought! to!base! itself!on! the! IMT!and!provide!some! form!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!!R.J.!Pritchard!and!S.M.!Zaide!(eds),!The$Tokyo$War$Crimes$Trial,$(New!York,!Garland,!1981).!
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reinforcement!for!its!principles,!the!greater!focus!on!crimes!against!peace!and!especially!the!conspiracy!charge!created!problems.!There!were!also!concerns!at!the!time!(that!have!debated!since)!about!particular!legal!decisions!(such!as!the!exclusion!of!Hirohito)!and!the!judicial!disunity!at!its!conclusion,!which!helped!to!sully!its!image.!Practically,!the!IMTFE!was! less! well! resourced! in! terms! of! quality! and! quantity! of! personnel.! Both! the!prosecutors!and!judges!that!took!part!in!the!IMTFE!were!generally!of!lesser!‘status’!than!those!Allied!prosecutors!and!judges!present!at!the!IMT.!This!is!not!to!say!that!they!were!generally!less!skilled!or!effective,!but!rather!that!it!was!not!considered!to!have!the!same!level!of!importance!by!the!officials!themselves!or!the!governments!sending!them.!As!an!example,!the!chief!US!prosecutor!at!the!IMT!was!a!Supreme!Court!Justice,!while!the!chief!US!prosecutor!in!Tokyo!was!a!prosecutor!from!within!the!Justice!Department!—!not!quite!a!nobody,!but!not!on!the!same!level!as!one!of!the!judges!from!the!highest!US!court.!!Historiography!of!the!IMTFE!!Beyond!a! few! initial!works!published!at! the! time!or!soon!after! (largely!accounts! from!participants! and! aimed! at! attacking! or! justifying! aspects! of! the! trial),! the! first! proper!English!language!analysis!only!came!in!1971.6!Victor’s$ Justice$by!Richard!Minear!was!a!highly!polemical!critique!of!the!IMTFE!and!its!operation.!Minear!argued!the!IMTFE!was!an! exercise! in! “victor’s! justice”! and! were! a! tool! of! justification! of! Allied! policies! and!actions!during!the!war!and!an!imposition!of!American!dominance!over!Japan!and!East!Asia.!Minear’s!analysis!is!bound!up!in!the!politics!of!the!time,!as!he!himself!readily!admits!and!he!sees!a!direct!path!from!the!trials!to!the!war!in!Vietnam!stating,!“Vietnam!turned!my!scholarship!in!a!political!direction”!and!“this!book!is!political!scholarship.!It!is!political!in!its!choice!of!subject.!It!is!political!in!its!tone.!It!is!political!in!the!implications!I!draw!for!the!present!day.”7!However,!Minear!focused!almost!solely!on!the!conduct!of!the!trial!itself!and!overall! saw! the! trials! as! “barely!disguised! revenge.”8!Minear!barely!discussed! the!purposes!of!the!trial!themselves,!or!how!they!were!intended!to!link!to!the!occupation,!in!fact!Minear!barely!mentioned!the!occupation!at!all.!The!few!comments!he!did!make!about!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6!!Examples!of!participant!accounts!include!Solis!Horwitz!‘The!Tokyo!Trial’,!International$Conciliation!465!(1950)!471U584,!and!Joseph!B.!Keenan!and!Brendan!F.!Brown,!Crimes$Against$International$Law,!(Washington!DC,!Public!Affairs!Press,!1950).!7!!Richard!Minear,!Victor’s$Justice:$The$Tokyo$War$Crimes$Trial,!(Princeton,!Princeton!University!Press,!1971),!p.!xiii.!!8!!Minear,!Victor’s$Justice,!p.!19.!
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the!wider!purposes!of!the!trial!however!are!interesting.!He!argues!by!implication!that!in!some!ways,!the!motivations!of!the!Allies!in!trying!war!criminals!were!not!inherently!bad;!Minear! cited! a! 1945! memorandum! concerning! Nuremberg;! “Condemnation! of! these!criminals!after!a!trial,!moreover,!would!command!maximum!public!support!in!our!own!times!and!receive!the!respect!of!history.!The!use!of!the!judicial!method!will,!in!addition,!make!available!for!all!mankind!to!study!in!future!years!an!authentic!record!of!Nazi!crimes!and!criminality.”9!Minear!contended!that!the!postUwar!trials!were!also!aimed!at!justifying!Allied!conduct;!“the!trials!were!designed!not!only!to!punish!wrongdoers!but!also!to!justify!the! right! side,! our! side.” 10 !Minear! also! suggested! that! the! trials! had! the! purpose! of!creating!an!official!record.11!Overall!however,!Minear!did!not!explore!the!purposes!of!the!trials!in!any!detail,!rather!he!engaged!in!a!polemical!attack!on!the!IMTFE!almost!wholly!accepting!the!dissent!of!the!Indian!Justice!Pal,!and!of!revisionist!Japanese!scholarship.12!!!Arnold! Brackman’s! The$ Other$ Nuremberg:$ The$ Untold$ Story$ of$ the$ Tokyo$War$ Crimes$




grapple!with!issues!of!the!IMTFE!in!connection!with!the!occupation.!Rather,!like!Minear!before!him,!he!focuses!on!the!IMTFE!itself!and!questions!such!as!the!validity!of!charges,!the! selection! of! defendants,! whether! or! not! the! trial! was! in! fact! fair! and! legitimate.!Brackman’s!general!view!of!the!Trial!opposed!the!line!of!Minear,!and!Brackman!although!conceding!the!IMTFE!were!not!perfect!and!there!were!substantive!issues!with!it,!overall!he!considered! it!both! fair!and! legitimate,!and!a!valuable!exercise.!Brackman!provided!useful! analysis! even! if! only! in! passing! or! by! inference.! In! terms!of! understanding! the!purposes!of!the!trial,!Brackman!did!not!particularly!focus!on!such!issues,!however!he!did!make!comments!that!suggest!that!he!understood!the!purpose!of!the!trial!was!part!of!a!process!of!publically!shaming!former!leaders!and!educating!the!Japanese!public.15!!Philip!R.!Piccigallo’s!The$Japanese$on$Trial!explored!the!roles!and!purposes!of!the!trials!within! his! narrative! and! contended! that! war! crimes! trials! after! 1945! were! always!connected!to!other!policies!and!objectives.!He!noted,!“Japanese!war!crimes!trials!were!made!to!fit!into!the!overall!national!and!foreign!policy!objectives!of!each!Allied!country."16!Piccigallo!strongly!emphasised!that!the!trials!did!not!take!place!in!isolation!and!that!they!were!intimately!linked!to!wider!political!and!social!policies.!Especially!important!was!the!dominant!role!the!U.S!took!in!both!the!trials!and!the!occupation;!“America's!principal!role!in!Japanese!war!crimes!trials!ran!parallel!to!its!leading!role!in!the!occupation…The!Tokyo!Trial!of!major!war!criminals!functioned!throughout!under!the!allUpervading!shadow!of!SCAP." 17 !Piccigallo! focused! particularly! on! the! policies! of! demilitarisation! and!democratisation!and!saw!the!IMTFE!as!an!important!part!of!this.18!!Overall,!it!is!clear!that!in! his! analysis! of! the! IMTFE,! Piccigallo! understood! that! at! least! in! terms! of!demilitarisation!and!democratisation,! the! trial!were!a!key!aspect!of! the!policies!of! the!occupation!as!a!whole.!However,!while!making!useful!comments!he!did!not!build!upon!this!with!a!more!detailed!analysis!of!the!reform!undertaken!in!the!occupation.!!Timothy!Maga’s!Judgment$at$Tokyo!is!one!of!the!more!recent!EnglishUlanguage!works!on!the! Tokyo! trials! and! consists! of! a! narrative! analysis! of! the! Tokyo! trials,! a! chapter!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!15!!Brackman,!The$Other$Nuremberg,!pp.!109U10;!p.!122;!pp.!212U13.!16!!P.R.!Piccigallo,!The$Japanese$on$Trial:$Allied$War$Crimes$Operations$in$the$Far$East,$1945X1951,!(Austin,!University!of!Texas!Press,!1979),!p.!xiii.!17!!Ibid.,!p.!6.!18!!Ibid.,!p.!7.!
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exploring! trials! outside! of! Tokyo! at! Guam,! and! an! exploration! of! ethical! issues.! Like!Brackman,!Maga!held!that!the!IMTFE!was!legitimate!even!if! flawed,!and!that!it!was!an!important!part!of!the!occupation.!Maga!particularly!emphasised!the!role!of!the!IMTFE!as!a!method!for!transition!and!a!public!statement!that!a!new!Japan!was!emerging!from!its!past! with! the! help! of! SCAP.! Maga! argued,! “[that]! while! the! Occupation! Government!planned!Japan's!future,!the!Tokyo!trials!punished!its!past.!Since!occupation!authorities!and!the!key!leaders!of!the!new!Japanese!government!agreed!with!the!concept!that!the!nation!could!not!move!forward!without!moving!away!from!its!militarist!extremism,!the!trials!served!as!both!a!practical!and!symbolic!transition.”19!Maga!cited!several!individuals!(both!Japanese!and!American)!in!support!of!the!point!that!this!concept!of!transition!was!a!consciously!important!motive,!including!General!MacArthur20,!Chief!Prosecutor!Joseph!B.!Keenan21,!an!important!SCAP!official22,!and!two!Japanese!journalists.23!However,!while!Maga’s!observations!on!the!purposes!of!the!IMTFE!are!interesting!and!useful,!they!are!in!effect! only! comments! made! in! passing.! Beyond! discussion! about! the! role! of!demilitarisation!and!democratisation!and!some!discussion!of!the!idea!of!transition,!Maga!did!not!particularly!explore!interconnectedness!in!depth.!!Neil!Boister!and!Robert!Cryer’s!The$Tokyo$International$Military$Tribunal:$A$Reappraisal!was!the!most!recent!detailed!EnglishUlanguage!analysis!of!the!IMTFE.!For!the!most!part,!it!was!a!legal!analysis!as!opposed!to!a!historical!one,!and!grappled!with!many!of!the!same!questions!that!previous!writers!have!grappled!with.!The!authors!provided!an!interesting!discussion! of! proceedings! before! the! end! of! the!war,! exploring! how!Article! 10! of! the!Potsdam! Declaration24 !came! to! be.! There! was! also! an! interesting! discussion! on! the!process!of!the!selection!of!the!accused,!and!legal!questions!such!as!the!idea!of!command!responsibility.!In!terms!of!an!historical!analysis!of!the!IMTFE!and!their!role!within!the!occupation,!Boister!and!Cryer!did!not!directly!discuss!the!issue,!however!they!did!make!several! comments! that! suggested!an!understanding!of! the! IMTFE!as!having!particular!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!19!!T.!Maga,!Judgment$at$Tokyo,!(Lexington,!University!of!Kentucky!Press,!2001)!p.!69.!20!!Ibid.,!!p.!69.!21!!Ibid.,!at!pp.!70U71,!p.!77.!22!!Ibid.,!at!pp.!86U87.!23!!Ibid.,!!p.!72U73,!p.!88.!24!!“[w]e!do!not!intend!that!the!Japanese!people!shall!be!enslaved!as!a!race!or!destroyed!as!a!nation,!but!stern!justice!shall!be!meted!out!to!all!war!criminals!including!those!who!have!visited!cruelties!upon!our!prisoners.”!
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purposes!and!roles.!In!discussing!the!nonUselection!of!particular!individuals,!they!make!the!point!that!the!goal!set!out! in!occupational!policy!documents25!was!to!be!“achieved!partly!by!the!elimination!of!militarists,!but!the!transition!to!a!friendly!government!had!also! to! involve! the! retention! of! 'friendly'! Japanese! political! figures! who! had! played!significant!roles!in!the!preUwar!and!warUtime!Japanese!governments."26!The!authors!also!explored! the! issue! of! the! nonUselection! of! Hirohito! implicitly! in! connection! with!occupation!policies.27!There! is! also!discussion!of! the! apparent! failure!of! the! IMTFE! in!creating!a!historical!record!–!by!implication!setting!out!the!creation!of!a!historical!record!as!one!of!the!purposes!of!the!IMTFE.28!Overall,!this!work!was!a!legal!analysis!of!the!IMTFE!and! while! it! provides! valuable! insights! on! legal! questions,! it! dealt! with! the!interconnectedness!with!the!occupation’s!reforms!in!providing!context,!and!the!idea!of!the!moderate!peace!in!passing.!!!Two!Japanese!authors!writing!in!English!have!published!analyses!of!the!IMTFE!recently.!Madoka!Futamura’s!War$Crimes$Tribunals$and$Transitional$Justice:$The$Tokyo$Trial$and$




and!democratization,! using! as!devices! the!pursuit! of! individual! responsibility! and! the!creation!of!an!authoritative!record!of!the!war."30!Further,!Futamura!also!saw!the!IMTFE!as! strongly! connected! to! occupation! policies! as! they! were! “conceived! within! the!framework!of!policies!on!the!occupation!of!Japan.”31!Overall,!she!argued!that!this!was!to!be!done!by!using!the!IMTFE!in!order!to!create!an!‘individualisation!of!responsibility’!and!by! creating!an!historical! record!of! events! for! study!and! reflection.32!This!was!done! in!connection!with! the! occupation! policies! of! demilitarisation! and! democratisation,! and!with!the!deliberate!reproduction!of!the!Nuremberg!process!and!ideally!to!have!the!same!impact.33!Futamura!also!provides!an!interesting!analysis!of!how!different!generations!in!postUoccupation!Japan!have!viewed!and!understood!the!IMTFE.!Yuma!Totani’s!The$Tokyo$
War$ Crimes$ Trial! provided! some! interesting! discussion! of! the! IMTFE! in! terms! of!understanding!the!roles!and!purposes!of!the!trials.!Her!work!was!generally!not!focused!on!the!issues!of!the!interconnectedness!between!the!tribunals!and!occupation!reforms.!However! she! did! note! some! useful! viewpoints! from! Japanese! writers! during! the!occupation! itself34,! and! analysis! of! Japanese! scholarship! on! the! IMTFE,! exploring! the!shifts! from! early! analyses! (generally! negative! and! nationalist! in! tone)! to! the! more!nuanced!modern!viewpoints!(similar!to!those!of!more!recent!writers).!!!Other! parts! of! the! historiography! on! the! IMTFE! are! spread! among! edited! collections,!conference!proceedings,!journal!articles!and!the!like.!A!recent!collection!of!essays,!Beyond$
Victor’s$Justice?$The$Tokyo$War$Crimes$Trial$Revisited35,!explores!various!issues!around!the!IMTFE,!and!especially!‘forgotten!crimes’!with!the!aim!of!moving!beyond!the!question!of!whether!the!IMTFE!was!‘victor’s! justice’!or!not.!However,!most!of!the!essays!do!not!directly!deal!with!the!connections!between!the!IMTFE!and!occupation!that!is!the!subject!of!this!thesis.!In!terms!of!Japanese!language!scholarship,!the!translation!of!the!record!of!a! 1983! symposium! on! the! IMTFE! provide! an! interesting! insight! into! how! Japanese!scholars! have! grappled!with! the! issue! of! the! purposes! of! the! IMTFE.! Ōnuma! Yasuaki!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30!!M.!Futamura,!War$Crimes$and$Transitional$Justice,$p.!52.!31!!Ibid.,!!p.!55U56.!32!!Ibid.,!!p.!52.!33!!Ibid.,!!p.!66.!34!!Y.!Totani,!The$Tokyo$War$Crimes$Trial:$The$Pursuit$of$Justice$in$the$Wake$of$World$War$II,!(Cambridge,!Harvard!University!Press,!2008)!pp.!190U207.!35$$Beyond$Victor’s$Justice?$The$Tokyo$War$Crimes$Trial$Revisited,!Y.!Tanaka,!T.!McCormack,!and!G.!Simpson!(eds),!(Leiden,!Koninklijke!Brill,!2011).!
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indicted! charges! were! justified,! and! examined! the! emerging! international! law! of! the!period.!Where!they!moved!beyond!legal!analysis,!they!tended!to!align!themselves!with!the!orthodox!school,!for!example,!Eugene!Davidson’s!analysis!begins!with!a!discussion!of!AlliedUSoviet! tensions! that! blames! the! Soviets. 45 !! There! also! tended! to! be! a! strong!emphasis!on!punishment!and!on!creating!a!historical!record!as!noted!by!David!MaxwellUFyfe!in!Robert!Cooper’s!account!of!the!trials.46!!!More! critical! assessments! of! the! trials! started! to! emerge! in! the! 1960s,! and! were!contemporaneous! with! the! emergence! of! the! ‘revisionist’! approach! of! Cold! War!historiography!and!of!a!younger!generation!of!scholars.!Ideas!about!Allied!hypocrisy!and!victors’!justice!influenced!the!emerging!criticisms!that!are!evident!in!analyses!from!this!period.! It! is! no! coincidence! that! this! period! saw! more! critical! views! towards! Tokyo!emerge,!and!contemporary!political!and!social!factors!clearly!shaped!Minear’s!analysis.!Another!example!in!this!category!was!Werner!Maser,!whose!work!‘Nuremberg!in!History’!interestingly! focused! almost! entirely! on! attacking! the! tribunal! for! the! concept! of!criminalising! aggression,! its! perceived! procedural! flaws,! and! its! status! as! “not! an!international!court!but!a!victors’!tribunal.”47!!Another!example!of!a!revisionist!approach!was!that!of!Bradley!Smith,!especially!his!1977!work!Reaching$Judgment$at$Nuremberg.!!While!this!is!somewhat!sui$generis!in!terms!of!typical!‘revisionist’!analyses!in!that!it!is!not!obviously!connected!to!a!particular!view!of!the!Cold!War,!Smith!was!scathing!about!the!IMT.!He!argued!that!there!was!no!fixed!plan!or!policies!before!the!trial,!and!that!indeed!the!trial!was!nothing!more!than!victors’!justice.48!!Beyond!this,!he!questioned!their!actual!effect!in!any!wider!purpose,!although!this!does!imply!he!saw!some!wider!purpose!even!in!its!utter!failure.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!45!!E.!Davidson,!The$Death$and$Life$of$Germany:$An$Account$of$the$American$Occupation,!(Columbia,!University!of!Missouri!Press,!1999![originally!published!New!York,!Alfred!A.!Knopf,!1959]).!46!!R.W.!Cooper,!The$Nuremberg$Trial,!(Harmondsworth,!Penguin!Books,!1947)!pp.!7U9.!This!idea!is!also!emphasised!in!E.!Davidson’s!introduction!in!The$Trial$of$the$Germans,!(Columbia,!University!of!Missouri!Press,!1966),!p.!2.!47!!W.!Maser,!Nuremberg:$A$Nation$on$Trial![Nürnberg:$Tribunal$der$Sieger],!trans.!R.!Barry,!(London,!Allen!Books,!1979),!p.!279.!48!!B.F.!Smith,!Reaching$Judgment$at$Nuremberg,!(New!York,!Basic!Books,!1977).!
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trials! in!similar!ways!to!the!earliest!analyses!that! focused!on! justice!and!retribution.53!!Further,!the!narrative!of!Nuremberg!is!often!still!the!same!as!that!constructed!early!on!with!the!IMT!as!a!defining!event!in!the!postUwar!era.!As!Francine!Hirsch!notes,!“still!seen!through!the!distorting!lens!of!the!Cold!War…the!classic!account!of!the!trials!is!an!AngloUAmerican!tale!of!liberal!triumph…marking!one!of!the!“law’s!first!great!efforts!to!submit!mass!atrocity!to!principled!judgment”!and!ushering!in!a!new!era!of!international!human!rights.” 54 !! Other! examples! of! this! approach! are! found! in! Ann! and! John! Tusa’s! The$












in! 1973! and! 1976.71 !! Other! scholars! argued! that! the! pattern! within! analyses! of! the!occupation!(both!contemporary!and!later)!was!one!of!initial!criticism,!and!then!approval!of!the!actions!of!SCAP.72!Dower!noted!in!1975!that!there!seemed!to!be!a!split!between!EuropeanUlanguage!and!Japanese!scholarship.!‘Standard’!western!scholarship!followed!a!line!that!saw!the!‘reverseUcourse’!as!effectively!benign!and!the!consequences!of!the!shift!were! minimized! as! based! on! practical! rather! than! ideological! reasons.! This! was!contrasted!with!the!radical!Western!and!Japanese!scholarship!that!put!greater!emphasis!on!Cold!War!politics!and!economic!factors!more!broadly.73!The!Cold!War!also!influenced!Japanese!scholars! in!other!ways,!with!political!and!social!divisions!exacerbated!by!the!reverseUcourse!and!Red!Purge.!Marius!Jansen!noted!in!particular!that!many!intellectuals!had!been!coUopted!by!the!state,!or!had!retreated!into!silence!during!the!1930s!and!40s!and! that! “intellectuals!were! determined!not! to!make! the! same! error! a! second! time.74!Marxist!and!progressive!intellectuals,! largely!opposed!to!the!conservative!Yoshida!and!LDP!governments,!dominated! the! social! sciences!and!humanities! in!particular.75!Carol!Gluck!noted!that!a!key!group!of!historians!were!progressive!intellectuals!for!whom!“the!term!postUwar!historiography!was!virtually!synonymous!with!Marxist!historyUwriting.”!This!was!a!group!whose!politics!placed!them!“against!the!state,!or! in!the! larger!sense,!against!the!political!and!economic!establishment.”76!!Beyond! this! initial! period! in! the! 1970s,! analyses! tended! to! be! a! mix! of! writers! who!followed! what! Kramer! describes! as! a! ‘narrative! strategy’! that! tended! to! follow! the!‘standard’!line!described!by!Dower,77!and!toward!the!more!multiUfaceted!approach!that!already! existed! within! Japanese! scholarship.! This! multiUfaceted! approach! not! only!emphasised!Cold!War!politics!and!economic!factors,!but!also!emphasised!the!importance!of!understanding!the!Japanese!as!actors.!More!recently,!the!cultural!turn!and!the!impact!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!71!!R.A.!Moore,!‘Reflections!of!the!Occupation!of!Japan’!Journal$of$Asian$Studies!38!(1979)!721U734!at!721!72!!R.A.!Scalapino,!‘The!American!Occupation!of!Japan:!Perspectives!After!Three!Decades’!at!105.!73!!J.!Dower,!‘Recent!Japan!in!Historical!Revisionism:!Occupied!Japan!as!History!and!Occupation!History!as!Politics’!Journal$of$Asian$Studies!34!(1975)!485U504!at!490.!74!!Jansen,!The$Making$of$Modern$Japan,!p.!706.!75!!Ibid.!76!!Carol!Gluck,!‘The!Past!in!the!Present’!in!Postwar$Japan$as$History$ed.!Andrew!Gordon,!(Berkeley,!University!of!California!Press,!1993)!pp.!64U98,!at!70.!77!H.!Kramer,!‘Reforms!of!Their!Own:!The!Japanese!Resistance!to!Changes!in!Higher!Education!Administration!under!the!U.S.!American!Occupation,!1945U1952’!Paedagogica$Historica!43!(2007)!327U345!at!328![Kramer!describes!this!idea!as!based!in!understandings!like!that!expressed!in!MacArthur’s!memoirs!–!the!farUreaching!character!of!reform!and!of!the!primary!role!of!US!forces!in!deciding!and!implementing!them].!
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of! postcolonial! approaches! have! shifted! how! the! occupation! has! been! analysed! and!understood. 78 !These! approaches! have! led! scholars! to! explore! the! importance! of! the!Japanese!as!active!participants!in!the!reform!process.!Laura!Hein!emphasises!the!need!to!understand!that!“"the!biggest!fights!in!occupied!Japan!were!among!Japanese!who!wanted!different! futures! for! their! society.! They! often! pulled!Americans! into! their! battles! in! a!variety! of!ways,! but! they!were! pursuing! their! own! agendas.”79!More! recent! literature!around!the!occupation!has!also!tended!to!be!more!critical!the!view!of!the!occupation!as!“arrogant!imperial!venture”!is!a!common!theme.80!John!Dower’s!Embracing$Defeat!leans!towards!this!view!as!he!critiques!many!elements!of!the!US!efforts.!However,!this!is!only!a!generalisation.!In!2002,!the!reprint!and!expansion!of!Takemae!Eiji’s!Inside$GHQ:$The$Allied$


























!The!purposes!of!the!IMT!are!analysed!in!greater!depth!and!more!frequently!than!is!the!case!with! analyses! of! the! IMTFE!within! the! Japanese! context.! For! the!most! part,! the!purposes!of!the!IMT!(and!this!is!true!throughout!the!literature)!are!more!clearly!stated!and!given!greater!attention!than!the!literature!on!the!IMTFE.!Part!of!this!is!something!of!a!selfUfulfilling!prophecy!in!that!Nuremberg!and!the!German!occupation!are!seen!as!“more!important”,!so!they!have!received!greater!scholarly!attention,!which!creates!a!wider!base!of!literature!to!work!from,!which!in!turn!creates!a!perception!of!importance.!For!the!most!part,! there! is!not!really!a!sense!of!great!difference!between!Nuremberg!and!Tokyo,!as!overall! the!aims!and!purposes!were!similar!and!the!differences!are!in! implementation!and!their!success.!An!example!is!Thomas!Berger’s!point!that!the!occupations!had!similar!goals,! in! the! sense! of! the! basic! aims! of! disarmament! and! remaking! their! societies.94!Concerning! the! international! tribunals,! there! are! similarities! and! differences.! In! both!cases,! the! US! was! the! driving! force! behind! the! implementation! of! the! tribunals! and!convinced! and! cajoled! its! major! allies! into! support.! However! there! were! important!differences,!as!while!the!IMT!was!built!around!some!sense!of!partnership!between!the!Allied!powers,!the!US!practically!had!a!stronger!role!at!the!IMTFE!because!of!its!structure!and!composition.!Scholars!have!noted!and!accepted!that!the!driving!force!in!making!the!trials! happen! at! all!was! the!US.! Almost! everyone!who! explores! the!wartime!planning!stages!of!Nuremberg!and!of! the!occupation!highlights! that! the!major!debates!over!the!trials!were!first!internally!within!the!US!government,!then!amongst!the!Allied!powers.95!This!meant!that!in!many!cases,!the!ideas!behind!the!tribunals!and!the!purposes!that!they!were!intended!to!play!are!shared!between!the!German!and!Japanese!context.!Therefore!understanding! Nuremberg! provides! greater! insight! into! the! IMTFE.! However,! it! is!important!that!this!should!not!be!taken!too!far,!as!despite!the!US!dominating!the!IMTFE!on!paper,! an!Australian! judge!who!did!not!agree!completely!with! the!views!of! the!US!during!the!trial!ran!the!tribunal,!and!the!majority!judgment!was!largely!the!work!of!the!British,! Canadian! and! New! Zealand! judges,! and! significant! dissents! from! the! Indian,!Dutch,!and!French!judges.96!Beyond!this,!trials!in!general!can!be!difficult!to!control!as!they!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!94!!Thomas!P.!Berger,!Cultures$of$Antimilitarism:$National$Security$in$Germany$and$Japan,!(Baltimore,!John!Hopkins!University!Press,!1998),!p.!25.!95!!Maser!discusses!the!“missionary!faith!in!the!trial’s!educational!effect”!and!that!this!“came!from!America”![Maser,!Nuremberg:$A$Nation$on$Trial,!p.!279].!96!!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,$p.!278.!
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!Conclusion!!Overall,!the!historiography!concerning!the!occupations!of!Japan!and!Germany!has!been!strongly! influenced!by! the!historiography! relating! to! the!Cold!War.! In! the! case! of! the!former,!analyses!of!the!occupation!of!Japan!have!often!focused!on!the!emerging!Cold!War!in!East!Asia!and!the!‘construction’!of!Japan!as!a!key!US!ally!in!the!region.!Others!look!at!the!apparent!American!success!in!Japan!in!the!light!of!later!modernisation!theory!or!the!story! of! the! success! of! American! values! in! reshaping! Japan.! Historiography! on! the!occupation!of!Germany!has!been!influenced!by!the!importance!of!the!German!question!in!European!politics! in!the!later!1940s,!and!the!central!place!that!Germany!played!in!the!outbreak!of!the!Cold!War,!culminating!in!the!Berlin!Crisis!and!the!emergence!of!the!two!German!states!on!each!side!of!the!Iron!Curtain.!In!other!respects,!the!historiography!of!the!occupations!has!been!undertaken!either!through!compartmentalised!works!that!seek!to!provide!a!general!overview!and!not!focus!on!any!one!particular!issue!in!detail,!or!works!that!are!largely!focused!on!another!issue!(such!as!the!emergence!of!the!Cold!War)!which!discuss!the!occupations!in!some!way.!This!is!not!to!say!that!all!of!the!historiography!is!really! ‘Cold! War! historiography’,! as! many! analyses! explore! the! occupation! as! their!primary!focus.!!!The!issue!of!the!debates!between!moderate!and!harsh!peace!ideas!and!advocates!is!an!important!part!of!the!historiography!on!the!occupations,!however!these!again!are!often!compartmentalised!on!a!particular!reform!issue,!or!more!general!without!a!great!level!of!detail! on!underlying! ideas.! In!particular,! the! international! tribunals! as! a!part!of! these!debates! is! neglected,! and! if! it! is! discussed! it! is! usually! in! the! context! of! the! 1944/45!debates! within! the! US! government! about! harsh! and! moderate! peace.! Exploring! the!connections!between!the!international!tribunals!and!the!concept!of!victimisation,!and!of!moderate!peace!ideas!is!something!of!a!lacuna!that!this!thesis!seeks!if!not!to!fill,!then!at!least! to! start! filling.! The! idea! of! the! victimisation! and! victimhood! of! the! occupied!populations! is! sometimes!mentioned,!but!how!and!why! it!was!used! is!not!necessarily!explored!in!detail.!More!importantly,!the!interconnected!of!the!reforms!as!a!whole!is!often!missed,!as!the!narrative!of!the!occupations!becomes!the!story!of!the!particular!issue!the!author! is! focused! on.! Again,! this! is! not! a! negative! in! itself,! but! it! has! influenced! the!
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compartmentalisation! of! the! narrative! of! the! occupations.! Common! to! both! the!historiography!on!the!occupations!and!the!tribunals!is!an!imbalance!between!Japanese!and!German!subjects.!More!ink!has!been!spilled!analysing!and!discussing!the!latter!than!the! former! for! a! variety! of! reasons;! perceived! importance,! accessibility! of! materials,!language!barriers!and!the!influence!of!other!historiographical!issues.!This!has!meant!that!the!occupation!of!Germany!and!the!IMT!is!better!understood!and!analysed,!making!it!a!useful! companion! and! comparison! to! the! analysis! of! the! occupation! of! Japan! and! the!IMTFE!which!is!the!primary!focus!of!this!thesis.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 33!Chapter!2:!“Man$hat$uns$belogen$und$betrogen”!—!exploring!the!concept!of!the!victim!thesis!!Introduction!“Man$hat$uns$belogen$und$betrogen”!meaning!“they!have!lied!to!and!betrayed!us”!was!a!phrase!that!encapsulates!a!commonly!held!attitude!among!the!populations!of!occupied!Japan!and!Germany.!The!conviction!that!they!had!been!victimised!by!their!former!leaders!was!a!powerful!one!in!the!aftermath!of!the!war.!The!idea!allowed!the!populations!of!Japan!and! Germany! psychologically! and! morally! to! distance! themselves! from! the! former!regimes.!Victimisation!was!useful!as!an!expression!of!resentment!and!anger!against!the!former!regimes!for!the!suffering!they!had!created!through!the!war,!and!especially!their!defeat.!The!emergence!and!life!of!this!concept!of!victimisation!in!the!defeated!states!has!been!analysed!by!others!from!the!perspective!of!the!defeated!populations.!However,!the!victimisation!idea!in!the!Allied!consciousness!has!remained!largely!unexplored.!!The!idea!of!victimisation!was!also!important!in!the!reconstruction!process!in!allowing!people! to! move! on! from! the! trauma! of! the! past! to! begin! rebuilding! their! lives! and!communities.! However,! this! idea! of! the! victimisation! of! the! Japanese! and! German!populations! by! their! former! regimes! was! not! just! a! concept! believed! by! those!populations.!The!concept!was!also!utilised!by!those!who!planned!and!implemented!the!occupations!of!Japan!and!Germany.!More!importantly,!it!was!an!idea!most!strongly!held!within! the!US! government! and! occupational! regimes! that! are! the! focus! of! this! thesis.!While!elements!of!this!idea!were!held!by!the!British!and!Soviet!occupation!regimes!(the!latter!in!the!sense!that!the!people!had!been!victims!of!a!connected!NSDAPXcapitalist!elite),!it!was!largely!rejected!by!the!French.!Thus,!the!idea!of!the!people!as!the!victims!of!their!former!leaders,!or!the!‘victim!thesis’,!was!most!important!for!the!US!and!used!as!part!of!the! justification! for! the! international! tribunals! in! the! form! that! they! took.! The! victim!thesis!connected!with!the!conceptualisation!of!the!former!regimes!proposed!by!moderate!peace!advocates!as!dominated!by!‘leadership!cliques’.!In!this!idea,!the!criminality!of!these!regimes!and!the!culpability!of!their!members!should!be!more!narrowly!focused!than!the!collective! guilt! and! punishment! proposed! largely! by! harsh! peace! advocates.! For! US!officials,! the! victim! thesis! was! based! on! several! motivations! and! applied! in! several!different!ways,!with!a!rough!division!between!practical!and!ideological!motivations!and!
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respectively.! The! victim! thesis! was! an! important! part! of! arguments! for! advocating!moderate! peace! settlements! with! Japan! and! Germany! and! justifying! more! moderate!reforms!and!punishment.!Essentially,!if!the!people!as!a!whole!were!victims,!then!policies!aimed!at!punishing!the!people!as!a!whole!were!undesirable!(if!not!harmful).!Conversely,!true! guilt! lay! not! with! the! people! as! a! whole! but! with! their! leaders! and! those!organisations!and!institutions!that!had!supported!them.!Importantly!however,!the!victim!thesis! was! applied! differently! in! each! occupied! state! and! this! had! important!consequences.!As!an!example,!in!Japan!the!military!was!the!key!institution!implicated!in!victimising!the!people!as!a!whole.!However,!in!Germany!while!militarism!was!perceived!as!one!of!the!key!problems,!and!the!institutions!of!the!military!were!attacked!by!Allied!reforms,!the$NSDAP!was!considered!the!key!institution!that!had!engaged!in!victimisation.!Military!personnel!and!officers!especially!were!not!treated!in!the!same!manner!(barring!those!accused!of!specific!war!crimes.)!The!idea!developed!about!the!basic!honourability!of! the! Wehrmacht! that! contrasted! the! ‘clean’! military! with! the! ‘dirty’! paramilitary!organisations!(especially!the!SS).!!!The!genesis!of!the!victim!thesis!!The!victim!thesis!emerged!gradually!during!the!planning!for!the!occupations!of!Japan!and!Germany!within!the!US!government!during!the!war.!In!both!cases,!the!idea!was!contested!and!other! theories!and!plans! for! the!occupations!had!an! important! influence!over! the!occupations!themselves.!The!victim!thesis!as!it!emerged!in!the!occupations!and!tribunals!was! the! product! of! debate! among! different! factions! within! the! US! government,! and!between! the! Allied! powers.! Those! who! argued! the! victim! thesis! were! also! not! a!monolithic!group,!as!different!officials!and!groups!made!arguments!about!victimisation!for!different!reasons!and!on!different!bases.!The!arguments!about!victimisation!were!not!always!consistent!with!one!another!or!even!internally!consistent!at!different!points! in!time.!Nevertheless,! it! is!possible! to!speak!of!advocates!who!argued! for! the! idea!of! the!victimisation!of!the!people!because!they!held!particular!views!about!how!the!occupations!should!be!conducted,!whether!their!reasons!were!practical,!political,!and!ideological!or!a!mixture!of!all!of!these.!!
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Japan!Concerning!Japan,!the!victim!thesis!emerged!largely!through!preUsurrender!occupation!planning! discussions! within! the! US! government! during! the! war.! These! discussions!concerned!many!issues,!but!at!their!core!were!concerned!with!the!question!of!whether!Japan!should!be!treated!harshly!or!more!moderately!after!the!war!was!over.!This!debate!was!not!just!about!Japan,!but!also!the!political!situation!in!the!AsiaUPacific!region!after!the!war.!The!factions!in!the!debate!over!Japan!have!been!termed!by!scholars!the!‘Japan!Crowd’! and! the! ‘China!Crowd’.!The! former!were!primarily! those!who!advocated! for! a!moderate! peace,! but! importantly! also! advocated! less! wideUranging! reforms.! As! an!example,! this! group! tended! to! favour! retaining! the! Emperor! even! if! the! Imperial!institution!was!to!be!reformed.!The!latter!group!were!those!who!tended!to!favour!harsher!treatment!of!Japan,!with!more!stringent!political,!social!and!economic!reform!and!some!within!this!group!(hence!the!phrase!‘China!Crowd’)!held!the!view!that!China!under!the!




(at!least!initially)!based!on!preUdetermined!policies.!Further,!as!Mayo!argues,!“General!MacArthur’s!role!and!that!of!his!general!staff! in!planning!the! initial!goals!of! the!Allied!occupation!of!Japan!were!minimal…however!much!he!chafed!at!guidelines!and!restraints,![he]!largely!complied!with!his!JCS!orders!in!the!opening!stages!of!the!occupation.”103!The!structure!of!preUsurrender!planning!followed!the!basic!chronology!set!out!by!Mayo.!The!first!stage!from!1942U43!involved!research!and!the!production!of!preliminary!position!papers! in! which! a! general! framework! for! dealing! with! defeated! enemy! states! was!conceived.!The!second!stage!from!late!1943!to!the!end!of!1944!saw!heavier!involvement!of!State!Department!staff!and!more!detailed!planning,!but!also!rifts!emerging!between!political! and! economic!planners.!There!was! also! growing! influence! from! the!War! and!Treasury! Departments! from! this! stage! of! planning! onwards,! and! these! departments!generally!favoured!a!harsher!peace.!The!third!stage!in!1945!saw!the!establishment!of!the!StateUWarUNavy! Coordinating! Committee! (SWNCC)! with! regular! meetings,! and! the!political! solutions! of! the! Japan! Crowd! gained! acceptance,! but! more! widely! ranging!reforms!were!also!added!to!plans.!By!the!last!months!of!the!war!however,!military!and!naval!planners!took!charge!and!the!China!Crowd’s!ideas!gained!more!influence.104!!Two!key!players!within!preUsurrender!planning!make!for!interesting!case!studies.!Both!George!Blakeslee!and!Hugh!Borton!were!part!of!the!early!planning!body!with!the!State!Department!from!1941!(the!Division!of!Special!Research)!and!had!similar!backgrounds!in! academia! and!working! experience! in! Japan!during! the!1920s! and!1930s.! Borton! is!especially!interesting!because!he!was!present!during!the!key!events!of!the!prosecution!narrative!outlined!above,!and!his!understanding!of!Japan!was!based!on!a!contrast!of!‘good!




in!all!phases!of! life! that! their!displacement!would! involve! the!overthrow!of! the!whole!political!structure.”106!Blakeslee!and!Borton!were!involved!in!various!State!Department!planning!bodies!from!1942!and!they!both!argued!from!similar!positions.!This!position!was!generally!focused!around!this!sense!of!‘good!1920s/bad!1930s’!and!argued!that!there!was!a!group!of!Japanese!moderates!and!liberals!who!would!take!responsibility!for!reform!once!the!militarists!were!removed.!In!late!1943,!the!second!stage!of!planning!began!with!the!establishment!of!a!State!Department!committee!with!Blakeslee!as!chair!and!Borton!as!secretary.107!Many!of!their!recommendations!developed!into!basic!postUwar!policies.!In! a! May! 1944! paper,! Blakeslee! reaffirmed! postUwar! objectives! in! Japan! as!demilitarisation,!democratisation!and!reintegration,!and!argued!that!militarists!were!to!be!removed!from!the!scene!as!a!necessary!step!in!this!process.!Permeating!throughout!their!ideas!is!an!undercurrent!of!the!victim!thesis!in!the!idea!of!moderates!and!liberals!being!pushed!aside,!and!militarism!being!to!blame!for!the!war!—!and!resulted!in!their!view!that!removal!of!the!militarists!was!the!key!rather!than!radical!reform.108!!These!ideas!were!challenged!in!the!planning!process!and!other!groups!within!the!State!Department! and! from! the!War! and!Navy!Departments! that! held!harsher! views!of! the!intended!occupation.!One!contrasting!group!was!the!Civil!Affairs!Division!(CAD)!in!the!State! Department.! In! October! 1943,! they! published! a! set! of! policy! recommendations!calling!for!the!arrest!and!trial!of!a!large!swathe!of!the!top!levels!of!government!in!Japan,!including! the! Emperor.! In! economic! terms,! they! pushed! a! radical! dismantling! of! the!
zaibatsu! and! an! economic! plan! that! was! not! far! off! the! enforced! agrarianism! of! the!Morgenthau!Plan.!CAD!was!the!source!for!JCS$1067!in!relation!to!Germany!and!Takemae!argues!that!the!Morgenthau!Plan!influenced!the!drafting!of!the!Army’s!policy!directives!in!JCS$1380.109!In!the!end,!the!postUwar!surrender!polices!were!an!amalgam!of!ideas!from!both!camps.!The!final!product!of!SWNCC150/4/A!contained!ideas!from!both!Japan!and!China!Crowds!with!the! intention!of!more!radical!reforms!than!the! Japan!Crowd!might!have!wished,!but! importantly! the!core!of! the!political!objectives! taken! from!their!preUsurrender!planning!papers.!SWNCC150/4/A!emerged!in!an!initial!form!by!June!1945,!and!Mayo!argues!this!drew!heavily!from!the!State!Department!work!of!men!like!Blakeslee!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!106!!H.!Borton,!Japan$Since$1931!(New!York,!Institute!of!Public!Relations,!1940),!pp.!126U127.!107!!The!Interdivisional!Area!Committee!on!the!Far!East!(IDACFE).!108!!Mayo,!‘American!Wartime!Planning!for!Occupied!Japan’,!pp.!30U32.!109!!Takemae,!Inside$GHQ,!p.!212.!!
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immediate! or! potential! concerns! with! the! issue! of! postUwar! treatment! of! Germany,!however! initially! the!War! and! Treasury! Departments! were! the! most! involved! and! a!confrontation!emerged!between!their!chiefs!Stimson!and!Morgenthau.!Taylor!described!Treasury!as!a!“citadel!of!the!“tough!peace”!advocates…known!primarily!for!its!proposal!to!abolish!German!heavy!industry.”115!Treasury!also!advocated!for!summary!execution!of!identified!war!criminals!as!opposed!to!trials,!and!more!radical!political!and!social!reform.!Morgenthau!drafted!his!famous!Plan!during!September!1944,!and!having!got!the!ear!of!Roosevelt!was!able! to!make!a!presentation!of! this!during! the!Quadrant!Conference!at!Quebec! in! September! 1944,! ostensibly! gaining! the! approval! and! agreement! of! both!Roosevelt!and!Churchill.!However,!news!of! the!Morgenthau!Plan!quickly! leaked!to! the!press,!which!became!highly!critical!of!the!Plan.!When!the!scandal!became!part!of!the!1944!presidential! election! campaign,! Roosevelt! backpedalled! on! support!when! attacked! by!Republicans!arguing!that!the!Plan!was!utilised!by!the!Nazis!to!spur!continuing!resistance.!!!Stimson!and!War,!along!with!Secretary!of!State!Hull!and!the!State!Department,!worked!hard!to!change!Roosevelt’s!mind,!primarily!focusing!on!the!impracticality!of!the!economic!aspects!of!the!Plan.!Stimson’s!5!September!1944!letter!to!Roosevelt!argued!!! I!cannot…treat!as!realistic!the!suggestion!that!such!an!area!in!the!present!economic!condition!of!the!world!can!be!turned!into!a!nonUproductive!"ghost!territory"!when!it!has!become!the!centre!of!one!of!the!most!industrialised!continents!in!the!world,!populated!by!peoples!of!energy,!vigour!and!progressiveness.116!!!More!importantly,!Stimson!contended,!“Such!a!program!would,!I!believe,!create!tensions!and!resentments!far!outweighing!any!immediate!advantage!of!security!and!would!tend!to!obscure!the!guilt!of!the!Nazis!and!the!viciousness!of!their!doctrines!and!their!acts.”117!Stimson’s!solution!to!the!dilemma!was!not!radical!economic!reform,!but!focused!political!reform!especially!around!trials!and!political!purging.!He!argued!that!it!was!!! primarily! by! the! thorough! apprehension,! investigation,! and! trial! of! all! the! Nazi! leaders! and!instruments!of!the!Nazi!system!of!terrorism…that!we!can!demonstrate!the!abhorrence!which!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!115!!Taylor,!The$Anatomy$of$the$Nuremberg$Trials,!p.!34.!116!!Letter$from$Stimson,$5$Sept$1944.!!117!!Ibid.!
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world!has!for!such!a!system!and!bring!home!to!the!German!people!our!determination!to!extirpate!it!and!all!its!fruits!forever.118!!!This!effort!was!supported!by!Hull!and!the!State!Department,!whose!plans!for!postUwar!Germany! focused! on! economic! rehabilitation! to! help! foster! European! economic!recovery.119!Despite!stepping!back!from!implementing!the!more!radical!parts!of!the!Plan,!much! of! the! rhetoric! of! the! Plan! still! had! currency! within! the! administration! and!occupation!planning,!and!the!unresolved!tension!remained!in!Allied!planning.!!However,!this!debate!did!not!occur!in!isolation,!as!Allied!thinking!and!planning!took!place!in!a!milieu!of!debate!over!the!nature!of!the!Nazi!regime!and!the!proper!solution!to!dealing!with!the!perceived!problem.!An!interesting!part!of!the!debate!emerged!from!a!research!group!within!the!Office!of!Strategic!Services!(OSS)!tasked!with!drafting!papers!on!German!society!and!government.!The!OSS!group!included!several!German!émigré!social!scientists!and!historians!who!had! fled!Germany! in! the!1930s! including!several! scholars!of!what!became! the! Frankfurt! School! such! as! Herbert! Marcuse,! Otto! Kirchheimer! and! Franz!Neumann.! Olick! also! highlighted! the! importance! of! the! Joint! Committee! on! Postwar!Planning,!supported!by!a!range!of!professional!associations!and!included!a!whole!range!of! social! scientists. 120 !This! group! emphasised! ‘scientific’! and! sociological! arguments!about!the!nature!of!German!society,!and!argued!for!a!‘psychoUcultural’!approach!and!the!possibility! of! successful! reUeducation.121!! Neumann! helped! to! develop! one! of! the! first!theoretical!formulations!of!Nazism!in!his!1944!work!Behemoth.122$Neumann’s!analysis!of!Nazism! was! that! it! was! a! diffuse! virusUlike! phenomenon,! as! opposed! to! a! topUdown!structure!imposed!by!the!leadership!on!a!passive!populace.!Further,!the!Third!Reich!was!a!political!grouping!with!four!centres!of!power!loosely!coordinated!by!Hitler,!who!ruled!by!his!charismatic!authority.!These!four!groups!of!the!NSDAP,!Wehrmacht,!civil!service!and! capitalist! business! elite! were! effectively! the! roots! of! Nazism! and! needed! to! be!reformed! in! order! to! successfully! redeem! Germany.! For! Neumann! and! the! Frankfurt!School,!Nazism!was!“a!form!of!falseUconsciousness!and!inevitably!an!antiUNazi!reaction!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!118!!Letter$from$Stimson,$5$Sept$1944.!119!!See!Olick,!In$the$House$of$the$Hangman,!pp.!65U70!120!!Olick,!In$the$House$of$the$Hangman,!at!pp.!58U63!121!!An!important!thinker!was!Richard!M.!Brickner!and!his!works!Is$Germany$Incurable?!(Philadelphia,!Lippincott,!1943);!and!‘Germany!after!the!War!–!Round!Table!1945.’!American$Journal$of$Orthopsychiatry!11!(1945)!381U441.!122!!Franz!Neumann,!Struktur$und$Praxis$des$National$sozialismus$1933X1944.!
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destruction! of! German! industrial! hegemony! and! a! prolonged! military! occupation! to!enforce!Umbildung!or!reUeducation!of!German!society.127!!The!use!of!the!victim!thesis!in!the!tribunals!!The!victim!thesis!was!primarily!used!in!the!international!tribunals!was!primarily!through!the! indictments! and! how! the! Allied! prosecutors! constructed! their! narratives! of! the!regimes!of!which!the!accused!were!a!part,!and!how!they!constructed!the!cases!against!the!individuals.! The! idea!was! evident! at! both! the! IMTFE! and! the! IMT! and!utilised! by! the!prosecution! in! making! their! arguments.! During! the! IMTFE,! the! prosecutors! made!important!use!of!the!ideas!of!“Japan!as!victim’!or!‘the!Japanese!as!victims’,!and!these!ideas!also!emerged!in!the!IMTFE’s!majority!judgment.!Joseph!Keenan!in!delivering!the!Opening!Statement!of! the!Prosecution!stated,! “We!must!reach!the!conclusion!that! the! Japanese!people!themselves!were!utterly!within!the!power!and!force!of!those!accused,!and!to!such!extent!were! its!victims.”128!!An! important!aspect!of! the!construction!of! the!conspiracy!argument!centred!on!the!portrayal!of!the!‘leadership’!or!‘militarist’!groups!victimising!the!people! of! Japan! in! various! ways.! Futamura! argued! that! “the! tribunal! intended! to!demarcate! wartime! leaders! and! other! Japanese! people! not! only! physically! but! also!psychologically,”129!and!throughout!the!trial,!there!was!a!clear!and!deliberate!attempt!by!the!prosecution!to!create!a!distinction!between!the!accused!and!the!Japanese!people!as!a!whole.!The!primary!method!of!doing!so!was!through!application!of!the!victim!thesis!in!two!forms,!with!the!Japanese!people!victimised!by!how!the!conspirators!were!accused!of!taking!power,!and!how!the!conspirators!(once!in!power)!maintained!their!control.!The!victim!thesis!was!most!evident!in!three!parts!of!the!prosecution!arguments!and!narrative.!The!first!focused!on!how!the!conspirators!had!undermined!and!intimidated!‘democratic’!civilian!governments!of!Japan!through!threats!of!and!actual!violence.!The!second!focused!on!the!roles!of!propaganda!in!aiding!this!process,!and!especially!as!a!tool!of!maintaining!control!over! the!population.!The! third! focused!on!education! in!similar!contexts.!As!an!example,! the! arguments! around! the! undermining! of! democratic! governments! will! be!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!127!!Dorn,!‘The!Debate!over!American!Occupation!Policy’,!484.!128!!MB!1549,!Justice$Erima$Harvey$Northcroft$Tokyo$War$Crimes$Trial$Collection![Northcroft!Collection],!Item!ID112493,!Opening$Statement$of$the$Prosecution,!delivered!by!Joseph!B.!Keenan,!p.!52.!129!!M.!Futamura,!War$Crimes$and$Transitional$Justice,$pp.!56U57.!
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The!Sakurakai$(Cherry!Blossom!Society)!had!been!set!up!by!the!accused!Hashimoto!in!1930!with!the!purpose!of!“national!reorganisation!for!the!attainment!of!which!the!Society!was!ready! to!use!armed! force.”137!Hashimoto!planned!the! takeover!of! the!government!through!the!instigation!of!massive!riots!in!Tokyo!(with!the!aid!of!civilian!ultranationalists!such! as! the! coUaccused!Ōkawa)! that!would!necessitate! the!mobilisation!of! troops! and!proclamation!of!martial!law!and!allow!a!military!coup.138!However,!the!War!Minister!and!planned!new!Prime!Minister!Ugaki!Kazushige!refused!to!cooperate!with!the!plan!and!the!plotters!were!arrested.139!The!prosecution!emphasised!the!plan!of!the!Sakurakai140!as!a!precursor! to! later! attempts! to! undermine! and! overthrow! uncooperative! civilian!governments.! This! coup! never! eventuated,! but! the! mere! threat! of! it! was! enough! to!influence! government! officials,! and! that! the! Sakurakai$ existed! and! was! known! to! be!planning!such!action!was!a!dangerous!sign.!!The!Mukden!Incident!in!September!1931!initiated!the!Japanese!occupation!and!invasion!of!Manchuria!and!was!from!the!prosecution’s!point!of!view!the!first!key!step!of!Japanese!aggression! in! the!path! to! the!war! in!China!and! the!Pacific!War.!The! Incident!was!also!another! key! moment! of! gekokujō! with! Kwangtung! Army! officers! operating! without!orders! and! the! civilian! governments! essentially! forced! to! follow! through! fear! of! a!potential! coup.! Key! individuals! involved! within! the! Kwangtung! Army! included! the!accused!Itagaki!Seishiro!and!Doihara!Kenji!who!sought!to!create!an!excuse!for!Japanese!intervention!in!Manchuria!by!faking!an!attack!on!the!Japanese!owned!South!Manchuria!Railway! on! 18! September! 1931.141!However,! the!Wakatsuki! government! at! the! time!sought! rapprochement!with! the!Kuomintang! regime! in!Nanjing!and! sought! to! contain!military!operations,!as!did!central!military!authorities.!The!Kwangtung!Army!ignored!this!policy! and! continued! operations! in! Manchuria! until! the! collapse! of! the! Wakatsuki!government,!whose!successor!accepted! the!occupation!of!Manchuria.!The!prosecution!introduced!as!an!exhibit!excerpts!from!Kido’s!diary!from!the!period,!where!Kido!noted!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!137$$Final$Addresses$Volume$2,!DU21!and!22;!Ex.!162,!T.!1554U5.!138!!Meirion!and!Susie!Harries,!Soldiers$of$the$Sun:$The$Rise$and$Fall$of$the$Imperial$Japanese$Army,!(New!York,!Random!House,!1994),!p.!147.!139!!Ibid.!!140!!The!Sakurakai!or!‘Cherry!Blossom!Society’!was!founded!by!military!officers,!General!Staff!members!and!the!Office!of!InspectorUGeneral!of!Military!Education!under!the!accused!Hashimoto!Kingoro!in!October!1930.!141!!Hata!and!Coox,!‘Continental!expansion,!1905U1941’,!pp.!294U5.!
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of!the!Cabinet,!without!the!confidence!of!which!a!government!normally!could!not!survive.!The!prosecution!described!this!as!“effectively!block[ing]!any!subsequent!premier,!who!might! wish! to! oppose! the! army’s! demands,! from! choosing! from! the! reserves! a! war!minister!who!was!freed!from!army!control.”151!!The!IMT!The! victim! thesis!was! argued! and! applied!by! the!prosecutors! at! the! IMT!as!well.! The!rhetoric!used!by!the!prosecution!and!judges!illustrates!a!particular!understanding!and!application!of!the!idea!of!the!German!people!as!victims!(indeed!the!very!first)!of!the!Nazi!regime.! Key! examples! of! this! rhetoric! are! found! in! the! opening! prosecution! address!delivered!by!Robert!Jackson!on!21!November!1945.!In!the!introductory!section,!Jackson!described!the!defendants!as!having!“[taken]!from!the!German!people!all!those!dignities!and! freedoms! that! we! hold! natural! and! inalienable! rights! in! every! human! being.”152!Jackson!also!made!a!claim!that!ostensibly!contradicted!both!the!occupation!statute!JCS$





clutch!of! the!most! intricate!web!of! espionage! and! intrigue! that! any!modern! state!has!endured,!and!persecution!and!torture!of!a!kind!that!has!not!been!visited!upon!the!world!in!many!centuries,!the!elements!of!the!German!population!which!were!both!decent!and!courageous! were! annihilated.”157!Jackson! also! emphasised! the! role! of! propaganda! in!controlling!the!population!and!speaking!of!the!Germans!as!passive!actors!and!victims.!He!claimed!! They!created!positive!controls!as!effective!as!their!negative!ones.!Propaganda!organs,!on!a!scale!never!before!known…inculcated!and!practiced!the!Führerprinzip!which!centralized!control!of!the!Party!and!of!the!PartyUcontrolled!State!over!the!lives!and!thought!of!the!German!people,!who!are!accustomed! to! look! upon! the!German! State,! by!whomever! controlled,!with! a!mysticism! that! is!incomprehensible!to!my!people.158!!Jackson!argued!there!were!two!categories!of!crimes!committed!by!the!NSDAP!regime;!the!first!within! Germany! before! and! during! the!war,! and! the! second! in! occupied! Europe!during!the!war!though!these!were!not!separated!in!NSDAP!planning.159!This!played!into!the!conceptualisation!of!the!German!people!as!victims!by!directly!connecting!the!crimes!in! occupied! Europe! and! the! crimes!within! Germany.! Crimes! against! humanity!within!Germany! in! the!address!were!categorised!based!on! the!quoted!description!of! ‘Colonel!General!Von!Fritsch’160!of!11!December!1938!against!three!elements.!These!elements!of!Germany!were!argued!as!the!working!classes,!the!organised!churches,!and!the!Jews.161!The!connection!was!made!between!these!internal!campaigns!and!the!crimes!during!the!war!by!the!statement!“Terrorism!was!the!chief!instrument!for!securing!the!cohesion!of!the! German! people! in!war! purposes.!Moreover,! these! cruelties! in! Germany! served! as!atrocity!practice…to!follow!the!pattern!later! in!occupied!countries.”162!This!connection!was!made!practically!as!part!of!the!conspiracy!charge!to!connect!preUwar!and!wartime!actions.!However,!it!also!emphasised!a!sense!that!Germans!were!victims!of!the!same!kind!of!processes!and!actions!that!those!in!occupied!Europe!faced!after!1939,!even!if!they!were!not!victims!in!exactly!the!same!way.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!157!!Trial$of$the$Major$War$Criminals,$Volume$II,!!p.!130.!158!!Ibid.,!pp.!130U131.!159!!Ibid.,!p.!113.!160$$Generaloberst!Werner!von!Fritsch,!implicated!in!the!BlombergUFritsch!affair!in!1938!which!allowed!Hitler!to!remove!opposition!elements!within!the!Wehrmacht.!161$$Trial$of$the$Major$War$Criminals:$Volume$II,!pp.!113U127.!162!!Ibid.,!pp.!127U128.!
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!This!rhetoric!is!not!only!present!in!Jackson’s!opening!address,!but!as!part!of!the!core!of!the!American!prosecution.!American!prosecutors!were!tasked!with!presenting!the!Allied!case!for!‘Count!One!–!The!Common!Plan!or!Conspiracy’,!and!the!victimisation!rhetoric!is!most!apparent!within!the!fourth!particular!set!out!in!the!Indictment,!“The!Acquiring!of!Totalitarian!Control!of!Germany:!Political.”163!The!American!prosecution!set!out!five!key!points! that! its! prepared! brief! purported! to! prove,! and! the! latter! four! were! clear!expressions!of!victimisation.!Major!Frank!B.!Wallis,!one!of!the!Assistant!Trial!Counsel!for!the!US,!stated!that!the!brief!would!prove!the!Party!was!committed!to!any!legal!or!illegal!method! to! achieve! its! aims,! that! it! disseminated! propaganda! and! used! propaganda!techniques!to!assist!its!rise!to!power,!it!ultimately!did!seize!all!governmental!power.!Most!importantly,!it!used!this!power!to!“complete!the!political!conquest!of!the!State,!to!crush!all!opposition,!and!to!prepare!the!nation!psychologically!and!otherwise!for!the!foreign!aggression!upon!which! it!was!bent! from!the!outset.”164!The!narrative!of! the!American!case!presented!by!Wallis!emphasised!that!the!aims!of!the!Nazi!Party!were!longUstanding,!citing! the!Party!program!of!1920,!Mein$Kampf! and!other!Nazi! literature,!and!used! the!same!sources!to!emphasise!their!commitment!to!obtaining!power!by!any!means.!165!!!!In! terms! of! the! doctrines! used,! the! most! important! doctrine! emphasised! was! the!




show!the!prosecution’s!view!of!the!structure!of!the!regime!as!exceedingly!hierarchal!and!overwhelmingly! leadership! driven,! and! in! many! ways! the! early! form! of! the! ‘strong!dictator’!conception!of!the!Nazi!state.168!More!importantly,! it!also!plays!into!the!victim!thesis!by!focusing!blame!onto!those!indicted,!by!constructing!a!state!where!leaders!had!absolute!authority!and!actively!worked!to!eliminate!any!other!source!of!authority.!This!meant! that! as! true! culpability! lay! with! those! and! their! absolute! authority! under! the!
Führerprinzip$(i.e.!those!on!trial),!the!culpability!of!the!wider!population!could!potentially!be!minimised.!!The!victim!thesis!in!the!political!purging!process!Japan!The! rhetoric! of! victimisation! was! an! important! thread! in! the! planning! and!implementation!of!the!political!purging!process,!evident!in!both!the!language!of!official!Allied!directives!relating!to!political!purging,!and!in!the!actual!implementation!of!these!policies.!The!Potsdam$Declaration!was! the!most! important!public!declaration!of!Allied!intentions! made! during! the! war.! ! Issued! during! the! major! interUAllied! conference! in!Potsdam,! Germany! on! 26! July! 1945,! it! essentially! defined! the! terms! for! Japanese!surrender!and!the!rhetoric!of!the!victim!thesis!resounds!throughout.!Article!4!stated,!“The!time!has!come!for!Japan!to!decide!whether!she!will!continue$to$be$controlled$by$those$selfX















agencies! or! affiliates”! and! those! influential!within! the! connected!units! of! the! IRAA.178!These! categories! reflected! the! later! constructions! of! the! indictment! and! prosecution!arguments! during! the! IMTFE! proceedings,! as! they! focused! on! those! who! expounded!militaristic! ideas! before! and! during! the! war,! and! specifically! on! the! array! of! ultraUnationalist! and!militarist! societies! that! sprouted! from! the! early! 1930s.!Many!of! these!societies!were!connected!to!members!of!the!accused,!and!many!of!these!were!mentioned!throughout! the! trial.179!!Hans!Baerwald!argued! that! initially! the!aim!of! the!purge!was!associated! narrowly! with! demilitarization! and! effecting! the! aims! of! the! Potsdam$
Declaration,!and!“Since!the!removal!of!those!who!had!deceived!and!misled!the!people!of!Japan!to!embark!on!world!conquest!had!been!the!original!objective,! it!follows!that!the!persons!purged!would!represent!the!American!view!of!who!was!to!blame.”180!Notably,!the!categories!in!the!purge!directive!bore!a!close!resemblance!to!the!IMTFE!indictment,!as!many!of!the!accused!would!have!fitted!into!one!or!more!of!the!categories.!The!presence!of!the!rhetoric!of!victimisation!in!the!purge!directive!is!important!for!another!reason,!in!that! the!purge!directive!was! the! actual! process! of! political! purging! in! occupied! Japan!rather!than!the!IMTFE.!Baerwald!noted,!“[o]nly!a!very!small!minority!of! individuals!in!these!categories!were!incarcerated!and!tried!as!war!criminals.!In!reality,!it!was!the!purge!which! implemented! these!parts!of! the! SWNCC!and! JCS!directives."181!Despite! this,! the!IMTFE!was!important!on!a!symbolic!level!both!in!a!microcosm!of!the!purging!process!as!a! whole,! but! also! in! helping! to! provide! the! ideological! backbone! to! the! process.! The!presence!of!the!victim!thesis!in!the!arguments!of!the!IMTFE!and!the!major!statements!of!occupation! policies! was! reflected! in! the! purge! directive! targeting! groups! seen! as!victimisers.!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!178!!SCAPIN$550,!Sections!2a!to!2c.!179!!These!societies!and!bodies!were!possibly!intended!to!be!part!of!the!indictment,!but!in!the!end!the!decision!was!made!not!to,!probably!on!the!basis!that!Nuremberg!had!gone!too!far!in!this!regard!and!that!in!the!Japanese!context!they!were!not!analogous!to!the!SA!et!al.![Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,!pp.!49U50].!180!!H.H.!Baerwald,!The$Purge$of$Japanese$Leaders$Under$the$Occupation,$(Berkeley,!University!of!California!Press,!1959),!p!.3.!181!!Ibid.,!p!.8.!
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Germany!!Like! Japan,! Germany! too! underwent! political! purges.! While! there! was! some! general!agreement! on! the! necessity! of! political! purging! in! some! form,! the! specific! processes!undertaken!in!each!occupation!zone!varied!considerably.!In!the!US!Zone!a!similar!political!purging!process!to!that!of!Japan,!and!constructed!in!part!around!the!victim!thesis,!was!undertaken.! However,! the! process! was! more! complicated! in! the! German! case! with!significant!debate!in!planning!(as!noted!above)!and!in!its!implementation.!Despite!this,!the!idea!of!victimisation!emerged!in!Germany!as!well!with!slightly!different!emphases.!The!actual!drafting!of!political!purging!processes!(even!if!only!in!draft!and!general!form)!began!earlier!in!respect!to!Germany.!Detailed!occupation!planning!began!in!early!1944!within!the!military!when!SHAEF182,!carrying!the!responsibility!for!planning!and!executing!the!invasion!of!mainland!northwest!Europe,!established!a!civil!affairs!section!(known!as!GU5)! for!occupation!planning.!GU5!began!preparing!a!guide! for!military!government!of!occupied!enemy!territory,!and!began!to!work!on!the!Handbook$for$Military$Government$
for$Germany.!Initially,!this!generally!reflected!traditional!military!occupations!where!the!aim!was!to!keep!the!population!passive,!and!continue!normal!patterns!of!administration!where!possible.!However,!it!became!apparent!that!there!was!a!need!to!deal!with!the!issue!of! the! power! and! influence! of! the!NSDAP! and! from! spring! 1944,! GU5! began! to! assign!personnel!to!this!issue.!Biddiscombe!shows!that!GU5!officers!primarily!utilised!the!work!of! the!OSS!group!who!had!presented!detailed! studies!on!Germany! to! the!Pentagon! in!March! 1944. 183 !The! OSS! group! proposal! was! to! draft! lists! of! individuals! subject! to!arrest/removal!and! lists!of!appropriate!replacements! into! two!groups!of!automatic!or!discretionary!arrest!and!dismissal.!However,!GU5!planners!felt!this!was!too!wideUranging!and!impractical!and!pared!down!the!categories!to!senior!officials.!The!form!of!political!purging!initially!suggested!in!the!Handbook!of!July!1944!centred!on!security!concerns,!but! a! later! form! included! a! purging! process! as! suggested! by! the! OSS! group,! albeit!modified.!This!was!overshadowed!by!the!emergence!of!collective!guilt!ideas!and!events!from!July!1944,!as!both!the!seemingly!imminent!Allied!victory!and!the!failure!of!the!July!Plot! weakened! assumptions! that! the! war! would! end! as! it! did! in! 1918! with! German!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!182!!Supreme!Headquarters!Allied!Expeditionary!Force!was!the!administrative!head!of!all!Allied!forces!in!northwest!Europe!under!General!Eisenhower.!183!!Biddiscombe,!The$Denazification$of$Germany,!p.!21.!
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internal!collapse.!Military!intelligence!studies!within!SHAEF!assumed!that!there!would!be!widespread!resistance!and!that!the!NSDAP!regime!would!continue!as!an!insurgency,!which!Biddiscombe!argues!helped!promote!more!draconian!views!from!senior!levels.184!Moreover,! Morgenthau! presented! Roosevelt! with! carefully! culled! excerpts! of! the!




!!Further,!JCS$1067!stated!! the!principal!Allied!objective!is!to!prevent!Germany!from!ever!again!becoming!a!threat!to!the!peace!of!the!world.!Essential!steps!in!the!accomplishment!of!this!objective!are!the!elimination!of!Nazism!and! militarism! in! all! their! forms,! the! immediate! apprehension! of! war! criminals! for!punishment…and! the! preparation! for! an! eventual! reconstruction! of! German! political! life! on! a!democratic!basis.187!!The!specific!instructions!on!denazification!reflected!the!basic!ideas!of!Neumann!in!that!it!considered! it! necessary! to! remove! all! those! involved! in! the! NSDAP! and! connected!organisations! from! public! office,! but! also! demanded! acknowledgement! of! collective!responsibility!from!the!wider!population.!Denazification!was!to!be!a!“Nuremberg!of!the!common!man.”188!However! there!was! an! important! aspect! to! JCS$ 1067! in! its! grant! of!authority! to! the! military! government,! whereby! it! “include[d]! authority! to! take! all!measures! deemed! by! you! necessary,! appropriate! or! desirable! in! relation! to! military!exigencies! and! the! objectives! of! a! firm! military! government.” 189 !This! allowed! the!commander!on!the!ground!to!modify!policy!on!their!own!initiative!if!they!could!argue!it!was! necessary,! appropriate,! or! desirable.! This! became! important! as! the! American!Military! Government! (AMG)! began! to! implement! the! denazification! programme.!AMG$




Fragebogen.!At!one! level,! this!more! invasive!and!wideUranging!process!became!simply!impractical!with!AMG!officials!swamped!with!the!processing!of!returned!Fragebogen!and!increasing!frustrations!at!delays!in!implementation.!!!
AMG$24!and!the!denazification!programme!also!began!to!be!seen!as!somewhat!arbitrary!both!by!Germans!and!by!some!American!figures.!The!AMG!officials!were!also!concerned!with! the! ballooning!workload! given! also! that! the! rapid!US!demobilisation!meant! that!there! were! severe! personnel! shortages! by! the! end! of! 1945.! General! Clay! (military!governor!of!the!US!Zone)!ordered!an!investigative!commission!at!the!end!of!1945!and!its!findings!revealed!many!of!the!problems!in!the!US!denazification!programme.!It!found!too!much! focus! on! ‘big! shots’! to! the! detriment! of! properly! implementing!AMG!directives,!inconsistent! implementation! of! directives,! a! growing! sense! that! the! large! pool! of!dismissed!Nazis!would!be!a!political!problem,!unclear!language!making!implementation!practically!difficult,!the!problem!of!finding!replacements!for!dismissed!individuals!and!a!severe!lack!of!AMG!manpower.191!These!problems!simply!became!even!more!apparent!with!attempting!to!implement!AMG$24,$coupled!with!a!growing!realisation!that!the!harsh!but! idealistic! goals! set! out! in! JCS$ 1067$ might! not! be! practically! achievable.! Taylor!commented!that!the!“onceUoptimistic!soldierUreformers!were!starting!to!think!they!might!just!settle!for!crowd!control”192!which!reflected!changing!policies!into!1946.!In!his!1950!report,! the! former! Undersecretary! of! War! John! McCloy,! now! acting! as! U.S.! High!Commissioner!for!Germany!argued!that!the!initial!steps!of!the!denazification!programme!had! “been! attained! substantially! by! the! summer! of! 1946.” 193 !While! this! comment!certainly!reflects!some!level!of!postUfacto!justification!for!the!policy!shift,!it!does!suggest!changing!priorities!within!AMG,!especially!given!that!McCloy!was!an!architect!of!JCS$1067.!!AMG!responded!to!these!problems!through!the!implementation!of!the!Law!for!Liberation!from! National! Socialism! and! Militarism! (Befreiungsgesetz),! drafted! by! AMG,! and!processed! through!German!administration! in! the!US!zone! in!March!1946.!This! stated,!“[AMG]! has! now! decided! that! the! German! people! may! share! the! responsibility! for!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!191!!Biddiscombe,!The$Denazification$of$Germany,!p.!62.!192!!F.!Taylor,!Exorcising$Hitler,!p.!269.!193!!John!J!McCloy,!‘The!Present!Status!of!Denazification”!in!Office!of!the!U.S.!High!Commissioner!for!Germany,!5th$Quarterly$Report$on$Germany,$October$1XDecember$31,$1950,!pp.!46U55.!
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liberation!from!National!Socialism!and!Militarism!in!all!fields.”194!The!statute!created!five!categories!of!guilt!of!major!offenders,!offenders,!lesser!offenders,!followers,!and!persons!exonerated.195!The!reality!of!the!German!administration!of!the!denazification!programme!was!mixed,!as!it!was!less!burdensome!on!AMG.!However,!it!became!what!Bessel!calls!a!“Mitläuferfabrik!–!a!‘followers!factory’!U!from!which!the!vast!majority!of!those!deemed!to!have! been! implicated! in! the! Nazi! regime! emerged! as! passive! participants.” 196 !The!






Conclusion!!The!victim!thesis!was!an!important!part!of!the!occupations!of!both!Japan!and!Germany,!with!important!elements!with!the!US!administration!holding!positions!that!argued!the!people!of!both!states!were!not!to!blame!for!the!crimes!of!the!defeated!regimes.!Rather,!in!their!view!responsibility!lay!within!a!leadership!clique!who!conspired!to!take!power!and!then!to!control!and!intimidate!the!populace.!These!leaders!then!were!responsible!for!the!array!of!crimes!they!had!committed!both!at!home!and!abroad!on!the!basis!that!the!people!were!their!passive!victims,!rather!than!bystanders!or!even!active!participants.!This!idea!was! an! important! part! of! the! reforms! undertaken! during! the! occupation,! for! it!underpinned! large!parts! of!what! occurred!during! the!occupations.!This! idea! emerged!through!the!planning!discussions!for!the!future!occupations!of!Japan!and!Germany!after!their! defeat! and! surrender.! This! was! a! gradual! and! patchy! process! of! meetings! and!planning!papers,!becoming!more!substantial!toward!the!end!of!the!war,!and!in!both!cases,!the! victim! thesis! became! an! important! part! of! moderate! peace! ideas! for! the! future!occupations.! For! Japan,! the! idea! emerged! largely! through! the! advocacy! of! a! group! of!officials!within!the!State!Department!who!had!experience!with!preUwar!Japan!and!argued!for! targeting! particular! groups! within! the! nation,! rather! than! the! nation! itself.! For!Germany,!while!ideas!were!circulating!in!planning!discussions,!the!key!moment!at!which!the!victim!thesis!emerged!was!in!September!1944!in!the!discussions!around!the!proposed!Morgenthau!Plan!for!the!future!of!Germany.!The!attempt!by!Stimson!and!War!planners!to!create!an!alternative!vision!for!the!occupation!of!Germany!saw!the!adoption!of!the!victim!thesis,!especially!in!their!proposal!for!the!trial!of!leadership!figures!as!the!true!criminals!at!fault.!!!The!victim!thesis!was!an!important!justification!for!the!international!criminal!tribunals,!and!affected!how!the!indictments!were!drafted!and!the!selection!of!defendants!(this!idea!is!further!explored!in!Chapter!3).!The!rhetoric!of!victimisation!was!an!important!part!of!prosecution! arguments! at! both! the! IMTFE! and! IMT! through! the! arguments! that! the!defeated! regimes! were! minority! groups! who! had! taken! control! of! the! state! from!‘democratic’! governments! through! intimidation! and! violence.! These! groups! then!maintained!their!control!through!intimidation,!propaganda,!and!indoctrination!to!make!the!people!their!passive!subjects,!and!to!prepare!the!nation!for!the!aggressive!wars!of!the!
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future.!This!argument!was!useful!because!not!only!did!it!fit!within!the!parameters!and!constraints!the!prosecution!was!operating!under,!but!also!because!it!fit!with!moderate!peace!ideas!that!blamed!the!leadership!and!not!the!people.!Yet!in!reality,!this!idea!was!problematic!and!the!relationship!between!the!leadership!of!these!regimes!and!the!people!far!more!complex!and!murky.!More!than!this,!the!black!and!white!contrast!of!the!defeated!regimes!and!the!governments!preceding!them!ignored!the!complex!ethical!character!of!the!earlier!governments.!The!governments!of!preU1931! Japan,!while!democratic,!were!flawed! and! corrupt! with! the! system! of! party! politics! connected! to! zaibatsu! business!interests,! and! the! Meiji! constitutional! system! was! deeply! flawed.! Moreover,! these!governments! through! the! 1920s! and! early! 1930s! did! not! necessarily! disagree! with!militarist! objectives! to! dominate! the! region,! but! rather!with! the!means! and! timing! of!doing!so.!In!Germany,!the!Weimar!governments!since!March!1930!had!operated!through!emergency!presidential!decrees,!rather!than!parliamentary!consultation!and!in!practice!were!hardly!democratic.!!The!victim!thesis!justified!the!removal!from!political!life!of!those!who!were!regarded!as!having!been!complicit!in!the!victimisation!of!the!people!and!the!processes!that!US!officials!implemented!were!constructed!around!ideas!of!victimisation.!The!processes!drafted!in!1945! focused! in! part! around! targeting! particular! groups! and! institutions! that! were!perceived!as!having!been!complicit!in!the!victimisation!of!the!people.!The!processes!also!connected! the! rhetoric! of! victimisation! to! the! wider! aims! of! the! occupation,! for! the!removal!of!the!victimisers!was!a!way!to!implement!the!major!aims!of!deradicalisation,!democratisation,!and!demilitarisation.!The!processes! in! Japan!and!Germany!had!many!similarities!and!differences.!They!were!similar!in!the!way!that!they!linked!into!moderate!peace!ideas!by!focusing!on!individual!(or!at!least!less!collective)!guilt,!and!in!the!way!that!they!played!an!important!role!in!reshaping!the!political!lives!of!each!respective!nation!(even! if! not! completely).! The! processes! also! followed! a! similar! path! of! decreasing!intensity!as!time!went!on!and!occupational!priorities!changed!—!the!ideal!gave!way!to!the!reality!of!having!to!govern.!However,!there!were!also!important!differences!in!each!state.!The!German!processes!initially!were!harsher!than!moderate!peace!advocates!might!otherwise!have!liked!as!a!product!of!their!timing!and!compromise!to!avoid!the!economic!aspects!of!the!Morgenthau!Plan.!Yet,!practical!and!political!difficulties!with!implementing!harsher!instructions!led!to!a!softening!of!procedures!and!transfer!of!much!of!the!problem!
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to! the!Germans! themselves.!Thus,! the!process! as! it! eventuated!was!more! in! line!with!moderate!peace! ideas! than!the! initial! instructions! in! JCS!1067.!Another!key!difference!was!in!the!focus!of!the!procedures!—!in!Japan!the!military!was!a!key!focus!given!its!role!in! what! had! occurred,! whereas! in! Germany! the!NSDAP! with! its! party! structure! and!institutions!was!the!clear!focus.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 64!Chapter!3:!Who!is!to!be!tried?!The!defendants!at!the!international!criminal!tribunals!and!the!wider!aims!of!the!Allied!occupations!!The! paired! questions! of! the! charges! to! be! laid! and!whom! to! indict!were! the! two! key!questions! facing!Allied!officials!and!prosecutors! in!planning! the! international!criminal!tribunals.!How!they!sought!to!answer!these!questions!and!the!answers!they!found!was!not!simply!about!the!conduct!of!the!trials!alone,!but!linked!to!the!wider!political,!social,!and!economic!aims!of!the!occupations.!The!tribunals!were!never!only!about!punishing!the!guilty! for! their! crimes.!The!process!of!drafting! the! indictments!was!one! involving!repeated! deliberations! and! discussions! between! Allied! governments! and! their!representative! prosecutors! before! the! final! indictments! were! ready.! The! conspiracy!concept!was!fundamental!to!the!US!conception!of!the!international!tribunals!and!an!idea!that!advocated!strongly!in!deliberating!with!other!Allied!powers!in!terms!of!drafting!the!charges.!While!they!were!able!to!overcome!opposition!to!the!conspiracy!concept!being!included!at!all,!they!were!only!able!to!have!the!idea!applied!to!the!charge!of!crimes!against!peace!and!“participation! in!a!common!plan!or!conspiracy! for!the!accomplishment!of!a!crime!against!peace”!became!the!first!charge!of!the!indictment.!The!prosecution!of!the!conspiracy!to!commit!crimes!against!peace!was!the!responsibility!of!the!US!prosecutors!during!the!IMT,!and!in!the!prosecutions!conducted!by!US!prosecutors!centred!on!the!idea!of! the! conspiracy!of!NSDAP! leaders! to!engage! in!aggressive!war.!At! the! IMTFE!with!a!greater!level!of!control!over!proceedings,!the!US!was!able!to!implement!the!conspiracy!concept!more!thoroughly.!The!structure!of!the!IMTFE!indictment!followed!the!model!of!the!IMT!indictment!in!having!three!categories!of!crimes,!defined!as!‘classes’.!!!The!defendant!selection!process!went!beyond!punishing!alleged!crimes,!and!linked!into!the! implementation! of! the! political,! social,! and! economic! objectives! by! the! occupiers.!Analysing!both!those!who!were!selected!and!not!selected!helps!to!illustrate!the!political,!social,!and!economic!aims!of!the!occupations,!as!the!tribunals!were!an!important!part!of!the!negative!reforms!aspect!of!the!occupation.!The!tribunals!provided!a!forum!to!punish!and!shame!sections!of!Japanese!and!German!society!that!the!Allied!occupiers!wished!to!highlight! in! order! to! aid! both! the! other! main! negative! reform! process! (the! purges)!discussed! in! the! previous! chapter,! and! to! aid! the! intended! positive! reforms.! An!individual’s!indictment!was!an!important!indicator!of!both!their!culpability!and!of!what!
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they! represented,!but!also!of! an! intention! to!encourage!particular! reforms.!The!Allied!prosecutors! largely! conducted! the! process! themselves,! although! with! important!oversight!and!intervention!from!Allied!governments.!For!both!tribunals,!these!processes!involved!negotiations!and!discussions!between!the!prosecutors!concerning!inclusion!or!exclusion!of!individuals!and!groups!from!indictment.!These!negotiations!and!discussions!involved!the!use!of!informal!criteria!concerning!their!actual!culpability,!the!significance!of! an! individual’s! position,! how/if! an! individual! ‘represented’! particular! groups! or!organisations,! and! how/if! an! individual! provided! symbolic! representation! of! larger!political!and!social!groups.!Allied!prosecutors!did!not!make!their!decisions!in!a!vacuum;!they!were!influenced!by!several!practical!and!political!factors!that!meant!the!defendant!selection!process!was!far!more!complex!than!that!in!the!vast!majority!of!domestic!trials.!Important!practical!factors!included!the!need!to!limit!the!number!of!defendants!for!the!conclusion! of! the! tribunals! in! a! timely!manner,! the! acceptance! of! the! impossibility! of!trying!every!potential!defendant!at!once,!and!the!constraints!imposed!by!the!charges!in!the!indictment.!Political!factors!also!played!an!important!role!in!the!selection!process,!for!while! the! Allied! prosecutors! took! the! lead! in! making! selection! decisions,! they! were!representatives!of! the!governments!that!had!appointed!them,!and!the!desires!of! these!governments!were!an!important!part!of!the!selection!process.!!Importantly,! particular! Allied! conceptions! about! the! preUwar! regimes! of! Japan! and!Germany,!and!the!reforms!that!the!Allies!wished!to!implement,!underpinned!the!selection!processes.!Selecting!particular!defendants!was!a!way!that!the!occupiers!could!publicly!target!aspects!of!the!defeated!regimes!and!societies!they!wished!to!reform!as!a!symbolic!action,!as!well!as!punishing!their!specific!alleged!offences.!The!indictments!also!reflected!theories!of!victimisation,!with!an!emphasis!being!placed!on!individuals!and!organisations!perceived!to!have!been!involved!in!that!victimisation,!or!who!had!aided!and!abetted!the!‘true’!criminals.!As!it!was!impossible!to!try!all!of!those!involved,!individuals!or!groups!of!individuals!were!selected!to!represent!the!group!targeted,!and!practically!this!meant!that!one!consideration!was!aiming!to!indict!higherUlevel!officials!if!possible.!Indictment!was!also!about!representing!‘bodies’!in!terms!of!the!bureaucratic!and!administrative!organs!of!state!and!their!collective!crimes!through!the!individual.!The!tribunals!were!not!simply!judicial! exercises,! but! part! of! the! overall! Allied! policies! towards! demilitarisation! and!democratisation.! The! tribunals! could! present! an! opportunity! to! punish! and! shame!
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symbolic!representatives!of!the!elements!of!society!and!state!that!the!Allies!wished!to!reform!in!pursuit!of!stable!demilitarised!and!peaceful!democratic!states.!Along!with!the!purges,!the!tribunals!sat!at!the!core!of!the!negative!aspect!of!these!reforms!in!that!they!aimed!to!punish!and!remove!the!perceived!negative! influences!standing! in! the!way!of!demilitarisation! and! democratisation.! An! important! consideration! in! analysing! the!selection!processes!is!the!question!of!those!who!were!not!indicted,!as!this!can!be!just!as!revealing!of!occupation!priorities!and!attitudes.!Practical!and!political!factors!also!played!an!important!role!in!these!decisions,!such!as!the!potential!for!future!tribunals!(as!was!the!case!with!the!IMTFE).!Political!factors!such!as!the!circumstances!of!the!occupations!at!the!time!and!the!wider!goals!of!the!occupations!were!important!aspects!of!decisions!against!indictment!of!particular!individuals!or!groups.!!!The!Conspiracy!Concept!!The! idea! of! the! conspiracy! of! ‘leaders’! of! the! defeated! regimes! aimed! at! securing! the!domination!of!the!surrounding!regions!as!seen!in!the!IMTFE!and!IMT!indictments!sat!at!the!core!of!the!US!prosecution!efforts!at!the!tribunals.!This!idea!focused!on!prosecuting!crimes!against!peace!in!particular,!yet!the!idea!of!conspiracy!as!it!initially!emerged!in!US!planning!discussions!was!aimed!at!dealing!with!a!practical!legal!difficulty!at!prosecuting!the! crimes! of! the! NSDAP! regime! before! 1939.! The! idea! reflected! a! particular!understanding!of!the!NSDAP!regime!as!a!small!leadership!group!who!had!taken!power!from!a!weak!and!compliant!democratic!government,!and!who!had!some!form!of!‘master!plan’! towards! launching! an! aggressive! war.! The! conspiracy! thesis! argued! by! the! US!prosecutors!at!the!IMT!however,!was!specifically!focused!around!the!idea!of!aggressive!war! in!part!because!despite!making!strong!efforts,! the!US!was!unable!to!get! the!other!Allies!to!apply!the!conspiracy!idea!to!all!charges.!However,!the!focus!on!aggressive!war!and!crimes!against!peace!also!reflected!the!importance!the!US!placed!in!the!idea!of!trying!to!criminalise!aggressive!war!in!international!law,!in!the!same!vein!of!the!1928!KelloggUBriand! Pact! where! the! signatory! powers! (including! Japan! and! the!Weimar! Republic)!renounced!war!as!an!instrument!of!national!policy.!!!!!As!a!legal!concept,!conspiracy!developed!as!part!of!AngloUAmerican!common!law.!Modern!definitions!of! conspiracy!emphasise! the! idea!of! common! intention! to! commit!a! crime,!
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$However,!despite!Stimson’s!efforts,!the!internal!debate!amongst!the!branches!of!the!US!government!about!how!to!deal!with!Germany!was!still!ongoing!and!by!the!end!of!1944,!there!was!still!no!clear!official!policy.!The!conspiracy!concept!became!official!policy!with!Roosevelt’s! first! and! only! directive! on! war! crimes! in! January! 1945.! In! a! 3! January!memorandum! to! the! Secretary! of! State! Edward! Stettinius! Jr.,! Roosevelt! requested! a!report!on!the!position!of!the!US!on!prosecuting!NSDAP!leaders!for!war!crimes,!specifically!stating!that!any!indictment!for!waging!aggressive!war!,!and!these!and!other!charges$might$





All! the!defendants,!with!divers!other!persons,! during! a!period!of! years!preceding!8!May!1945,!participated!as!leaders,!organizers,!instigators,!or!accomplices!in!the!formulation!or!execution!of!a!common!plan!or!conspiracy…The!common!plan!or!conspiracy!embraced!the!commission!of!Crimes!against!Peace,!in!that!the!defendants!planned,!prepared,!initiated,!and!waged!wars!of!aggression,!which!were!also!wars!in!violation!of!international!treaties,!agreements,!or!assurances.212!!This!undermined!Bernays’!initial!intention!of!connecting!crimes!against!humanity!with!war! crimes,! but! reflected! the! changing! nature! of! the! conspiracy! concept! towards!criminalising!aggressive!war!and!crimes!against!peace.!The!reshaping!of!the!conspiracy!idea!also!reflected!the!increasing!influence!of!the!victim!thesis!among!US!planners,!and!the! particular! conception! of! the!NSDAP! state! that! emphasised! the! victimhood! of! the!German!people.!The!limitation!of!the!conspiracy!charge!to!crimes!against!peace!forced!US!prosecutors!to! focus!on!what!had!occurred! in!Germany!before!1939!with!the!effect!of!strengthening!the!rhetoric!of!victimisation.!!!The!conspiracy!concept!was!more!central!to!the!IMTFE!as!the!US!had!a!more!dominant!(though!not!completely)!role!in!this!tribunal.!The!inclusion!of!the!conspiracy!idea!was!influenced!by!previous!practice,!as!the!IMTFE!was!consciously!modelled!on!the!IMT.!The!conspiracy! charge! was! also! a! solution! to! a! particular! problem! in! that! there! was! no!analogous! structure! to! the! NSDAP! in! Japan,! but! rather! an! amorphous! group! of!‘militarists’;!military!officers! in!both! the!Army!and!Navy,!civilian!government!officials,!journalists,!academics!and!others.!There!was!also!the!practical!problem!that!individuals!who!were!involved!in!earlier!events!were!not!involved!in!later!events!(importantly!the!war!itself)!and!vice!versa.!This!made!for!a!concept!that!purported!to!tie!individuals!and!events!over!a!seventeenUyear!period!together!and! impose!some!sense!of! ‘general!will’!upon!them!an!appealing!one!to!the!prosecutors.!Rather!than!four!general!charges!as!in!the!IMT!indictment,!a!long!list!of!individual!charges!that!covered!specific!events,!or!the!same!offence!against!individual!states,!was!put.!Importantly,!the!IMTFE!indictment!only!included! individuals! who! could! be! charged! with! crimes! against! peace! (or! Class! A)!offences,!and!all!of!the!defendants!were!charged!under!Count!1!of!the!Indictment!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!212!!Indictment,$International$Military$Tribunal,!http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/count.asp!(last!accessed!6!March!2015).!
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participat[ion]!as!leaders,!organizers,!instigators,!or!accomplices!in!the!formulation!or!execution!of!a#common#plan#or#conspiracy…The!object!of!such!plan!or!conspiracy!was!that!Japan!should!secure!the!military,!naval,!political!and!economic!domination!of!East!Asia!and!of!the!Pacific!and!Indian!Oceans,!and!of!all!countries!and!islands!therein!and!bordering!thereon…213!!!Because!of!the!structure!of!the!indictment,!the!conspiracy!concept!was!more!central!to!the! prosecution! arguments! and! narratives,! and! an! important! effect! on! the! defendant!selection!process.!To!be!indicted,!individuals!had!to!be!potentially!guilty!of!crimes!against!peace,!meaning!those!guilty!‘only’!of!war!crimes!or!crimes!against!humanity!and!those!whose! actions! could! not! be! construed! as! crimes! against! peace! could! not! be! included!either.!!!The!Selection!Process!Japan!!!The!selection!process! itself!was!a!vital!and!important!part!of!the!IMTFE!as! it! involved!deciding!who!was! to! be! tried,! and! thus! the! structure! and!nature! of! the! prosecutions’!arguments!and!narrative.!The!selection!was!influenced!by!factors!such!as!the!nature!of!the!charges!and!the!availability!of!evidence,!but!also!by!the!wider!political,!social,!and!economic!aims!of!the!occupiers!for!the!future!Japan.!The!IMTFE’s!selection!process!took!place!over!a!fiveUmonth!period!in!late!1945!and!early!1946,!and!was!conducted!by!the!IMTFE’s!prosecutors!under!the!ambit!of!the!Charter!of!the!IMTFE.!Article!8!of!the!Charter!stated! that! the! Chief! Counsel! “is! responsible! for! the! investigation! and! prosecution! of!charges!against!war!criminals!within!the!jurisdiction!of!this!Tribunal.”!This!Chief!Counsel!was! to!be! “designated!by! the!Supreme!Commander! for!Allied!Powers”! and! they!were!tasked! with! “render[ing]! such! legal! assistance! to! the! Supreme! Commander! as!appropriate.”214!The! other! Allied! prosecutors!were! only! 'Associate! Counsel'! and! “any!Allied!nation!with!which!Japan!has!been!at!war!may!appoint!an!Associate!Counsel!to!assist!the!Chief!Counsel.”215!This!created!a!much!less!balanced!prosecution!team,!given!that!in!terms!of! the!Charter,! the!Chief!Counsel!had!the!decisionUmaking!power,!and!the!other!prosecutors! were! merely! to! assist! them.! It! also! gave! a! strong! role! to! the! Supreme!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!213!!IMTFE$Indictment![my!emphasis].!214!!International$Military$Tribunal$for$the$Far$East$Charter,!19!January!1946,!Article!8(a).!215!!Ibid.,!Article!8(b).!
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Commander!who!appointed!the!Chief!Counsel!and!had!ostensible!authority!over!them.!However,! despite! these! differences! in! the! IMTFE! Charter! compared! with! that! of!Nuremberg,! the! prosecution! team! in! terms! of! the! selection! process! operated! in! a!relatively!similar!collegial!fashion,!and!Associate!Counsel!did!have!some!important!input!and!influence!(especially!those!from!Commonwealth!states).!Article!8!however!was!only!the!culmination!of!a!process!of!negotiation!between!the!US!and!other!interested!Allied!parties.!Unlike!Nuremberg,!the!international!tribunal!was!to!be!set!up!under!the!auspices!of! SCAP,! rather! than! by! an! interUgovernmental! body.! Luc! Reydams! and! Jan!Wouters!suggested!that!this!was!to!avoid!the!difficulties!that!the!US!delegation!during!negotiations!with!other!Allied!delegations!at!the!London!Conference.216!!The!SWNCC!issued!the!Directive$on$the$Identification,$Apprehension$and$Trial$of$Persons$
Suspected$of$War$Crimes! to!MacArthur!on!6!October!1945.!This!directed!MacArthur!to!prepare! trials! of!major! Japanese!war! criminals! and! to! keep! the! names! of! those! to! be!arrested!secret!until!the!arrest!itself,!and!conferred!upon!MacArthur!the!power!to!appoint!this!court.!Paragraph!15!provided! the!court!was! to!use! the!procedures!and!principles!adopted!by! the!Nuremberg! tribunal,217!except!where!change!was!necessary.!However,!this!directive!was!drafted!by!the!US!alone,!and!the!other!Allies!were!only!informed!of!the!instructions! on! 24! October! 1945,! when! the! instructions! were! retitled! and! passed! to!individual!governments!for!action.!The!US!continued!to!prepare!outside!of!the!Far!East!Advisory! Commission! (FEAC) 218 !structure! intended! to! coUordinate! action,! issuing! a!further!directive!to!SCAP!on!3!November!1945,!‘Basic$Initial$Post$Surrender$Directive$to$





with!relation!to!war!criminals.”220!This!suggests!that!while!SCAP!was!to!have!the!primary!role!in!detaining!individuals!for!trial,!the!US!government!might!intervene!in!this!process!if!it!felt!it!was!necessary.!At!the!Moscow!Conference!of!26!December!1945,!the!US,!UK,!Soviet!Union,! and!China! agreed! that! SCAP!was! to! have! primary! responsibility! for! the!implementation!of!the!occupation!and!control!of!Japan,!and!agreed!to!create!a!Far!Eastern!Commission!(FEC)!to!supersede!the!FEAC.!This!new!body!was!to!have!a!review!function!over! SCAP! directives! and! decisions,! but! it! was! clear! SCAP! had! the! authority! to! issue!directives!and!decisions.!This!meant!that!at!least!in!theory,!SCAP!had!the!primary!role!in!the!occupation,!and!thus!in!organising!the!tribunals,!however!outside!bodies!had!power!to!intervene!in!this.!This!meant!that!the!prosecutors!in!selecting!defendants!understood!that!their!decisions!would!be!scrutinised!and!that!outside!intervention!was!possible.!!!While! SCAP! had! authority! over! the! tribunal! itself,! it! was! initially! unclear! what! body!should!provide!direction!to!the!prosecution.!The!US!favoured!the!SWNCC!for!this!role,!however!the!other!Allied!powers!felt!the!FEC!was!the!appropriate!forum.!The!other!Allies!also!felt!lists!of!potential!accused!should!be!drawn!up!by!interUgovernmental!agreement!and!attempted!to!use!the!FEC!to!try!to!assert!some!control!over!the!process.!In!the!end,!the! actual! decisions! were! made! through! the! International! Prosecution! Section! (IPS),!established!on!8!December!1945!with!assistance!from!GHQ's!Legal!Section,!which!at!its!height! included! 277! Allied! attorneys,! investigators! and! assistants! and! 232! Japanese!employees.221!The!IPS!was!led,!as!noted!earlier,!by!the!Chief!Counsel!Joseph!B.!Keenan!who!was!appointed!by!MacArthur!on!7!December,!and!by!the!end!of!December!Keenan!had!formulated!and!put!his!plan!for!selecting!defendants!into!action.!The!IPS!staffs!were!divided!into!eight!working!teams!with!specific!assignments!and!instructions!about!the!selection!of!suspected!war!criminals.!Three!working!groups!examined!defined!periods!between!1930!and!1942!and!investigated!crimes!against!peace.!Keenan!assigned!another!four! groups! more! than! 100! Class! A! suspects! and! the! groups! were! to! prepare!interrogations,!draft!indictments,!and!prepare!detailed!reports.!The!last!group!engaged!in!the!collection!and!examination!of!official!papers!of!the!wartime!governments!and!was!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!220!!JCS$1380/15,!paragraph!7(d).!221!!Takemae,!Inside$GHQ,!p.!168.!
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the!IPS!Executive!Committee!(EC),!established!on!2!March!1946,!and!composed!of!the!Associate!Counsel!and!senior!US!officials!within!IPS.!This!committee!was!established!on!the!advice!of!the!British!Associate!Counsel!Arthur!ComynsUCarr!who!had!criticised!the!efficiency!of!the!American!staff,!and!thought!it!wise!to!establish!a!subUcommittee!of!the!IPS!to!consider!indictments!in!detail.230!!The!EC!was!immediately!faced!with!the!problem!that!the!prosecution!had!no!clear!criteria!for!selection!and!no! information!about!what!Keenan!planned! for! the!prosecution.!The!only!guide!to!selection!was!the!IMTFE!Charter!and!its!requirement!that!all!accused!be!indicted!for!crimes!against!peace,!and!the!EC!quickly!clarified!to!IPS!that!an!individual!voting!for!war!in!a!cabinet!vote!was!in!itself!insufficient!for!indictment.231!ComynsUCarr!also!moved!to!help!clarify!selection!by!submitting!a!memorandum!to!the!EC!in!which!he!argued!that!once!a!war!of!aggression!was!confirmed,!then!there!was!a!presumption!that!any!person!who!held!any!office!in!the!civil!or!military!organisation!of!Japan!took!part!in!the! planning,! preparation,! initiation! and!waging! of! that!war.! Further,! the! question! of!whether! someone! was! a! major! war! criminal! was! entirely! one! of! degree! once! the!presumption!was!active.!As!to!the!actual!selection,!he!suggested!that!the!EC!fix!a!limit!on!the!number!of!accused!for!trial,!and!then!consider!each!case!both!on!its!own!merits!and!in!comparison!to!the!cases!against!other!relevant!persons!to!decide!whether!a!particular!individual! should! be! indicted! or! not.! The! final! selection! should! be! balanced! in! that! it!should!contain!representatives!of!each!period!and!phase!of!the!conspiracy!in!proportion!to!the!importance!attached!to!each!phase.232!Other!factors!beyond!these!also!guided!the!EC!in!the!selection!process.!Solis!Horwitz!noted!that!those!indicted!should!be!'principal!leaders'!with!'primary!responsibility!for!the!acts!committed',!and!further!that!the!case!against!them!was!to!be!such!that!the!chances!of!acquittal!were!'render[ed]!negligible.'233!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!230!!K.!Awaya,!‘Selecting!Defendants!for!the!Tokyo!Trial’!!p.!59.!231!!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,!p.!53.!232!!‘Memorandum!from!Mr!ComynsUCarr,!to!the!Executive!Committee,!Subject:!Selection!of!Accused’,!1!April!1946,!Box!1,!Folder!4,!IMTFE!(IPS),!Morgan,!MSS!93U4,!Law!Library,!University!of!Virginia,!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU30UminutesUthirteenthUmeetingUexecutiveUcommittee!(last!accessed!9!March!2015).!233!!Horwitz,!‘The!Tokyo!Trial’,!at!496.!
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Germany!!The! selection! process! undertaken! before! the! release! of! the! IMT! Indictment!was! both!similar!and!different!to!that!of!the!IMTFE.!The!selection!decisions!before!Nuremberg!were!made!under! similar! considerations!concerning!how! large! the! trial! should!be,!whether!sufficient!evidence!was!available!to!indict,!whether!other!individuals!were!better!choices!and!under!time!constraints.!Selection!decisions!were!also!made!under!similar!political!considerations!in!terms!of!how!selection!or!nonUselection!might!aid!or!hinder!the!political!and!social!reforms!intended!as!part!of!the!occupation!of!Germany,!and!what!the!impact!of!failing!to!obtain!a!successful!conviction!might!have.!However,!the!way!the!process!was!conducted!differed.!InterUAllied!negotiations!at!the!International!Conference!on!Military!Trials!(London!Conference)!over!the!establishment!of!an!international!tribunal!for!the!trial!of!German!war!criminals,!decided! the! formal!procedure! for! selecting!defendants.!These!negotiations!established!the! form!of! the!tribunal!and!drafted!the!charges!of! the!indictment.!A!major!outcome!of!the!London!Conference!was!the!London!Agreement!of!8!August!1945.!This!provided!for!the!establishment!of!an!International!Military!Tribunal!for!the!trial!of!war!criminals,!whose!constitution,!jurisdiction,!and!functions!were!set!out!in! the! Charter! annexed! to! the! Agreement.234!Articles! 14! and! 15! of! the!Charter$ of$ the$
International$Military$Tribunal! (Nuremberg!Charter)!provided!for!the!constitution!and!role!of! the! 'Committee! for! the! Investigation!and!Prosecution!of!Major!War!Criminals'.!These!articles!stipulated!that!each!signatory!was!to!appoint!a!'Chief!Prosecutor'!for!'the!investigation!of!the!charges!against!and!the!prosecution!of!major!war!criminals.'235!These!Chief!Prosecutors!had!the!duties!of!“investigation,!collection!and!production!before!or!at!the!Trial!of!all!necessary!evidence”236!and!preparation!of!“the!Indictment!for!approval!by!the! Committee.” 237 !The! stated! committee! consisted! of! the! Chief! Prosecutors! acting!together!in!their!roles!set!out!in!Article!14,!of!which!the!two!most!relevant!roles!for!the!selection!process!were!“to!settle!the!final!designation!of!major!war!criminals!to!be!tried!by!the!Tribunal”238!and!“to!approve!the!Indictment!and!the!documents!to!be!submitted!therewith.”239!This!committee!began!meeting!formally!from!9!August,!and!had!officially!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!234!!London$Agreement$of$8$August$1945,!Article!2.!235!!Charter$for$the$International$Military$Tribunal,!Article!14.!236!!Ibid.,!Article!15(a).!237!!Ibid.,!Article!15(b).!238!!Ibid.,!Article!14(b).!239!!Ibid.,!Article!14(c).!
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completed! its!work! by! 29! August!when! the! final! list! of! defendants!was!made! public.!However,!the!selection!process!also!occurred!outside!of!this!period,!and!outside!of!the!formal! committee! process.! Important! selection! decisions!were!made! both! before! and!after!August!1945!through!bilateral!discussions!between!the!US!and!British!delegations,!and!concerning!the!organisations!that!could!be!indicted!under!Article!9!of!the!Nuremberg$
Charter.!!The! selection!process!effectively! took!place! in! three!parts.!The! first! involved!bilateral!discussions!between!American!and!British!officials!in!late!June!1945!before!the!opening!of! the! London! Conference.! The! second! involved! the! deliberations! of! the! Committee!created!by!Articles!14!and!15!of!the!Nuremberg$Charter!in!August!1945.!The!third!part!involved!the!negotiations!between!the!Allied!prosecutors!over!drafting!the!indictment,!and! the! inclusion! of! organisations! in! September! and! early! October! 1945.! Bilateral!discussions! between! American! and! British! officials! in! late! June! 1945! resulted! in! the!selection!of!the!majority!of!the!defendants!before!the!IMT,!and!the!individuals!discussed!represented! the! “core”! of! the! final! list! of! defendants.! In! preparation! for! the! London!Conference,!and!despite!reluctance!over!the!idea!of!a!trial!at!all,! the!British!delegation!drafted!a!list!of!defendants!focused!on!the!idea!of!a!Nazi!conspiracy!to!dominate!Europe.!All!of!those!suggested!by!the!British!were!eventually!included,!but!the!fact!there!was!a!proposal!at!all!threw!US!officials!offUguard,!as!Jackson!and!the!other!officials!were!focused!on!obtaining!agreement!for!the!trial!system!as!a!whole!and!had!not!seriously!considered!specific!defendants.240!Interestingly,!the!British!proposal!was!made!in!such!an!informal!fashion!so!it!was!assumed!by!the!Americans!that!it!was!quickly!drafted.!Telford!Taylor!suggests!that!apparently!little!effort!had!been!made!to!assess!evidence!by!the!British,!or!to! meet! the! ‘need’! for! adequate! representation! of! organizations 241 ,! though! this! is!probably!more!suggestive!of!the!nearUobsession!that!the!Americans!had!with!their!theory!of! organisational! guilt.! However,! Bradley! Smith! argues! that! it! was! the! product! of!extended!discussions!and!a!compromise!between!those!wanting!a!very!limited!trial!and!those! pushing! for! a! larger! one.242!A! counterUproposal! was! quickly! drafted! by! the! US!delegation!and!presented!to!the!British!on!23!June!with!some!additional!names!added.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!240!!B.H.!Smith,!Reaching$Judgment$at$Nuremberg!(New!York,!Basic!Books,!1977),!p.!49.!241!!Taylor,!The$Anatomy$of$the$Nuremberg$Trials,!p.!86.!242!!Smith,!The$Road$to$Nuremberg,$p.!62U3.!
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arguments! that! a! wider! range! of! organisations! than! elements! of! the! NSDAP! and!paramilitaries! should! be! indicted.248!This! stage! concluded! with! the! final! form! of! the!indictment!on!6!October.!!!The!most!important!difference!between!defendant!selection!at!the!IMT!and!IMTFE!was!the! indictment! of! organisations! as! well! as! individuals.! ! Overall,! the! focus! for! US!prosecutors!in!selecting!defendants!was!more!around!the!organisational!concept,!rather!than! being! based! on! an! understanding! of! a! particular! individual’s! culpability! or! the!gravity!of!their!actions,!or!on!the!specific!charges!in!the!indictment.!In!the!negotiations!before!the!IMT,!US!prosecutors!made!their!defendant!selection!on!a!clear!preUconceived!outline! of! how! the! prosecution! was! to! proceed.! This! outline! was! based! around! the!conspiracy!concept!conceived!by!Bernays!in!June!1944.!As!discussed!earlier,!this!argued!that!particular!agencies!and!institutions!should!be!charged!with!conspiracy!to!commit!particular!offences!with!the!intention!this!would!facilitate!efficient!‘denazification’.!The!issue! was! also! discussed! within! the! UNWCC,! with! a! draft! recommendation! from! the!French! representative! adopted! 16!May! 1945.249!Drexel! Sprecher! notes,! “the! principal!object!of!the!Prosecution!was!to!make!it!easier!to!conduct!later!trials!of!the!numerous!members! of! these! organizations.” 250 !This! was! reinforced! by! the! 22! January! 1945!Memorandum!which!recommended!the!trial!program!to!Roosevelt.!Within!this!was!the!particular!recommendation!of!a!twoUstage!process,!the!first!of!which!was!an!international!tribunal!of!“the!highest!ranking!German!leaders!to!a!number!fairly$representative$of$the$
groups$and$organizations$charged$with$complicity$in$the$basic$criminal$plan.”251!In!his!6!June!1945!report!to!President!Truman,!Jackson!argued,!“We!also!propose!to!establish!the!criminal! character! of! several! voluntary! organizations! which! have! played! a! cruel! and!controlling! part! in! subjugating! first! the! German! people! and! then! their! neighbors.”252!Jackson’s!proposal! for!dealing!with! the! accused!organisations!was! to!prove!how! they!were!involved!and!how!they!operated!should!be!deemed!criminal.!Based!on!this,!Jackson!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!248!!Taylor,$The$Anatomy$of$the$Nuremberg$Trials,!p.!104.!249!!See!N.H.B.!Jørgensen,!The$Responsibility$of$States$for$International$Crimes,!(New!York,!Oxford!University!Press,!2000)!p.!60.!250!!D.A!Sprecher,!Inside$the$Nuremberg$Trial:$A$Prosecutor’s$Comprehensive$Account,$Volume$1,!(Lanham,!University!Press!of!America,!1999),!p.!422.!251!!Ibid.,!!p.!32.![my!emphasis].!252!!Report$to$the$President$by$Mr.$Justice$Jackson,$June$6,$1945,!http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/jack08.asp!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!
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argued,! “Findings! in! the!main! trial! that! an! organization! is! criminal! in! nature! will! be!conclusive!in!any!subsequent!proceedings!against!individual!members...In!United!States!warUtime!legislation,!this!principle!has!been!utilized!and!sustained!as!consistent!with!our!concept!of!due!process!of!law.”253!!!Those!who!were!indicted!!Japan!The!final!indictment!was!released!on!29!April!1946,!with!a!list!of!twentyUsix!confirmed!by! the! EC! on! 8!April! and! two! further! individuals! added! on! Soviet! insistence! after! 13!April.254!The!twentyUeight!accused!were!split!between!nine!civilian!and!nineteen!military!figures,! which!was! the! reverse! of! the! balance! at! the! IMT.255!Of! the! nineteen!military!figures,! eleven! had! been! members! of! the! Supreme! War! Council! and! eight! had! held!wartime!commands!with!five!Navy!and!fourteen!Army!officers.!Eight!of!the!latter!held!Cabinet!positions!and!two!had!been!Prime!Minister.!The!nine!civilian!accused!were!more!varied:! one! was! a! journalist! and! academic,! four! were! career! diplomats,! three! were!Foreign!Ministers,!one!was!a!minor!minister,!one!was!part!of!the!Imperial!Household,!and!two! were! involved! with! economic! planning! and! development.! Overall,! four! Prime!Ministers!were!indicted!and!assuming!Prince!Konoe!had!been!alive!and!indicted,!every!serving! Prime! Minister! from! June! 1937! to! August! 1945! would! have! been! included!(barring!three!who!had!served!short!terms).!As!a!group,!the!indicted!came!from!a!range!of! backgrounds! and! the! individual! indictments! spanned! the! whole! period! of! the!purported!conspiracy.!As!Boister!and!Cryer!noted,!“from!corporal!to!Privy!Seal,!colonel!to! field!marshal,! they!made! an! odd! assortment.”256!Given! the! length! of! the! purported!conspiracy,! the! range! and! nature! of! its! activities,! and! the! amorphous! nature! of! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!253!!Report$to$the$President$by$Mr.$Justice$Jackson,$June$6,$1945.!254!!The!indicted!were!General!Araki!Sadao,!General!Doihara!Kenji,!Colonel!Hashimoto!Kingoro,!Field!Marshal!Hata!Shunroku,!Baron!Hiranuma!Kiichirō,!Hirota!Kōki,!Hoshino!Naoki,!General!Itagaki!Seishiro,!Kaya!Okinori,!Kido!Kōichi,!General!Kimura!Heitaro,!Koiso!Kuniaki,!General!Matsui!Iwane,!Matsuoka!Yōsuke,!General!Minami!Jirō,!General!Mutō!Akira,!Admiral!Nagano!Osami,!Admiral!Oka!Takasumi,!Ōkawa!Shūmei,!Ōshima!Hiroshi,!General!Sato!Kenryo,!Shigemitsu!Mamoru,!Admiral!Shimada!Shigetarō,!Shiratori!Toshio,!General!Suzuki!Teiichi,!Tōgō!Shigenori,!General!Tōjō!Hideki,!and!General!Umezu!Yoshijiro.!The!Soviet!delegation!insisted!on!the!inclusion!of!five!individuals,!and!were!successful!in!having!Shigemitsu!and!Umezu!added!to!the!indictment!despite!these!two!having!already!been!considered!and!not!selected!by!the!EC!previously.!255!!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,$p.!60.!256!!Ibid.!
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‘militarists’,! the! indicted! might! better! be! analysed! as! representatives! of! several!interrelated!groups.!Some!of! these!groups!are! the! ‘rise! to!power’!group! involved!with!controlling!government,!that!involved!with!the!war!in!China!from!1937U45,!that!involved!with!the!beginning!of!the!Pacific!War!in!late!1941,!that!responsible!for!diplomacy!that!resulted!in!the!AntiUComintern!Pact,!that!responsible!for!economic!and!financial!affairs!relating! to! imperial! expansion,! that! responsible! for! propaganda! and! education,! that!involved!in!specific!largeUscale!war!crimes,!and!that!involved!with!civilian/military!coUoperation.!The!first!and!last!groups!are!worth!exploring!in!more!detail!because!of!the!way!that!resonates!with!the!victim!thesis.!!The!‘rise!to!power’!group!was!the!largest!and!one!of!the!most!important!because!it!aimed!at!explaining!how!the!militarists!came!to!power!through!conspiratorial!means!and!took!power! away! from! democratically! elected! governments.! This! period! of! the! conspiracy!essentially!made!the!rest!of!the!conspiracy!possible,!and!this!aspect!of!the!prosecution!saw! some!of! the! strongest! rhetoric! of! victimisation!used.!One! event! in! particular,! the!Mukden!Incident,!was!particularly!important!within!this!‘rise!to!power’!narrative.!Seven!individuals!were!specifically!indicted!in!relation!to!their!involvement!in!this!event.!Araki!Sadao!was!the!sitting!Minister!of!War!during!the!Incident!and!oversaw!the!expansion!of!the!Japanese!occupation!in!1931U2.!Three!of!the!key!plotters!were!indicted!with!Doihara!Kenji! as! the! commander! of! the! Kwangtung! Army’s! intelligence! unit! and! one! of! the!instigators.!Hashimoto!Kingoro,!considered!the!“prime!mover!and!chief!agitator!of!the!aggressive!expansion!movement!in!Japan”257!and!“the!dynamo!of!Japanese!militarism,”258!and! one! of! the! key! players! in! the! Incident. 259 !Itagaki! Seishiro,! like! Doihara,! was!considered!key!plotters!within!the!Kwangtung!Army!as!Chief!of!the!Intelligence!Section!and!was!accused!because!of!his!role!in!fostering!the!puppet!state!of!Manchukuo.!Koiso!Kuniaki!was!identified!as!having!played!a!key!role!in!the!March!Incident!in!1931,!and!like!Itagaki!indicted!for!his!role!in!Manchuria!after!1931.!Minami!Jirō!was!War!Minister!during!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!257!!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,$p.!57.!258!!‘Brief!Outline!of!Acts!in!the!Career!of!Dr!Shumei!Okawa”,!15!March!1946,!Box!1!IMTFE!(IPS)!Investigative!Information!about!Miscellaneous!Individuals,!MSS!93U4,!Law!Library,!University!of!Virginia,!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU1UbriefUoutlineUactsUcareerUdrUshumeiUokawa,!(last!accessed!4!February!2014)!p.!3.!259!!Hashimoto!seems!not!to!have!been!one!of!the!actual!plotters,!but!he!was!a!driving!force!in!the!failed!October!coup!connected!to!the!Mukden!Incident,!see!Coox!and!Hata,!‘Continental!expansion!1905U1941’,!pp.!271U314,!at!p.!294.!
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the! Incident!and!accused!of!being!a!part!of! the!plot!and!willingly! failing!to! implement!government!policies!to!prevent!the!Incident!from!escalating!into!a!fullUscale!invasion,!and!because!of!his!role! in!Manchuria!postU1931.!Ōkawa!was!the!only!civilian! indicted,!and!alleged!to!have!been!connected!to!the!Mukden!Incident!as!a!key!instigator!of!the!plot,!and!was! involved!with! other! incidents! of!military! intimidation! during! the! ‘rise! to! power’!period.!Most! of! these! individuals!were! indicted! for! other! alleged!offences!beyond! the!Mukden! Incident,! and!even!outside! the! ‘rise! to!power’!period,!but! it! is! clear! from! the!indictment! that! a! primary! basis! for! their! inclusion!was! in! connection! to! the!Mukden!Incident! and/or! the! subsequent! invasion! and! occupation! of! Manchuria.! Despite! the!formal! start! of! the! conspiracy! in! 1928,! the! prosecution! narrative! placed! the!Mukden!Incident!as!the!logical!and!key!starting!point!of!the!militarist!conspiracy.260!!Another!interesting!group!is!the!representatives!of!civilian/military!coUoperation!during!the! conspiracy! period.! The! prosecution! argued! that! the! militarists! had! undermined!civilian!authority!in!Japanese!government!from!1931!that!enabled!their!gradual!takeover!of!control.!Part!of!this!was!the!argument!that!certain!civilian!ministers!and!officials!had!coUoperated!with!the!militarists!out!of!shared!ideals!or!selfUpreservation.!This!was!to!be!contrasted!with!those!civilian!officials!who!were!intimidated,!threatened!and!physically!attacked!by!the!militarist!conspirators!in!the!early!period!of!the!conspiracy,!several!of!whom!acted!as!important!prosecution!witnesses.261!Three!individuals!in!particular!were!part!of!this!group;!Baron!Hiranuma!Kiichirō!led!the!Privy!Council!during!the!1930s,!and!was!Prime!Minister!for!the!first!half!of!1939.!He!was!accused!of!““drift[ing]!along!with!the!tide!of! Japanese!expansion!and!in!doing!so!had!contributed!materially!to!the!Japanese!Expansion! Program.”262!Hirota! Kōki!was! Foreign!Minister! from! 1933U7! and! 37U8,! but!more!importantly!was!Prime!Minister!in!the!aftermath!of!the!2.26!Incident!in!1936U7.!The!third!figure!was!Marquis!Kido!Kōichi.!As!chief!secretary!to!the!Lord!Privy!Seal!(1930U40)!and!Lord!Privy!Seal!(1940U5)!he!was!the!chief!political!adviser!to!Hirohito!during!most!of!the! conspiracy! and! highly! influential! given! constitutional! protocol! about! Hirohito’s!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!260!!Keenan’s!comments!in!Brackman,!The$Other$Nuremberg,!p.!56.!261!!Baron!Okada!is!an!obvious!example,!as!the!Prime!Minister!who!was!an!intended!target!in!the!2.26!Incident.!262!!Valentino!C!Hammack,!‘Report!of!Evidence!Relating!to!Baron!Kichiro!Hiranuma’,!15!March!1946,!Box!8!Folder!3,!MSS78U3,!Tavenner,!Law!Library,!University!of!Virginia,!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU1UreportUevidenceUrelatingUbaronUkiichiroUhiranuma!(last!accessed!5!February!2014)!p.!2.!
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exercise!of!power.!Hirota!is!the!most!interesting!of!these!individuals,!as!he!was!the!only!civilian! to! be! sentenced! to! death! by! the! IMTFE.! This! was! probably! because! of! his!connection!to!the!Rape!of!Nanking,!although!the!primary!reason!for!his!indictment!was!probably! his! actions! as! Prime!Minister.! In! the! aftermath! of! the! 2.26! Incident,! Hirota!played! a! key! role! in! realising! militarist! aims! through! the! promulgation! of! the!‘Fundamental! Principles! of! National! Policy’! on! 30! June! 1936.! The!Majority! Judgment!described!the!Policy!as!meaning!“The!fundamental!principle!of!national!policy!was!to!be!the!strengthening!of!Japan,!both!internally!and!externally,!so!that!the!Japanese!Empire!would! “develop! into! the! stabilization!power,! nominal! and!virtual,! in!East!Asia,! secure!peace!in!the!Orient!and!contribute!to!the!peace!and!welfare!of!mankind!throughout!the!world.”263!The!other! important!event!concerning!civilian!acquiescence!that!Hirota!was!involved!with!was!the!reinstitution!of!the!‘activeUduty’!provision!(that!the!War!and!Navy!Ministers! had! to! be! active! duty! officers). 264 !This! was! done! through! an! Ordinance!promulgated!on!18!May!requiring!that!War!and!Navy!Ministers!be!on!the!active!list!of!the!rank!of!LieutenantUGeneral!or!above.265!This!meant!that!militarists!in!the!Army!and!Navy!were!able!to!control!both!who!became!Army!and!Navy!Minister,!and!therefore!directly!control! civilian! governments! with! the! implicit! threat! of! ending! a! government! which!opposed! them.! The! IMTFE! described! this! as! “plac[ing]! in! the! hands! of! the! military!authorities!a!weapon!which!could!make!or!break!governments!without!recourse!to!the!methods!of!intimidation!which!had!led!Okada!to!resign.”266!For!the!prosecution,!Hirota!was! emblematic! of! civilian! leaders! submitting! to!military! control! of! government! and!thereby! enabling! and! taking! part! in! their! aggression.! ComynsUCarr! was! particularly!scathing! in! the! Prosecution’s! Reply! to! Defence! Motions.! He! argued! that! Hirota! was!present!at!three!of!the!major!Ministerial!Conferences!in!1936!and!responsible!for!all!of!them!given!that!he!was!Prime!Minister.267!He!argues!“this!was!the!first!time!that!these!policies! were! formally! adopted! by! a! government,! and! show! Hirota! as! their$ official$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!263!!MB!1549,!Northcroft$Collection,!Item!112603,!Judgment$and$Annexes,$Part$B,$Chapter$IV,!p.53.!264!!Edward!J.!Drea,!Japan’s$Imperial$Army:$Its$Rise$and$Fall$1853X1945,!(Lawrence,!University!Press!of!Kansas,!2009)!p.!129.!265!!Judgment$and$Annexes,$Part$B,$Chapter$IV,!p.!51.!266!!Ibid.!Ironically,!Hirota’s!own!government!came!to!end!precisely!because!of!this!Ordinance,!with!the!resignation!of!War!Minister!Hisaichi!Teruachi!over!the!Diet’s!refusal!to!pass!a!major!military!reform!program.!267!!These!concerned!the!formation!and!promulgation!of!the!National!Policy.!
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NSDAP!and!fellow!travellers!rather!than!a!vague!group!of!‘militarists’.!The!composition!of!the!accused!was!also!influenced!by!the!difference!in!actions!undertaken,!as!while!both!the!NSDAP! and!militarists!were! accused! of! planning! and! engaging! in! aggressive!war,!exploitation! of! occupied! territories,! and! systematic!war! crimes,! the! actions! of! the! SS,!Gestapo,!and!the!Holocaust!clearly!stood!out!as!a!stark!difference.!While!militarist!Japan!had!its!own!secret!police!bodies!who!engaged!in!internal!repression,!their!actions!seemed!to!pale! in!comparison! to! the!crimes!of! the$ SS,! and! there!was!no!clear!analogue! to! the!Holocaust!in!the!AsiaUPacific!region!for!the!prosecutors.!Individual!accused!might!be!a!member!of!multiple!groups,!for!example!the!indictment!of!Hermann!Göring!stated!




and!the!General!Staff!of!the!Armed!Forces.273!The!British!delegation!rejected!all!of!these!suggestions!apart!from!the!Reichsregierung,!and!the!draft!form!of!the!Indictment!included!five!organisations:!the!Leadership!Corps!of!the$NSDAP,! the!Reichsregierung,! the!SS,! the!




might!have!been!practical! in!that!the!decision!was!the!individual!was!not!guilty!of!the!charges,!or!rather!that!the!likelihood!of!acquittal!was!high!enough!to!warrant!not!wasting!the!effort.!This!might!also!have!been!made!on!the!consideration!that!given!the!limited!and!representative!nature,! other! individuals!were!more! ‘worthy’! of! indictment!because!of!their!superior!formal!position!or!more!proximate!connection!to!what!had!taken!place.!In!the!case!of!the!IMTFE,!the!prosecutors!were!working!on!the!assumption!that!there!would!be!future!Class!A!trials!and!if!a!particular!individual!was!not!selected,!they!still!might!be!prosecuted!in!the!future.!As!the!prosecutors!knew!they!could!not!include!every!individual!detained! in! the! IMTFE,! some! selection! criteria! were! formulated! and! the! prosecutors!sought!to!ensure!that!those!who!were!selected!met!all!of!these!criteria.!This!meant!those!who!met!some!but!not!all!of!these!criteria!were!not!included!in!the!IMTFE$Indictment,!though!they!might!be!prosecuted!in!a!future!Class!A!trial,!though!these!never!occurred.!Solis!Horwitz!noted!the!initial!target!for!the!final!selection!was!fifteen!defendants,!but!the!complexity! and! length! of! the! period! in! the! indictment,! and! the! number! of! perceived!‘important!events’!within!this!meant!that!the!final!selection!numbered!twentyUeight.!Even!with! the! final! selection! of! twentyUeight! defendants,! the! need! to! represent! the! entire!period!meant!that!tough!choices!had!to!be!made.!Horwitz!noted!four!particular!criteria;!that! the! individual! could! be! charged! with! crimes! against! peace,! the! desire! for! a!representative!group,!that!they!be!principal!leaders!and!have!primary!responsibility,!and!that!there!be!a!strong!case!against!them!so!as!to!make!acquittal!unlikely.281!!!The! most! important! in! practical! terms! were! the! latter! three,! although! the! first! was!important! given! the! criticism! directed! at! the! IMTFE! for! excluding! consideration! of!particular!issues!(such!as!‘comfort!women’).282!However,!as!the!Tokyo!trial!intended!to!focus!on!aggressive!war!and!particular!war!crimes!relating!to!this283,! the! lack!of! trials!relating!to!‘comfort!women’!and!other!crimes!against!humanity!relates!more!to!problems!connecting!these!crimes!specifically!with!crimes!against!peace,!and!with!later!decisions!against!holding!further!trials.!Chief!Counsel!Keenan!noted,!“It!was!necessary…to!separate!the! major! war! criminals! from! those! "who! sinned! more! grievously! in! the! matter! of!occupation!tasks!and!the!mistreatment!of!prisoners."!The!latter!group…was!better!dealt!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!281!!Horwitz,!’The!Tokyo!Trial,!496!282!!Dower,!Embracing$Defeat,!p.!465;!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,!pp.!63U64.!283!!Boister!and!Cryer!suggest!that!exclusion!of!some!issues!such!as!comfort!women!was!on!the!basis!that!the!atrocities!against!civilians!could!not!be!characterised!as!war!crimes.!
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with!in!large!U.S.!military!tribunals.”284!The!desire!for!a!representative!group!combined!with! the! desire! to! include! ‘principal! leaders! with! primary! responsibility’! was! an!important! practical! motivation! for! nonUselection.! Given! the! number! of! potential!defendants!and!the!structure!of!the!prosecution!case!around!the!idea!of!a!longUrunning!conspiracy!involving!many!different!individuals!at!different!times,!it!was!important!that!the!selection!reflect!this.!This!meant!that!in!some!cases,!individuals!were!not!selected!for!indictment! because! it! was! felt! they! did! not! fit! this! model! adequately,! or! that! other!individuals!were!more!appropriate.!ComynsUCarr!argued!in!his!Memorandum!“in!view!of!the!necessary!limitation!in!numbers,! I! think!it! is!desirable!to!choose!as!far!as!possible!those!Defendants!who!do!so!in!preference!to!those!who!only!represent!one.”285!The!desire!for!an!appropriately!representative!group!led!prosecutors!to!exclude!some!individuals!in!favour!of!others.!An!example!of!this!is!the!exclusion!of!Furuno!Inosuke,!president!of!Dōmei!(the!state!news!agency)!involved!in!propaganda!and!censorship.!Minutes!of!EC!meetings!suggest!that!his!exclusion!was!largely!on!the!basis!that!Mutō!Akira’s!inclusion!covered!responsibility!for!propaganda!already.286!Awaya!argues!that!Kishi!Nobusuke,!minister!of!commerce!and!industry!in!the!Tōjō!cabinet!was!in!part!excluded!because!Hoshino!Naoki,!with!a!similar!background,!had!already!been!selected.287!!Reasons! for! nonUselection! could! also! be! political! in! that! they!were!more! about!wider!political! issues! such!as! the!wishes!of! an!Allied!government!or! the!wider!objectives!of!political!and!social!reconstruction.!A!prime!example!of!nonUselection!on!political!grounds!was!the!nonUselection!of!Hirohito,!and!the!wider!protection!of!the!Imperial!institution.!An!important!part!of!the!political!aspects!of!the!occupation!was!both!reforming!the!political!system!of! Japan,!but! also! retaining!and!utilising!perceived! ‘moderate’! elements!of! the!existing!system.!As!discussed!in!the!previous!chapter,!an!important!part!of!how!the!US!understood!preU1945!Japan!and!the!causes!of!the!Pacific!War!was!the!victim!thesis!that!posited! that! a! group! of! militarists! had! taken! control! of! the! state! and! government.! A!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!284!!"Keenan!Sketches!Crimes!Trial!Aims,”!Pacific$Stars$and$Stripes,!Jan!10!1946,!pp.!1U2.!285!!‘Memorandum!from!Mr!ComynsUCarr,!to!the!Executive!Committee,!Subject:!Selection!of!Accused’.!286!!Minutes!of!the!Thirteenth!Meeting!of!Executive!Committee,!1!April!1946,!Box!1,!Folder!3,!MSS!93U4,!Morgan,!Law!Library,!University!of!Virginia,!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU30UminutesUthirteenthUmeetingUexecutiveUcommittee!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!287!!K.!Awaya,!‘The!Real!and!False!Images!of!the!“Brave!General”!Shinzaburo!Masaki’,!‘Tokyo!Saiban!eno!Michi’!No!23,!Asahi$Journal,!22!March!1985,!42U45,!cited!from!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,$p.!62.!Kishi!went!on!to!become!Prime!Minister!of!Japan!1957U60!after!being!amnestied!in!1952.!The!current!Prime!Minister!Abe!Shinzō!is!Kishi’s!grandson.!
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corollary!to!this!idea!was!that!it!essentially!could!be!reversed!by!removing!said!militarists!and!allowing!politically!moderate!groups!to!take!charge!of!government.!The!prosecution!then!avoided!indicting!figures!who!potentially!were!part!of!the!purported!conspiracy!to!avoid! political! moderates! who!might! be! useful! in! the! reform! of! the! political! system.!!Connected! to! this! idea! of! protecting! political! moderates! was! the! protection! of! the!Imperial!institution.!Maga!argues!the!decision!was!“intimately!linked!to!the!Occupation!Government's!larger!endeavor!to!reform!the!entire!politicalUeconomic!infrastructure!of!defeated!Japan”288!and!Hirohito’s!retention!sat!at!the!core!of!this!endeavour.!!!Richard!Minear!argued,!“the!decision!to!exclude!the!emperor!was!a!political!decision,!not!a!decision!based!upon!the!merits!of!the!case”289!Minear!noted!that!Chief!Counsel!Keenan!later! admitted! that! on! a! strict! legal! basis,! Hirohito’s! indictment!was! not! problematic.!Allied! opinion! (both! public! and! official)! opinion! favoured!Hirohito’s! indictment.! A!US!senator! introduced!a! joint! resolution!declaring! that!Hirohito! should!be! tried!as!a!war!criminal,!and!the!Australian!and!New!Zealand!governments!were!strongly!in!favour!of!indictment.290!However,!Allied!opinion!was!not!monolithic,!as!the!Soviets!were!relatively!ambivalent!and!Stalin!instructed!that!the!delegation!was!only!to!call!for!indictment!if!the!Americans! did. 291 !Interestingly,! the! Republic! of! China! was! also! ambivalent,! perhaps!because!Chiang!KaiUShek!saw!some!value!in!Hirohito!as!a!check!against!communism.292!Demands!for!Hirohito’s!indictment!came!from!within!Japan!as!well,!as!those!who!sought!to!shield!the!Imperial!institution!did!not!represent!all.!Japanese!progressives!backed!his!indictment293!and!the!IPS!even!received!letters!from!Japanese!citizens!backing!Hirohito’s!indictment.294!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!288!!Maga,!Judgment$at$Tokyo,$p.!35.!289!!Minear,!Victor’s$Justice,$p.!113.!290!!Inoue!Kyoko,!MacArthur’s$Japanese$Constitution,!(Chicago,!University!of!Chicago!Press,!1991),!p.161,!and!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,!p.!65.!291!!Bix,!Hirohito$and$the$Making$of$Modern$Japan,$p.!593.!292!!Ibid.,!!p.594.!See!also!K.!Awaya!and!NHK!Shuzaihan,!1994,!NHK!Supesharu:!Tōkyō!Saiban!e!no!Michi![NHK!Special:!Road!to!the!Tokyo!Trial],!Tokyo,!Nihon!Hōsō!Shuppan!Kyōkai,!pp.!60U72.!293!!Asahi$Shimbun,!13!April!1946.!294!!Item!11!U!Requests!that!the!Emperor!be!Tried!as!a!War!Criminal!and!Class!A!Criminals!be!Severely!Punished,!Box!3,!Folder!3,!MSS!93U4,!Morgan,!University!of!Virginia,!Law!Library!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU11UrequestsUemperorUbeUtriedUwarUcriminalUandUclassUcriminalsUbeUseverelyUpunished!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!
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aimed! to! avoid! the! subject.314!President!Webb! commented! that! this! inferred!Hirohito!could! have! stopped! the! war! on! his! own! authority! resulting! in! Chief! Counsel! Keenan!getting!Tōjō!to!retract!his!statement.315!Had!Hirohito!been!a!coUdefendant,!this!admission!from! Tōjō! would! have! been! a! great! boon! to! the! prosecution! case,! yet! the! result! of!Hirohito’s!protection!was!the!absurdity!of!a!prosecutor!effectively!asking!a!defendant!to!retract!potentially!damning!evidence.!!These!events!connected!to!a!wider!issue!that!was!at!play!in!the!selection!process!in!terms!of! the! availability! of! evidence! had! practical! and! political! consequences! for! selection!decisions.! The! prosecutors! were! faced! with! what! Piccigallo! noted! as! “rapid!demobilization!and!repatriation!of!exUPOWs,!witnesses!and!evidence!scattered!literally!throughout!the!world,!wholesale!destruction!of!key!documents!by!Japanese,!incredible!difficulties!in!identifying,!locating!and!apprehending!suspects!in!Japan!proper!and!East!Asia”,!and!these!were!only!some!of!the!problems.”316!Further,!the!Japanese!themselves!were!a!key!source!of!evidence!as!GHQ!and!the!IPS!encouraged!Japanese!help!in!preparing!war!criminal!lists.!Evidence!was!solicited!from!‘liberal’!and!leftist!Japanese!who!often!had!been! victims! of! the! militarists! themselves,! and! from! officials! who! volunteered!information!(although!as!will!be!discussed!this!was!not!always!an!entirely!altruistic!act).!Evidence!was!also!gleaned!what!Arnold!Brackman!describes!as!“confidential!informants!who!had!opposed!the!war”,!including!senior!government!officials!who!arranged!to!turn!over!leads!and!information!to!IPS!investigators.317!One!group!of!insider!informants!who!were! especially! important! were! those! connected! to! the! Imperial! Household! who!provided! important! and! influential! information!and! sources!of! evidence!pertaining! to!potential!war!criminals.!A!key!source!of!evidence!of!this!type!was!the!diaries!of!Marquis!Kido,! mentioned! above,! that! became! vital! to! the! prosecutors.! Kido! relinquished! his!diaries!dating!during!his!interrogation!and!Brackman!describes!them!as!“an!authoritative!record! giving! names,! dates! and! places! for! every! important! political! development! in!contemporary! Japanese!history! as! viewed!by! the! emperor’s! principal! agent.”318!While!objectively,! the!diaries!were!of!course!a!biased!source!and!Kido’s!motives!for!handing!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!314$$Northcroft$Collection,!Transcripts,!36351.!315!!Ibid.,!at!36779U81.!The!episode!is!related!in!Boister!and!Cryer,!The$Tokyo$IMT,!p.!67.!316!!P.!Piccigallo,!The$Japanese$on$Trial,!p.!13.!317!!A.!Brackman,!The$Other$Nuremberg,!p.!58.!318!!Ibid.,!p.!57.!
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them!over!related!to!shielding!Hirohito,!they!were!nevertheless!one!of!the!best!sources!the! prosecution! had! for! the!machinations! of! Japanese! government.! Brackman! pithily!describes! them!as! “the! IMTFE’s!Watergate! tapes”319!and! they! soon!became!one!of! the!keystones!of!the!prosecution’s!case!to!the!point!where!the!prosecution!saw!them!as!an!important!crossUreference! in!analysing!documents.320!Informants!who!coUoperated!did!so!in!order!to!try!to!shape!the!prosecution!to!their!own!ends!and!to!guide!the!prosecution!towards!and!away! from!the!prosecution!of!particular! individuals!and!groups! (such!as!protecting!Hirohito).!!There!were!however!possible!practical! reasons! for! the!exclusion!of!Hirohito! from!the!indictment.!While!Hirohito!was!the!head!of!state!and!ostensibly!the!head!(or!least!a!chief!figure)! in! the! conspiracy,! the! nature! of! the! Japanese! governmental! system! and!constitution!meant!that!in!some!respects!his!actual!power!was!limited.!Horwitz’s!account!argued!that!the!EC!had!considering!Hirohito!from!two!perspectives!in!terms!of!his!role!in!governmental! machinery,! and! his! personal! role! in! supporting! or! objecting! to! the!aggressive!policies!of!his!advisers.!From!both!perspectives,!the!study!deemed!Hirohito!as!a!figurehead.321!Horwitz!elaborates!further!on!the!prosecution!argument!during!the!trial!in!that!the!governmental!system!of!Japan!was!based!on!two!inconsistent!ideas.!First,!all!powers!of!government!vested!solely! in! the!Emperor!and!all!other!government!organs!functioned! as! advisers! to! him.! Second,! the! Emperor! was! a! deity,! and! because! of! his!divinity!could!not!be!held!responsible.!The!solution!to!this!paradox!was!that!the!advisers!to!the!Emperor!were!responsible!for!their!advice,!not!the!Emperor!personally.322If!the!Emperor!acted!in!accordance!with!advice,! the!advisers!were!responsible,!and!to!avoid!responsibility! that! would! be! incompatible! with! his! divine! status,! the! Emperor! was!obliged!to!act!in!accordance!with!the!advice!of!his!advisers.323!Horwitz’s!argument!was!that!the!prosecution!considered!the!arguments!for!and!against!indictment!and!based!on!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!319!!A.!Brackman,!The$Other$Nuremberg,$p.!57.!320!!‘Memorandum!from!Mr!ComynsUCarr,!to!the!Executive!Committee,!Subject:!Analysis!of!Documents!(Up!to!1507)!(By!Defendants)”,!7!May!1946,!Box!10,!Folder!1,!Tavenner,!MSS!78U3,!Law!Library,!University!of!Virginia,!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU1UanalysisUdocumentsU1507Udefendants!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!See!also!Executive!Committee!Meeting!Minutes,!13!March!1946,!Box!1,!Folder!4,!Morgan,!MSS!93U4,!Law!Library,!University!of!Virginia,!accessed!at!http://lib.law.virginia.edu/imtfe/content/itemU9UminutesUfifthUmeetingUexecutiveUcommittee!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!321!!Horwitz,!‘The!Tokyo!Trial’,!497.!322!!Ibid.,!at!505.!323!!Ibid.,!at!505U506.!
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their! view! of! Hirohito’s! place! and! role! in! what! had! occurred! they! decided! against!indictment.!This!was!reasonable!given!the!place!of!the!Emperor!in!the!Meiji!Constitution!(discussed!in!the!following!chapter!in!more!detail).!Emperors!had!essentially!supreme!power!but!it!was!tempered!by!the!exercise!of!that!power!under!the!guidance!of!ministers.!Therefore,!Hirohito!was!not!a!conspirator!because!he!was!not!actually!making!decisions!but!rather!following!the!advice!of!his!ministers!who!were!the!actual!conspirators.!It! is!important!to!note!Horwitz’s!account!is!from!1950!and!thus!postUIMTFE!and!perhaps!he!was!attempting!to!answer!critics!of!the!decision!not!to!indict!Hirohito.!Beyond!that,!the!selection!decisions!were!made!after!a!clear!decision!against!the!indictment!of!Hirohito!appears!to!have!been!made!and!communicated.!It! is!possible!that!this!account!reflects!how!the!prosecution!sought!to!justify!and!reason!why!they!‘chose’!not!to!indict!Hirohito!on!the!basis!that!decision!had!already!been!made!for!them.!!!Conclusion!!The! defendant! selection! processes! were! a! key! aspect! of! the! international! criminal!tribunals!and!intimately!connected!to!the!wider!aims!of!the!occupations.!The!question!of!who!to!indict!was!as!much!about!Allied!conceptualisations!of!their!defeated!regimes!and!the!future!societies!they!wanted!to!shape!as!it!was!about!choosing!who!was!likely!to!be!guilty! or! not.! In! both! Japan! and! Germany,! there! was! explicit! recognition! that! the!defendants! were! on! trial! not! simply! for! their! personal! culpability,! but! as! symbolic!representatives!of!the!crimes!and!flaws!of!the!preUwar!regimes.!In!both!cases,!respective!governments! and! authorities! delegated! selection! decisions! to! the! prosecutors!themselves.!The!respective!charters!of!the!international!charters!delegated!the!power!of!selecting! defendants! to! the! prosecutors! themselves,! the! Chief! Counsel! in! consultation!with!Associate!Counsel!at!Tokyo,!and!a!committee!of!prosecutors!at!Nuremberg.!Despite!interventions!such!as!the!exclusion!of!Hirohito,!the!decisions!made!by!the!prosecutors!were! largely!their!own.!However,! these!decisions!were! influenced!by!several!practical!and!political!factors!meaning!that!defendant!selection!was!never!simply!about!the!factual!or! legal!merit!of! indicting!a!particular!individual!or!organisation.! !The!most!important!difference!between!defendant!selection!processes!in!Tokyo!and!Nuremberg!was!in!how!the!prosecutors!constructed!their!cases,!and!the!model!that!they!applied!to!the!preUwar!regimes.!While!US!prosecutors!in!both!cases!utilised!the!conspiracy!concept,!how!each!
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conspiracy! worked! and! who! was! to! blame! differed.! At! Tokyo,! the! conspiracy! was!amorphous,!looselyUorganised!and!involved!a!range!of!different!individuals!at!different!points!in!time.!“Who”!was!to!blame!was!an!ethos!of!militarism!that!resulted!in!aggressive!war.!The!selection!of!defendants!reflected!involvement!in!this!conspiracy!was!above!all!the!connecting!thread!for!all.!However,!at!Nuremberg!the!conspiracy!was!focused!upon!organisations!as!the!driving!force,!above!all!the!NSDAP!and!its!associated!organisations.!This!reflected!the!differing!nature!of!the!German!regime,!but!it!also!reflected!the!focus!on!organisational! guilt! suggested! by! Bernays,! the! originator! of! the! conspiracy! idea.!Organisational! guilt! was! also! explicitly! linked! to! occupation! reforms,! in! that! it! was!justified!on!the!basis!of!aiding!denazification!efforts.!An!organisation!found!guilty!meant!that! dealing! with! its! members! became! practically! easier,! as! membership! became!evidence!of!their!guilt.! !Overall,! the!processes!and!results!of!defendant!selection!show!that! the!tribunals!did!not!operate! in! isolation! from!contemporary!events! in! Japan!and!Germany.!!Defendant!selection!was!inevitably!shaped!by!how!the!Allied!occupiers!wished!to! reshape! the! defeated! societies! they! governed,! and! how! they! understood! (however!poorly)!the!nature!of!the!regimes!that!had!gone!before.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 97!Chapter!4:!The!Political!Reorientation!of!Japan!and!Germany!!Introduction!!The!political!reforms!of! the!occupiers!were!not!solely! focused!around!the!pursuit!and!punishment!of! identified! individuals!and!groups! for! their!purported!culpability! in! the!crimes!of!the!defeated!regimes.!The!occupiers’!solutions!to!the!political!problems!they!saw!in!the!states!and!societies!they!now!occupied!also!included!the!encouragement!and!imposition!of!wideUranging!political!reforms!aimed!at!fulfilling!the!three!major!objectives!of!the!occupations.!The!desire!to!change!the!nature!of!political!life!was!a!goal!shared!by!moderate!and!harsh!peace!advocates,!however!the!political!reforms!that!moderate!peace!advocates!desired!were!generally!less!drastic!and!interventionist!than!those!desired!by!harsh! peace! advocates.! Moderate! rhetoric! was! often! that! of! ‘reorientation’! or!encouragement! as! opposed! to! intervention! and! imposition.! Yet! in! their! own! way,!moderate!political! reforms!were! radical! interventions! intended! to!wholly! reshape! the!political!lives!of!Japan!and!Germany.!The!full!breadth!of!political!reforms!undertaken!in!Japan! and! Germany! included! electoral! reform,! the! encouragement! of! new! political!parties,!and!repealing!laws!attacking!civil!liberties.!It!is!impossible!to!adequately!analyse!all!of!these!reforms!here.!Therefore!two!reforms!in!particular!will!be!used!as!case!studies.!The!demobilisation!and!dissolution!of!military! institutions!and!constitutional! revision!provide!valuable!insights!into!key!issues!for!moderate!peace!advocates,!and!were!direct!solutions! to! problems! that! the! international! criminal! tribunals! raised! and! discussed.!While!the!deliberations!of!the!tribunals!may!have!postUdated!specific!reforms,!they!were!in!one!sense!part!of!the!justification!for!these!reforms.!The!tribunals!in!this!respect!were!also! implicitly! concerned!with! framing! the! problems! that! needed! to! be! solved! by! the!occupiers.!For!example,!through!focusing!attention!on!issues!like!how!the!militarists!and!
NSDAP! came! to! and!maintained!power,! the! prosecutors! emphasised! how! the! existing!constitutions!allowed!and!aided!the!conspirators!rise!to!power.!!!The! two!case! studies!help! to! illustrate!how! the!occupiers! sought! to!make! their!major!objectives!a!reality.!Demobilisation!and!dissolution!of!military!institutions!involved!the!total!(although!not!necessarily!immediate)!demobilisation!of!the!armed!forces,!and!the!
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dissolution! of! their! formal! institutions.! With! this! reform,! institutions! that! had! long!histories! and! strong! institutional! cultures! simply! ceased! to! exist! by! legal! declaration.!Moreover,!the!millions!of! Japanese!and!Germans!still!enlisted!at!the!time!of!surrender!returned!to!civilian!life.!The!complete!removal!of!the!military!from!these!societies!was!a!powerful!symbol!of!both!the!totality!of!defeat,!and!of!the!power!of!the!occupier!to!enact!reform.!Arguably,!these!reforms!connected!logically!with!the!attempts!to!criminalise!and!condemn!aggressive!war!at!the!international!tribunals!by!systematically!dismantling!the!institutions!that!were!the!means!of!aggression.!Another!interesting!case!study!concerns!constitutional!reform.!In!both!Japan!and!Germany,!constitutional!reform!was!encouraged!(although!more!directly!in!Japan)!and!this!links!in!with!a!whole!range!of!issues.!In!this!context,! the! reform! of! the! constitution! around! changing! the! institutional! division! of!power!and!weighting!it!much!more!strongly!towards!the!elected!(and!civilian)!legislature!was!intended!to!ensure!that!it!would!not!be!possible!for!an!institution!or!group!like!the!military!or!the!NSDAP$to!be!able!to!take!control!of!government!and!the!state!again.!Power!would!now!derive!explicitly!from!the!people!and!overly!strong!executive!branches!were!weakened!to!ensure!this!became!a!reality.!Constitutional!reform!was!also!important!in!its!explicit! antiUmilitarism;! the! new! constitutions! of! Japan! and! Germany! both! included!explicit!articles!renouncing!aggressive!war!as!an!instrument!of!national!policy.!!!In!this!discussion,!it!is!important!to!remember!that!the!desire!to!change!the!very!nature!of! polity! and! society! was! not,! and! should! not! be,! necessarily! understood! as! total!restructuring!or!imposing!entirely!new!structures.!Reforms!were!never!simply!imposed!on!an!unwilling!populace.!This!is!because!they!often!included!elements!of!preUexisting!domestic!reform!ideas,!or!some!level!of!coUoperation!from!political!and!social!groups!that!had! opposed! or! resisted! the! defeated! regimes.! They! also! often! involved! building! on!existing!structures!or!could!involve!reUintroduction!of!something!that!had!existed!in!some!form! before.! This! is! especially! important! given! that! the! occupations! were! always!temporary,! and! their! ultimate! goal! was! to! return! sovereignty! to! an! acceptable!government.! Importantly,! reforms! that! had! little! popularity! or! traction! during! the!occupation! risked! being! rolled! back! once! sovereignty! returned.! Edwin! O.! Reischauer!described!this!idea!in!his!1965!work,!“In!other!words,!we!could!forcefully!tip!the!scales!a!bit,! hoping! that!while!we!were!doing! so!a!new!balance!would!be! struck!which!would!
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occupied!their! territories!was!perhaps!the!most!obvious!and!unavoidable!sign!of! their!defeat.!In!both!states!(and!like!all!major!combatant!powers),!the!majority!of!the!military!was! conscripted! from! the! population.! Japan’s!Military$ Service$ Law! of! 1927! and! the!
Military$Service$Law$(Wehrgesetz)!of!21!May!1935!established!universal!conscription!in!each! country!meaning! that! their!militaries!were! conscripted! citizenry! rather! than! the!volunteer!militaries!common!in!the!modern!world.!However,!unlike!the!Western!Allies!(though!not!the!Soviet!Union),!the!conscripted!militaries!were!also!an!important!form!of!coercion!by!the!defeated!regimes.!!!Japan!The! two! major! aspects! of! demilitarisation! in! Japan! were! the! demobilisation! and!dissolution!of!the!Imperial!armed!forces,!and!the!removal!of!Japanese!war!matériel$and!industries.!These!were!set!out!in!the!Potsdam!Declaration,!whose!terms!included!that!“the!Japanese! forces,!after!being!completely!disarmed,!shall!be!permitted!to!return!to!their!homes”326!!and! that! Japan! would! not! be! permitted! to! retain! industries! “which! would!enable!her!to!reUarm!for!war.”327!SWNCC$150/4/A!set!out!as!one!of!the!ultimate!objectives!that!“Japan!will!be!completely!disarmed!and!demilitarized.”328!Further,!the!policy!stated,!“disarmament!and!demilitarization!are!the!primary!tasks!of!the!military!occupation!and!shall!be!carried!out!promptly,!and!with!determination…Japan!is!not!to!have!an!army,!navy,!airforce,! secret!police!organization,!or!any! civil! aviation.! Japan’s!ground,! air! and!naval!forces! shall!be!disarmed!and!disbanded.”329!As! for! Japan’s! economic!military! strength,!“the!existing!economic!basis!of!Japanese!military!strength!must!be!destroyed!and!not!be!permitted!to!revive.”330!!The!process!of!demilitarisation!in!terms!of!demobilisation!of!the!armed!forces!was!among!the! first! of! SCAP’s! concerns,! and! proceeded! remarkably! quickly! given! the! numbers!involved!and! the!geographic!dispersal!of! Imperial!military!personnel!at! the!surrender.!MacArthur’s!official! reports!state! that! the! Imperial! Japanese!Forces! totalled!6,983,000!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!326!!Potsdam$Declaration,!Article!9.!327!!Ibid.,!Article!11.!328$$SWNCC$150/4/A,!Part!I!–!Ultimate!Objectives.!329!!Ibid.,!Part!III!–!Political.!330!!Ibid.,!Part!IV!–!Economic.!!
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troops!on!the!day!of!surrender331,!and!Dower!notes!that!across!Asia!and!the!Pacific!there!were!around!threeUandUaUhalf!million!deployed.332!An!issue!of!immediate!concern!to!the!Allies!at!this!point!was!that!unlike!Germany!at!its!surrender,!Japanese!territory!had!not!been!occupied!and!large!formations!and!numbers!of!troops!still!existed.!MacArthur!noted!that!the!forces!in!the!Home!Islands!comprised!some!“fiftyUnine!Japanese!divisions,!thirtyUsix! brigades,! and! fortyUfiveUodd! regiments! plus! naval! and! air! forces.” 333!!Despite! this!sizeable!force!still!under!arms,!by!the!end!of!1945!all!military!forces!in!Japan!proper!had!been!demobilized,!and!the!process!of!repatriating!and!demobilising!military!personnel!overseas! was! well! under! way! (with! the! exception! of! the! areas! under! Soviet!administration).! Even! more! remarkably! this! process! was! largely! conducted! by! the!Japanese! government! themselves! rather! than!by! SCAP.!As!Takemae!notes,!while! SCAP!supervised! and! coordinated! demobilisation! and! repatriation! plans,! the! Japanese!government!drafted!and!executed!these!plans.334!!!SCAP! issued! its! first! official! directive! concerning! demilitarisation! alongside! the!Instrument!of!Surrender! itself!on!2!September!1945.!Directive$Number$1,$2$September$












All!German!land,!naval!and!air!forces,!the!S.S,!the!S.D.!and!Gestapo!with!all!their!organisations,!staffs!and!institutions!,!including!the!General!Staff,!Officers’!Corps,!Reserve!Corps,!military!schools,!war!veterans’!organizations,!and!all!other!military!and!quasiUmilitary!organizations,!together!with!all!the!clubs!and!associations!which!serve! to!keep!alive! the!military! tradition! in!Germany,! shall!be!completely!and!finally!abolished!in!accordance!with!methods!and!procedures!to!be!laid!down!by!the!Allied!representatives.346!!





Control$ Council$ Law$No.34,$ ‘Dissolution!of! the!Wehrmacht’!was! the! final!major! official!instrument! concerning! demobilisation! and! promulgated! on! 20! August! 1946.! The! law!declared!
$ The!German!war!ministries…all!German! land,!naval! and!air! forces,!with!all! their!organisations,!staffs,!and!institutions…and!all!other!military!and!quasiUmilitary!organisations,!together!with!all!the!clubs!and!associations!which!serve!to!keep!alive!the!military!tradition!in!Germany,!are!hereby!considered!disbanded,!completely!dissolved,!and!declared!illegal.352!!Further,! all! remaining! property! held! by! these! organisations! was! to! be! subject! to!confiscation!by!order!of!the!Zone!commander.353!This!law!marked!the!formal!end!to!the!German! armed! forces,! and! even! if! their! members! were! still! in! the! process! of! being!demobilised!or!remained!in!Allied!custody,!the!organisations!to!which!they!had!belonged!ceased!to!be.!Prima!facie!by!September!1946,!Germany!was!formally!demilitarised!in!the!sense!that!military!personnel!were!being!demobilised,!and!that!the!formal!structures!of!the! military! had! been! dissolved.! While! significant! numbers! of! German! personnel!remained!in!Allied!custody,!and!some!would!do!so!for!over!ten!years,!the!formal!structures!and! institutions! of! the! armed! forces! ended! and! Germany! ceased! to! have! a! military.!!However,!the!idea!of!demilitarisation!was!not!simply!concerned!with!demobilising!and!abolishing! the! military.! What! might! be! termed! ‘social’! demilitarisation! was! also! an!important!part!of!the!reforms!enacted!by!the!Allied!occupying!powers.!!Constitutional!revision!




fundamentally!different!the!new!states!would!be.!To!some!extent,! the!phrase! ‘revision’!masks!the!revolutionary!nature!of!the!new!constitutions!that!fundamentally!redefined!the!relationships!between!the!state!and!people,!the!sources!of!power!within!the!state,!and!the!power! relationships! between! different! state! organs.! The! legal! theorist! Hans! Kelsen!defined! constitution! in! a!material! sense! as! “the! positive! norm[s]…which! regulate! the!creation!of!general! legal!norms.”354!Constitutions!are! the! law!by!which!all!other! law! is!created,! and!with!which! all! persons! (legal! or! natural)!must! comply.! They! set! out! the!formal! rules! on! the! government! and! state! and! where! rights! and! responsibilities! lie!between!state!organs,!and!between!state!and!society.!In!both!Japan!and!Germany,!as!the!rules! by! which! government! and! state! formally! operated! were! incompatible! with! the!desires! of! the! occupiers,! constitutional! revision! was! essential.! In! political! terms,!constitutions!set!out!the!power!structures!and!relationships!of!the!state.!They!set!out!how!and!where!ultimate!power! is!derived!and!how!power! is!distributed.!They!give! formal!definition!to!what!powers!can!and!can!not!be!exercised!by!a!particular!state!organ!and!the!power!hierarchies!between!state!organs.!Constitutions!set!out!what!Kelsen!described!as!“norms!concerning!other!politically!important!subjects.”355!Constitutions!are!used!to!give!public!and!formal!expression!to!important!ideals!that!underpin!the!political!system.!Perhaps!the!most! important! thing!about!constitutional!revision! in! Japan!and!Germany!was! that! it! occurred! during! the! occupations.! That! is,! constitutional! revision! was!undertaken!when!Japan!and!Germany!did!not!have!sovereign!domestic!government,!and!were!governed!by!occupational!authorities.!The!occupiers!saw!constitutional!revision!as!an!important!task!and!its!successful!completion!as!an!important!step!in!fulfilling!their!overall!political!objectives.!The!Allied!occupiers! took!both!a!direct!and! indirect!role! in!constitutional!revision!in!both!Japan!and!Germany.!Even!where!parts!of!the!process!were!essentially!left!to!the!Japanese!and!Germans,!these!were!undertaken!in!a!milieu!of!Allied!overlordship! and! under! implicit! knowledge! that! if! the! resulting! constitutions! were!fundamentally! unacceptable,! they! would! be! rejected.! The! relationship! between! the!occupier!and!occupied!in!regards!to!constitutional!revision!was!an!awkward!partnership!where! the!occupiers!had! the!ability! to!enforce! their!will!on! the!occupied,!but!strongly!preferred!to!avoid!doing!so!and!this!was!something!that!both!parties!were!well!aware!of.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!354!!H.!Kelsen,!The$Pure$Theory$of$Law$(translated!from!the!2nd!German!Edition,!M.!Knight),!(Berkeley,!University!of!California!Press,!1967),!p.!222.!355!!Ibid.!
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!The!multiUlayered!roles!of!constitutions!are!aptly!summarised!by!Donald!Fellman,!who!argued!!! A!constitution!is!more!than!a!mere!document….[and]!more!than!a!mere!law.!It!imposes!restraints!upon!government…legitimiz[ing]!its!power.!It!is!a!record!of!national!experience,!and!a!symbol!of!the! nation’s! aspirations.! It! serves! the! important! function! of! articulating! the! ideals! of! the!community,!of!stating!its!social!and!economic!aims.!It!exerts!a!tremendous!educational!influence!as!a!convenient,!easilyUread!compendium!of!the!nation’s!basic!purposes!and!principles.356!!!Both!the!former!and!new!constitutions!of!Japan!and!Germany!fulfilled!this!role!and!as!a!whole!clearly!expressed!how!the!drafters!understood!their!society,!and!how!they!wished!it!to!be.!The!Meiji!Constitution!of!1889!was!carefully!constructed!to!provide!an!expression!of!the!absolute!power!of!the!Throne!after!the!Meiji!Restoration!of!1868,!but!also!to!ensure!that!the!drafters!(the!oligarchs)!retained!actual!power.!The!people!were!described!only!as! ‘subjects’,! and! their! power! and! rights! subject! to! those! of! the! state.! The! 1947!constitution!flipped!this!power!structure!on!its!head,!making!clear!that!power!derived!from! the! people,! that! the! most! powerful! institution! of! state! was! a! popularly! elected!legislature,!and!that!fundamental!rights!were!protected.!Germany!was!more!complicated,!given!that!there!was!no!constitution!in!force!after!surrender.!Whatever!constitution!that!regime!might!have!had!would!have!inherently!reflected!the!totalitarian!nature!of!Nazism,!and!the!Weimar!constitution!had!fundamental!flaws.!German!constitutional!experience!was!complex,!with!several!models!at!play,!but!all!of!them!reflected!a!particular!conception!of!Germany.!The!Basic!Law!(Grundgesetz)!was!no!different,!and!like!the!1947!Constitution,!it!made!clear!the!absolute!supremacy!of!the!people!as!the!source!of!power,!and!imposed!strict!protections!from!the!growth!and!abuse!of!state!power.!!Constitutional! revision! is! explored! here! in! three! contexts:! the! reshaping! of! state!structures,! the! reshaping! of! the! relationship! between! state! and! people! concerning!sovereignty! and! rights,! and! the! specific! provisions! aimed! against! militarism! and! the!military.!Constitutional!revision!in!these!contexts!provides!useful!case!studies!of!solving!problems!raised!by!the!prosecutors!during!the!international!tribunals;!namely!the!failure!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!356!!D.!Fellman,!‘Constitutionalism’!in!Dictionary$of$the$History$of$Ideas,$Volume$I,!(New!York,!Charles!Scribner’s!Sons,!1973),!p.!491.!
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of!‘civilian’!government,!the!victimisation!of!the!people!by!the!state,!and!the!problems!of!military!influence!on!the!state.!These!were!themes!running!throughout!the!prosecution!arguments!at!both!Tokyo!and!Nuremberg,!but!also!themes!running!through!Allied!reform!ideas!and!actions!as!well.!!!The!Japanese!constitutions!!Possibly!the!most!important!reform!imposed!during!the!occupation!of!Japan!was!the!new!Japanese!constitution,!drafted!in!1946,!and!coming!into!force!in!1947.357!It!replaced!the!previous!Meiji!Constitution!of!1889,!and!was!(and!remains)!a!remarkable!document.!The!1947! Constitution! fundamentally! reshaped! the! nature! of! the! Japanese! state,! its!relationship!to!the!Japanese!people,!and!included!a!clause!whereby!Japan!renounced!war!and! armed! forces,! and! became! a! fundamentally! pacifist! nation.! However,! the! 1947!Constitution!was!primarily!drafted!not!by!the!Japanese!themselves,!but!drafted!for!them!by! American! officials! within! SCAP! in! February! 1946.! This! was! in! response! to! the!perceived! failure!of! the! Japanese!government! to!comply! fully!with!SCAP!requirements!with! their! own! reform! proposal.! However,! the! 1947! Constitution! was! not! solely! an!American!document,!as! it!underwent! important!amendments!as! it!passed!through!the!Diet.! Constitutional! reform! was! also! the! subject! of! discussion! between! the! Japanese!themselves,! with! constitutional! proposals! from! different! political! and! social! groups!emerging!from!1945.!!!The!Meiji!Constitution!was!Japan’s!first!written!and!modern!constitution,!and!emerged!during!the!reign!of!the!Meiji!Emperor!(1867U1912)!that!saw!Japan!transformed!from!an!isolated!preUmodern!society!to!an!emerging!modern!industrial!power!through!sweeping!political,! social,! and! economic! change.! The!Meiji! Constitution! arose! as! a! conservative!response! from! the! oligarchs! to! internal! government! debate,! popular! movements! for!representative! government! and! political! crises! in! the! 1870s! and! early! 1880s.358!!The!‘Popular!Rights!Movement’!emerged!around!1873!led!by!a!faction!of!former!oligarchs!who!organised!a!peaceful!campaign!for!an!elected!national!assembly.!This!grew!into!a!diverse!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!357!!The!constitutions!are!referred!to!here!as!the!‘Meiji!Constitution’!and!the!'1947!Constitution’.!358!!‘Oligarchs’!is!used!here!to!refer!to!the!new!ruling!class!that!helped!precipitate!the!Meiji!Restoration!in!1867U8,!and!who!dominated!political!and!government!affairs.!
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However,! how! they! differed! was! where! the! solution! to! that! problem! lay.! The!postUsurrender! Japanese! government! largely! saw! the! solution! as! amending! the! Meiji!Constitution! to! fix! these! problems.! However,! the! Allied! occupiers! saw! much! greater!reform! of! the! constitution! as! necessary! to! fulfil! their! desired! objectives.!While! SCAP!preferred!to!have!the!Japanese!government!revise!the!constitution!to!avoid!the!perception!that! it!was! a! foreign! imposition,!when! it! became! clear! that! the! Japanese! government!refused!to!revise!the!constitution!to!the!degree!it!was!felt!was!needed,!SCAP!stepped!in.!!!The! key! policy! concerning! constitutional! reform! was! issued! by! the! SWNCC! on! 27!November!1945.!SWNCC$228—Reform$of$ the$ Japanese$Governmental$ System$concluded!that! the! Supreme! Commander! should! indicate! to! the! Japanese! government! that! its!governmental!system!should!be!reformed!to!accomplish!seven!general!objectives.!Among!these!were!“a!government!responsible!to!an!electorate!based!upon!wide!representative!suffrage”,!“an!executive!branch!of!government!deriving!its!authority!from!and!responsible!to! the! electorate! or! to! a! fully! representative! legislative! body”,! “a! legislative!body,! fully!representative!of!the!electorate...”,!and!a!“guarantee!of!fundamental!civil!rights!to!Japanese!subjects.”373!Concerning!the!Emperor!and!Imperial! institution,!SWNCC!228!stated,!“the!retention!of!the!Emperor!institution!in!its!present!form!is!not!considered!consistent!with!the! foregoing!general!objectives.”374!However,! there!were! two!provisos! in!SWNCC!228.!First,!it!was!specifically!stated!that!“only!as!a!last!resort”!should!SCAP!order!the!Japanese!government!to!make!reforms.!This!was!on!the!understanding!that!“the!knowledge!that!they! had! been! imposed! by! the! Allies!would!materially! reduce! the! possibility! of! their!acceptance!and!support!by!the!Japanese!people!for!the!future.”375!It!was!also!desired!that!any!reforms!of! the!governmental!system!be! lasting!ones,! in! that! they!would!remain! in!place! when! occupation! control! had! been! withdrawn.! It! is! clear! that! the! committee!understood!the! importance!of! fostering! internal!acceptance!of!reforms!to!ensure!their!survival.!SWNCC!228!stated!effective!reform!and!prevention!of!a!resurgence!of!militarism!depended!“in!a!large!measure!upon!the!acceptance!by!the!Japanese!people!of!the!entire!program.”376!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!373!!SWNCC$228—REFORM$OF$THE$JAPANESE$GOVERNMENTAL$SYSTEM,$27$November$1945![4.!a.!(1),(2),!(3)!and!(5)]!374!!Ibid.,![4.!(7).!b.!and!d.]!375!!Ibid.,![5]!376!!Ibid.,![6].!
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out.! In!terms!of!the!military,! it!was!proposed!to!simply!replace! ‘army’'!and! ‘navy’!with!‘armed! forces’.383!!Dower! argues! that! the! Committee! refused! to! consult! with! SCAP! or!consider!the!views!of!those!experts!who!had!studied!US!constitutional!law.384!!Importantly,!the!official!constitutional!revision!initiatives!were!not!the!only!initiatives!and!an!array!of!political!and!civil!society!groups!drafted!and!publicised!constitutional!revision!initiatives.!While!many!of!them!were!simply!starting!points!rather!than!detailed!drafts,!Takemae!notes!that!these!were!given!“extensive!coverage!in!the!mass!media,!reflecting!a!new! popular! commitment! to! change.”385!!Not! only! was! there! popular! commitment! to!change,! but!most! of! these! proposals!went! further! than! the! official! initiatives! in! their!proposals! for! constitutional! amendment.! One! example! was! the! Progressive! Party’s!proposal386!(the!most! conservative! of! the! party! proposals)!which! still!made! clear! the!supremacy!of!the!Lower!House!of!the!Diet!over!the!Upper,!gave!clear!guidelines!for!the!appointment!of!the!Prime!Minister,!and!set!out!his!and!Cabinet’s!responsibility!to!the!Diet.!While!there!were!no!guarantees!of!individual!rights,!there!was!the!proposal!for!judicial!independence! and! the! power! of! judicial! review. 387!!Beyond! the! political! parties,! civil!society! groups! also! published! constitutional! proposals.! The! proposal! of! the! Kenpō$
Kenkyūkai! was! especially! interesting.! It! was! headed! by! Dr! Takano! Iwasaburō! (labour!leader!and!academic),!and!the!young!constitutional!scholar!Suzuki!Yasuzō.!Takano!had!previously!advocated! for! the!elimination!of! the! Imperial! institution!and!strong!human!rights!guarantees.!Suzuki!had!studied!the!proposed!constitutions!from!the!Popular!Rights!Movement!of!the!1870s.!The!group!also!studied!various!national!constitutions,!and!their!proposals,!while!retaining!the!Emperor,!stripped!him!of!all!powers!and!made!Cabinet!the!highest!organ!of!executive!power.!This!particular!proposal!was!important!as!it!was!the!subject! of! an! extensive! analysis! by! GS,! and! the! memorandum! prepared! praised! its!“outstanding! liberal! provisions”! and! that! “the! provisions! included! in! the! proposed!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!383!!Dower,!Embracing$Defeat,!pp.!99U101.!384!!Ibid.,!p.!352.!385!!Takemae,!Inside$GHQ,!p.!273.!386!!This!is!the!name!given!in!PRJ!Vol.!I—the!proper!name!of!the!party!was!the!Japan!Progressive!Party,!founded!by!former!members!of!the!majority!faction!within!the!IRAA!in!1945.!Information!about!the!parties!is!from!the!National!Diet!Library!at!http://www.ndl.go.jp/modern/e/cha5/description04.html!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!387!!Hussey,!‘The!New!Constitution’!PRJ,$vol.$I,!p.!96.!
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currently! on! a! factUfinding! mission! to! Japan! at! the! time,! and! would! not! return! to!Washington!until!at!least!midUFebruary,!the!FEC!existed!only!on!paper.!This!meant!that!SCAP! had! time! in! which! it! could! act! on! constitutional! revision! without! outside!interference.!!Based!on!this,!Kades!was!directed!to!prepare!a!memorandum!for!Whitney’s!signature!on!MacArthur’s! powers! as! Supreme! Commander! to! deal! with! fundamental! changes! in!Japan’s! constitutional! structure! around! 24! January. 398! !Kades! completed! the!memorandum!on!30!January!and!it!was!reviewed!by!three!senior!GS!officers!the!next!day,!and!signed!by!Whitney!on!1!February.399!The!key!conclusion!of! the!memorandum!was!that! “in! the!absence!of!any!policy!decision!by! the! [FEC]!on! the!subject…you#have# the#
same#authority#with#reference#to#constitutional#reform#as#you#have#with#reference#
to# any# other# matter! of! substance! in! the! occupation! and! control! of! Japan.” 400!!This!authority!was!justified!with!reference!to!three!key!documents:!the!Potsdam$Declaration,$




authority! as! you! deem! proper! to! carry! out! your!mission.”405!JCS$ 1380/15! set! out! this!mission! as! including! “the! strengthening! of! democratic! tendencies! and! processes! in!governmental...institutions,”!allowing!“changes! in! the!direction!of!modifying!the! feudal!and!authoritarian!tendencies!of!the!government,”!and!informing!the!Japanese!“they!will!be!expected!to!develop!a!nonUmilitaristic!and!democratic!Japan.”406!It!was!argued!on!this!basis! that! these! aspects! of! the!mission! could! not! be! accomplished! “without! effecting!fundamental! changes! in! the! Japanese! constitutional! system.”407!!Most! importantly,! the!memorandum!made!clear!that!this!authority!to!make!decisions!on!constitutional!reform!remained!“substantially!unimpaired!until! the!Far!Eastern!Commission!promulgates! its!own! policy! decisions! on! this! subject.”! The! Charter$ for$ the$ Allied$ Council! required!MacArthur!to!consult!and!advise!with!the!Council!in!advance,!but!that!his!decisions!on!matters!would!be!controlling.408!However,!if!the!proposed!order!concerned!constitutional!reform!and!a!member!of!the!Council!disagreed,!the!order!would!be!referred!to!the!FEC!for!consideration.409!Kades!argued!that!once!the!FEC!issued!a!policy!directive!dealing!with!constitutional!reform,!any!directive!(which!Kades!defined!as!‘order’)!upon!the!Japanese!government!would!be!subject!to!potential!objection!and!review,!and!MacArthur’s!decision!would! not! be! ‘controlling’. 410!!The! key! aspect! of! this! is! that! on! Kades! and! Whitney’s!interpretation,!only!if!constitutional!reform!was!by!‘directive’’!or!ordered!was!it!subject!to!potential!objection!and!review.!If!it!could!be!presented!as!a!Japanese!initiative!rather!than!ordered!by!SCAP,!it!could!potentially!avoid!FEC!oversight.!!The!leak!of!the!Matsumoto!draft!in!the!major!Japanese!newspaper!Mainichi$Shimbun!on!1!February,!and!the!impending!possibility!of!FEC!interference!galvanised!SCAP!into!action.!On!2!February,!MacArthur!ordered!GS!to!prepare!an!outline!of!required!revisions!to!guide!the! Japanese! government,! changed! on! 3! February! to! preparing! a! detailed! model!constitution. 411!!This! was! deemed! “a! more! effective! way! to! convey! to! the! Japanese!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!405$$Cable$No.$WX$60333!dated!7!September!1945.!406$$JCS$1380/15,!paragraphs!3a,!3c.,!and!4a.!407!!‘Memorandum!for!the!Supreme!Commander’!1!February!1946.!408!!‘B.!Allied!Council!for!Japan’,!!SovietUAngloUAmerican!Communique,!December!27,1945,!INTERIM!MEETING!OF!FOREIGN!MINISTERS!OF!THE!UNITED!STATES,!THE!UNITED!KINGDOM,!AND!THE!UNION!OF!SOVIET!SOCIALIST!REPUBLICS,!MOSCOW,!DECEMBER!16U26,!1945,!paragraph!5.!409!!Ibid.,!paragraph!6.!410!!‘Memorandum!to!the!Supreme!Commander’,!1!February!1946.!411!!Dower,!Embracing$Defeat,!p.!360.!
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MacArthur!in!which!he!ended!“The!Japanese!people!thus!turn!their!backs!firmly!upon!the!mysticism!and!unreality!of!the!past!and!face!instead!a!future!of!realism!with!a!new!faith!and!a!new!hope.”419!!The!1947!Constitution!While!the!new!constitution!was!consciously!modelled!on!the!Meiji!Constitution!in!terms!of!its!structure,!its!actual!content!in!many!cases!was!entirely!opposite.!In!many!respects,!the! 1947! Constitution! flipped! the! government! and! society! outlined! by! the! Meiji!Constitution!on!its!head.!The!source!of!sovereignty!and!power!was!now!the!people!and!the!Emperor!had!no!governmental!power.!!The!elected!Diet!was!now!the!dominant!organ!of!state!and!the!directly!elected!House!of!Representatives!superior!to!the!Upper!House.!The!Japanese!people!were!no! longer!described!as! ‘subjects’,!as! they!had!a!distinct!and!detailed!corpus!of!political,!civil,!social,!and!economic!rights!enshrined,!without!limitation!by! law.! ! In! terms! of! state! structure,! the! 1947! Constitution! substantially! modified!structures!and!the!relationships!between!them.!The!most!important!of!these!was!the!reUshaping! of! the! role! of! Emperor.! Article! 1! made! this! absolutely! clear,! stating! that! the!Emperor!“deriv[ed]!his!position!from!the!will!of!the!people!with!whom!resides!sovereign!power.”420!The!Emperor’s!powers!were!restricted!in!Article!4!to!“only!such!acts!in!matters!of!state!as!are!provided!for!in!this!Constitution”!and!he!was!to!“not!have!powers!related!to!government.”421!The!new!constitution!also! fundamentally!reshaped!the!composition!and!role!of!the!Diet.!Article!41!made!this!abundantly!clear,!“The!Diet!shall!be!the!highest!organ!of!state!power,!and!shall!be! the!sole! lawUmaking!organ!of! the!State.”422!The!new!constitution!eliminated!the!Privy!Council!and!the!unelected!House!of!Peers.!The! latter!was!replaced!by!the!elected!House!of!Councilors!that!was!subordinate!to!the!lower!House!of!Representatives.423!The!Westminster!model!was!adopted! for! the!budget,!as!now!the!budget!passed!by!the!House!of!Representatives!could!be!passed!over!the!objections!of!the!upper!house.424!Importantly,!the!role!and!powers!of!the!Cabinet!were!now!defined,!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!419!!‘General!MacArthur’s!Announcement!Concerning!The!Proposed!New!Constitution!For!Japan'!6!March!1946,!from!PRJ,$vol.$II,!p.!657.!420!!Article!1,!The$Constitution$of$Japan![1947!Constitution].!421!!Ibid.,!Article!4.!These!powers!are!specified!in!Article!8.!422!!Ibid.,!Article!41.!423!!Ibid.,!Article!59.!424!!Ibid.,!Article!60.!
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Cabinet!was!collectively!responsible!to!the!Diet.425!The!clear!subordination!of!Cabinet!to!the!Diet!was!made!through!the!selection!of!Prime!Minister!by!the!Diet!and!the!ability!of!the!Diet!to!remove!a!Cabinet!by!a!noUconfidence!vote.426!The!1947!Constitution!had!thirty!articles!concerning!civil!and!political!rights;!now!those!of!the!‘people’,!not!'‘subjects’!and!no!longer!were!these!subject!to!provisions!of!law.!Article!11!made!clear!that!“the!people!shall!not!be!prevented! from!enjoying!any!of! the! fundamental!human!rights”.!This!new!charter!of!rights!set!out!equality!under!the!law,!inalienable!rights!to!elect!public!officials,!rights!of!petition!for!redress,!freedom!of!thought,!religion,!assembly!and!expression.!427!State!education!was!made!both!a!right!and!compulsory!under!Article!26.!Articles!31!to!40!gave!the!Japanese!people!rights!regarding!the!legal!and!judicial!processes!including!the!right!of!access!to!the!courts!and!against!arbitrary!search!and!seizure.428!!!Perhaps!the!most!wellUknown!article!of!the!1947!Constitution!is!Article!9!concerning!the!renunciation!of!war:!!





other$ war$ potential,$ will$ never$ be$ maintained.$ The$ right$ of$ belligerency$ of$ the$ state$ will$ not$ be$
recognised.$!However,!Article!9!as!it!appeared!in!the!original!SCAP!draft,!and!Article!9!as!it!appears!in!the!1947!Constitution!are!not!the!same!as!the!bolded!sections!above!were!added!by!the!Japanese.!In!discussing!the!1947!Constitution!it!is!important!to!remember!that!the!draft!produced!by!SCAP!was!not!the!constitution!that!came!into!force!in!1947.!The!SCAP!draft!was! merely! a! starting! point! for! negotiations! and! discussions! between! SCAP! and! the!Japanese!government,!and!among!the!Japanese!government!through!to!November!1946.!The!constitution!made!public!on!6!March!1946!had!already!gone!through!a!process!of!negotiation! between! SCAP! and! the! Japanese! government,! and! the! process! of! formally!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!425!!1947$Constitution,$Article!66.!426!!Ibid.,!Articles!67!and!69.!427!!Ibid.,!Articles!14U17,!19U21.!428!!Ibid.,!Articles!32!and!35.!
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MacArthur.434!Whatever!and!whoever!was!the!source,!it!is!clear!that!the!renunciation!of!war!was!a!key!aspect!of!SCAP’s!intentions!for!the!Japanese!constitution.!!However,! the!modification! of! Article! 9! began! even! at! this! point.! Kades! argues! that! in!drafting!the!SCAP!draft,!he!omitted!a!particular!phrase!present!in!the!MacArthur!notes!“even! for! preserving! its! own! security”,! believing! it! unrealistic! to! ban! a! nation! from!exercising!its!inherent!right!of!selfUpreservation.435!Article!9!aroused!great!attention!from!the! moment! of! publication! in! March,! and! as! part! of! the! formal! process,! the! Special!Committee!on!Revision!of!the!Imperial!Constitution!discussed!the!issue!from!28!June.!A!subcommittee!was!established!under!Hitoshi!Ashida!which!was!charged!with!producing!an!amended!draft! incorporating!the!changes!made.!Koseki!notes!that!discussion!about!Article! 9!began! from!27! July! and! various! views!were! expressed.436!The! subcommittee!made!the!change!that!has!come!to!be!known!as!the!'Ashida!amendments'!in!Article!9.!The!phrases!inserted!by!the!subcommittee!made!the!provisions!somewhat!more!ambiguous!than!originally!intended.!McNelly!noted!that!the!change!in!the!first!paragraph!“may!be!interpreted!to!mean!that!war!and!the!threat!or!use!of!force!are!renounced!only!as!a!means!of! settling! international! disputes.” 437!!By! this! interpretation,! selfUdefence! remained!permissible!and!this!is!the!likely!reason!the!amendment!was!approved,!as!it!fitted!with!Kades’!earlier!reUinterpretation.!Given!that!selfUdefence!was!the!entire!rationale!for!the!Pacific!War!this!reUinterpretation!might!suggest!an!unwillingness!to!break!with!the!past.!The! phrase! added! onto! the! second! paragraph! could! be! interpreted! as! qualifying! the!renunciation!of!armed!forces!to!allow!armaments!(and!forces)!for!selfUdefence.!However,!both!Koseki!and!Dower!emphasise! that! these! interpretations!of!Ashida's!amendments!emerged!after! that! of! the! Japanese! SelfUDefence!Forces.!Ashida!himself! claimed! it! had!been!his!purpose!from!the!outset!to!allow!for!these.438!However,!from!the!records!of!the!Diet's!discussions!and!the!subcommittee,!there!was!no!explicit!discussion!of!revision!on!these!terms.439!Based!on!this,!it!is!likely!going!too!far!to!read!back!an!intention!to!establish!selfUdefence!forces!to!1946,!however!the!Japanese!amendment!was!important!in!allowing!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!434!!McNelly,!“Induced!Revolution”,!pp.!79U80;!Koseki,!The$Birth$of$Japan’s$Postwar$Constitution,!p.!85.!435!!Kades,!‘The!American!Role’,!p.!236.!436!!Koseki,!The$Birth$of$Japan's$Postwar$Constitution,!p.!198.!437!!McNelly!“Induced!Revolution”,!p.!92.!438!!Dower,!Embracing$Defeat,!p.!396;!Koseki,!The$Birth$of$Japan's$Postwar$Constitution,!pp.!195U198.!439!!Dower,!Embracing$Defeat,$!p.!396.!
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that!to!occur.!The!amendment!of!Article!9!during!Diet!deliberations!is!therefore!a!useful!example!of!how!the!Japanese!modified!SCAP’s!vision,!while!retaining!its!key!ideas.!!German!constitutional!revision!!The!emergence!of!the!postwar!constitution!of!the!BRD!in!1948U9!involved!far!less!Allied!intervention!than!in!Japan.!This!was!in!part!due!to!the!fact!that!Allied!authorities!were!much!less!involved!in!administration!and!government!by!this!time,!and!their!aim!was!to!transfer!these!tasks!to!a!German!government.!The!absence!of!intervention!was!also!due!to!the!fact!that!unlike!Japanese!authorities!in!1945!and!early!1946,!the!Germans!largely!complied!with!what!the!Allied!authorities!expected!and!desired!in!the!new!constitution.!While!the!conventional!view!of!many!(especially!German)!scholars!has!been!to!downplay!the!Allied!role!in!the!drafting!of!the!Grundgesetz,!and!the!German!drafters!were!in!one!sense! able! to! push! against! Allied! pressure! more! effectively! given! the! political!circumstances,!Allied!pressure!nevertheless!was!present!and!important! in!shaping!the!





was!decided! that! the!Military!Governors!of! the! zones! should!hold! a!meeting!with! the!MinistersUPresident!of!the!Länder!of!the!Western!zones.!At!this!meeting,!they!would!be!authorised! to! convene! a! Constituent! Assembly! in! order! to! prepare! a! constitution! for!approval!by!the!Länder.444!!Importantly,!the!Six!Powers!also!agreed!on!the!general!principles!that!this!constitution!should!meet.!The!constitution!was!“to!be!such!as!to!enable!the!Germans!to!play!their!part!in! bringing! an! end! to! the! present! division! of! Germany! not! by! the! reconstitution! of! a!centralized!Reich!but!by!means!of!a!federal!form!of!government.”445!This!government!was!to!be!one! that!balanced! the! rights!of! the!Länder!with! adequate! central! authority,! and!importantly! guaranteed! the! rights! and! freedoms! of! the! individual.! While! the! actual!process! of! drafting! was! to! be! left! to! the! Germans,! it! was! made! clear! that! Allied!confirmation!was! necessary;! “If! the! constitution! as! prepared...does#not# conflict#with#




Rat$ or$ PR),! and! the! constitution! called! a! ‘Basic! Law’! emphasising! its! provisional! and!temporary!nature.!The!Allied!Military!Governors!at!a!meeting!on!26!July!accepted!this.449!A!meeting!of!constitutional!experts!nominated!by!the!MinisterUPresidents!was!convened!from!10U23!August!1948.!Their!deliberations!produced!a!draft!including!clear!individual!rights,! a! bicameral! national! legislature,! an! executive! dominated! by! the! Chancellor,! an!independent!judiciary!with!constitutional!court,!and!a!federal!structure!where!the$Länder!exercised!significant!powers!over!their!own!affairs.!The!PR!began!its!deliberations!based!on!this!draft!on!1!September!and!Edmund!Spevack!notes!that!the!Allies!monitored!both,!and!they!maintained!a!physical!presence!in!Bonn!during!the!PR’s!deliberations!(including!British! wiretaps). 450 !The! Allies! largely! avoided! direct! intervention! in! the! process,!however!French!concerns!about!the!articles!on!federalism!led!Allied!officials!to!present!an!‘aideUmémoire’!to!the!PR!on!22!November!1948.!The!key!issue!concerned!taxation!and!the!balance!between!Länder$and!the! federal!state.!The!Germans!proposed!all! taxes!be!managed! by! a! central! agency! to! allow! for! transfers! between! Länder.! The! French!advocated!against!this,!arguing! it!was! in!breach!of!the!Allied!directive!that!the!federal!government!should!only!raise!or!spend!such!revenues!as!necessary!for!its!constitutional!duties.!The!aideUmémoire!contained!the!basic!requirements!by!which!the!Allies!would!evaluate!the!Grundgesetz,!however!Erich!Hahn!argues!the$PR!simply!ignored!this,!as!it!did!responses!from!the!military!governors!in!December.451!The!PR!finally!completed!the!draft!
Grundgesetz! on!10!February!1949,!and! the!military!governors! found! it!unsatisfactory,!primarily!based!on!the!earlier!issue!of!taxation.!Negotiations!over!the!issue!reached!an!impasse! as! the! Germans! would! not! give! way,! and! while! there! was! some! level! of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!448!!Comments!of!the!Minister!President's!Conference!regarding!Document!I,!!‘The!“Koblenz!Decisions”!of!the!West!German!Minister!Presidents!(July!10,!1948)',!accessed!at!http://ghdi.ghiUdc.org/sub_document.cfm?document_id=2851!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!449!!Reply!of!the!Ministers!President!to!the!Proposals!Made!by!the!Military!Governors!Following!the!London!Decisions,!26!July!1948,!Documents$on$Germany$under$Occupation,!pp.!332U330,!at!p.!329.!450!!Edmund!Spevack,!'American!Pressures!on!the!German!Constitutional!Tradition:!Basic!Rights!in!the!West!German!Constitution!of!1949'!International$Journal$of$Politics,$Culture$&$Society$10$(1997)!410U436,!at!425.!451!!Erich!J.C.!Hahn,!'The!Occupying!Powers!and!the!Constitutional!Reconstruction!of!West!Germany,!1945–1949'!in!Cornerstone$of$Democracy$–$The$West$German$Grundgesetz$1949X1989,$Occasional$Paper$No.$13$(Washington!DC,!German!Historical!Institute,!1995)!pp.!7U36,!at!pp.!24U27.!
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understanding!this!lesson.456!Spevack!also!sees!the!Grundgesetz!as!a!defensive!document,!focusing!on!defending!democracy!from!internal!political!challenges!that!had!proved!fatal!to! the! Weimar! Republic. 457 !These! claims! are! persuasive,! given! both! the! specified!individual! rights! and! the! exceptions!made! for! those! aiming! to! undermine! democratic!principles.!!Articles!1!to!19!set!out!basic!individual!rights!of!the!German!people.!Article!1!gave!a!clear!statement!of!intent!for!the!Grundgesetz!as!a!whole,!stating,!“The!dignity!of!man!shall!be!inviolable.!To!respect!and!protect!it!shall!be!the!duty!of!all!state!authority.!The!German!people!therefore!acknowledges!inviolable!and!inalienable!human!rights!as!the!basis!of!every!human!community,!of!peace!and!justice!in!the!world.”458!Other!specific!individual!rights! guaranteed! included! equality! before! the! law,! freedom! of! faith! and! conscience,!peaceful!assembly,!and!privacy.459!Articles!20!to!37!set!out!both!the!nature!of!the!federal!state!and!its!relationship!with!the$Länder.!Article!20!defined!Germany!as!“a!democratic!and!social! federal! state.”!Further,! it!was!made!clear! that! “all! state!authority!emanates!from!the!people,”!and!that!organs!of!government!exercised!their!authority!on!behalf!of!the!people.460!Articles!25!stated!that!general!rules!of!international!law!were!part!of,!and!superseded,!federal!law.!In!terms!of!the!legislature,!the!Grundgesetz!created!a!bicameral!legislature,!with! the! lower!Bundestag$being!directly! elected,! and! the!upper!Bundesrat!representatives!appointed!by!the!Länder,!with!the!Bundestag!superior.!However,!these!were!set!up!with! important!safeguards! in!mind.!Political!parties!were!constitutionally!recognised! bodies! as! per! Article! 21,! however! they! were! required! to! “conform! to!democratic! principles.”! Parties! which! did! not! “seek! to! impair! or! abolish! the! free!democratic!order!or!to!jeopardize!the!existence!of!the![BRD]!shall!be!unconstitutional.”461!Articles!92!to!104!concerned!the!judiciary,!creating!the!Federal!Constitutional!Court!that!was!designed!to!be!(and!has!proven!to!be)!an!exceedingly!strong!and!independent!court.!The!Grundgesetz!listed!sixteen!specific!categories!of!constitutional!disputes!over!which!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!456!!Rory!O'Connell,!'Militant!Democracy!and!Human!Rights!Principles'!Constitutional$Law$Review!1!(2009)!84U90!at!84.!457!!Spevack,!‘American!Pressures’,!419U420.!458!!Basic$Law$of$the$Federal$Republic$of$Germany$(23$May$1949)$[Grundgesetz]!accessed!at!http://www.cvce.eu/content/publication/1999/1/1/7fa618bbU604eU4980Ub667U76bf0cd0dd9b/publishable_en.pdf!(last!accessed!9!April!2015).!459!!Ibid.,!Articles!3,!4,!8,!and!11.!460!!Ibid.,!Article!20!(1),(2).!461!!Ibid.,!Article!21.!
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the!court!had!jurisdiction,!and!it!had!a!power!of!judicial!review!similar!to!that!of!the!US!Supreme! Court! (i.e.! the! ability! to! strike! down! legislation! incompatible! with! the!








institutions! themselves.! The! administrative! ministries! and! the! command! and! staff!institutions!of!the!defeated!militaries!ceased!to!exist!and!institutions!that!had!a!powerful!influence! over! governments,!wider! politics! and! society! at! large! in! preUwar! Japan! and!Germany!were!mere!memory.!After! the!physical!destruction!wrought!by!war,!and! the!presence!of!the!victors’!armies,!this!was!one!of!the!strongest!symbols!of! Japanese!and!German!defeat.!!!The!constitutional!revisions!that!took!place!under!Allied!supervision!in!occupied!Japan!and!Germany!were!a!key!part!of!the!political!reforms!and!reorientation!that!the!occupiers!wished! to! undertake.! While! the! specific! processes! and! degree! of! Allied! intervention!differed!between!Japan!and!Germany,!the!new!constitutions!of!both!states!were!drafted!and! implemented!according! to!Allied!desires! for!political! reorientation.!Constitutional!revision! took! into! account! both! the! perceived! mistakes! of! the! past,! and! the! desired!objectives! for! the! future.! An! important! connecting! idea! was! that! in! one! sense,! the!constitutions!of!Japan!and!Germany!had!failed!to!stop!their!peoples!becoming!victims!of!the! regime.! In! this! sense,! along! with! trials! and! purges! of! the! supposed! criminals,!constitutional!revision!was!a!positive!counterpart!to!this!as!it!focused!on!reshaping!and!building!new!political!and!legal!structures!to!avoid!the!mistakes!of!the!past!and!change!society!for!the!future.!Constitutional!revision!was!an!answer!to!one!of!the!key!problems!perceived!in!the!preUsurrender!regimes!and!their!forebears!in!Japan!and!Germany,!both!in! preUsurrender! planning! and! as! argued! at! the! international! tribunals.! In! part,! the!militarists!were!able!to!take!and!maintain!their!power!in!Japan!because!of!the!flaws!in!the! Meiji! Constitution! which! created! an! overly! strong! and! unchecked! executive,!individual!'rights'!that!were!more!like!privileges,!and!an!effectively!independent!military.!The! 1947! Constitution! set! out! clear! individual! rights,! supreme! over! normal! law! and!without!the!giant!loophole!that!allowed!the!state!to!abrogate!political!and!civil!rights!at!will.! It! also! modified! state! structures! that! placed! dominant! power! in! the! hands! of! a!directly! elected! legislature,! created! a! responsible! and! limited! executive! and! most!importantly! both! renounced! war! as! a! legitimate! right! but! also! forever! renounced! a!military.!In!Germany,!the!Grundgesetz!was!specifically!designed!to!deal!with!the!problems!and!flaws!of!the!Weimar!Republic,!by!both!limiting!executive!authority!but!also!placing!important! safeguards! against! both! the! abuse! of! state! power! and! the! ability! of!undemocratic!forces!to!organise!and!undermine!democracy.!!
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!Important! in! the! constitutional! revision! in!both! Japan! and!Germany!was!not! only! the!presence!and!intervention!of!Allied!authority!throughout!the!process,!but!also!the!degree!of!collaboration!involved.!The!Allied!occupiers!understood!that!a!constitution!that!was!seen!as!a!foreign!imposition!was!both!unlikely!to!survive!the!end!of!occupation!intact,!and! contravened! democratic! principles.! To! this! end,! the! initial! approach! was! to!encourage!Japanese!and!German!authorities!to!undergo!constitutional!revision!on!their!own!authority!although!under!Allied!directives!and!supervision.!The!Grundgesetz!was!largely!a!German!document,!although!one!drafted!under!Allied!directives,! supervision!and! the! result! of! compromises! made! because! of! Allied! interventions.! The! dramatic!drafting! of! the! Japanese! constitution!by! SCAP! in! February!1946!was! the! result! of! the!failure!of!the!Japanese!government!to!undertake!constitutional!revision!'properly'.!Yet,!the! Japanese! government!was!not! representative! of! Japanese!political! society,! and! its!inability!(or!unwillingness)!to!grasp!the!real!changes!the!Allies!desired!was!not!one!of!Japanese!political!society.!Furthermore,!the!1947!Constitution!that!finally!emerged!from!the! SCAP!draft!was! the! result! of! a! long! process! of! negotiation! and! compromise,! both!between!SCAP!and!the!Japanese,!and!within!Japanese!government.!These!processes!in!the!defeated!Allied!states!are!an!exemplar!of!the!kind!of!political!reorientation!which!was!argued!for!by!moderate!peace!advocates;!in!its!own!way!radical,!but!aimed!at!removing!the!problems!of!the!past!understood!through!the!lens!of!a!particular!conception!of!the!preUsurrender! regimes.! They! also! highlight! the! importance! of! collaboration! in! the!political!reorientation!of!Japan!and!Germany,!and!how!the!occupations!were!not!simply!a!story!of!Allied!occupiers!doing!what!they!saw!fit.!!!!!!!!!!!
! 133!Chapter! 5:! Changing! Hearts! and! Minds! —! analysing! social!reorientation! through!education!reform! in!AlliedUoccupied! Japan!and!Germany!!Introduction!For! the! occupiers! to! succeed! in! fulfilling! their! major! objectives! of! democratisation,!demilitarisation! and! deUradicalisation,! it! was! not! enough! to! simply! change! enact! and!encourage!political!and!institutional!reforms.!Although!these!reforms!gave!the!Japanese!and!Germans! the!means!of! forging!or! creating!democracy!by! encouraging!democratic!government! and! political! life,! more! deeplyUrooted! democracy! is! more! than! political!structures!and!legal!rules,!and!requires!the!citizenry!to!think!and!act!democratically.!!The!social!reorientation!reforms,!which!sought!to!mould!the!minds!of!future!generations!into!citizens!of!a!democratic!body!politic,!were!the!most!ambitious!undertaken!by!the!Allied!occupiers.! Even! beyond! the! reforms! of! structures! discussed! in! the! previous! chapter,!social!reorientation!reforms!were!of!the!utmost!importance!in!the!longUterm!reformation!of!Japan!and!Germany.!Perhaps!the!most!important!lesson!out!of!the!failure!of!the!Weimar!Republic,!and!the!reversal!of!Taishō!democracy!was!the!need!for!the!people!to!truly!desire!democracy!and!work!towards!it.!It!was!not!enough!for!the!structures!of!government!to!be!democratic!for!democracy!to!survive!and!flourish!as!the!Weimar!Republic!had!shown.!The! removal! of! antiUdemocratic! elements! from! society!was! deemed! necessary! by! the!occupiers!for!the!longUterm!aims!of!the!occupations!to!succeed.!!!Education!was!identified!as!a!key!battleground!in!the!effort!to!rebuild!and!reorient!the!occupied! states.! The! language!used! in!planning!documents,! directives! and!by!officials!themselves!shows!that!they!understood!the!importance!of!education,!and!of!reforming!education,!in!helping!to!ensure!the!longUterm!success!of!Allied!occupation!reforms.!The!importance!of!education!was!also!part!of!the!prosecution!narratives!at!the!international!criminal!tribunals!in!the!attempt!to!show!how!the!accused!and!the!criminal!regimes!they!represented!had!victimised!the!populations!and!sought!to!control!society.!Several!of!the!accused!at!both!tribunals!were!specifically!indicted!for!their!involvement!with!education!and!other!related!areas!in!terms!of!the!role!that!education!played!in!preparing!Japanese!and!German!society!for!war.!Beyond!this,!education!was!perceived!as!yet!another!part!of!the! ‘problem’!of!preUsurrender!Japan!and!Germany!that!the!Allies!sought!to!solve.!The!
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occupiers!identified!areas!of!education!seen!as!problematic!and!antiUdemocratic!that!had!predated! the!militarist! and!NSDAP! regimes! that! required! reform! in! the! same!way! the!constitution! had.! In! essence,! the! same! attitude!was! held!where! the! conspirators! had!deliberately!misshaped!the!education!system!and!the!criminal!regimes!were!able!to!take!advantage!of!it.!More!importantly!though,!the!systems!were!fundamentally!flawed!in!the!kind!of!citizens!that!they!produced.!In!one!sense,!social!reorientation!undertaken!during!the!occupations!was!a!repeat!of!actions!undertaken!by!the!NSDAP!and!the!authoritarian!Japanese!cliques!during!the!1930s!and!first!half!of!the!1940s.!The!Allied!occupiers!sought!to!utilise!the!educational!system!in!order!to!inculcate!the!occupied!with!their!particular!political!and!social!views,!and!shared!the!understanding!with!the!former!enemy!regimes!of!the!absolute!importance!of!education!and!the!control!of!information!in!shaping!society.!!The!approaches!to!education!and!its!reform!were!broadly!similar!in!Japan!and!Germany,!however! there! were! important! differences! in! the! details! of! these! reforms,! their!implementation!and!their!perceived!success.!Despite!these!differences,!overall!it!is!clear!that! education! reform!was! a! key!method! of! social! reorientation! and! reflective! of! the!desire!to!reshape!the!former!enemy!states.!!!Japan!In!Japan,!the!greater!degree!of!American!control,!as!well!as!a!longer!period!before!Cold!War!tensions!began!to!intrude!on!occupation!reforms!compared!to!Germany,!meant!that!liberal!education!reform!was!more!comprehensive!in!nature.!Among!the!varied!areas!of!the!educational!system!reformed,!those!discussed!are!the!negative!reforms!of!removing!antiUdemocratic! regulations! and! personnel,! and! the! positive! reforms! of! textbook! and!curricula!reform,!and!the!decentralisation!of!administration.!All!these!areas!involved!the!removal! of! perceived! antiUdemocratic! elements! and/or! the! introduction! of! more!democratic! ideas! and! systems! into! Japanese! education.! An! important! element! of!education!reform!in!Japan!was!the!widespread!and!largeUscale!collaboration!of!Japanese!officials,!teachers,!and!educators.!Of!the!reforms!discussed!in!this!thesis,!education!was!the!most!collaborative!between! the!Americans!and! Japanese.!The! latter’s! involvement!was!important!both!in!ensuring!the!genuine!success!of!the!education!reforms!but!also!in!helping! to! show! that! the! Allied! occupations! were! not! solely! about! the! imposition! of!reform!from!outside.!!!
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Education!at!the!IMTFE!Education!was!one!of!the!subjects!discussed!by!the!prosecutors!at!the!IMTFE!in!relation!to!the!purported!conspiracy!of!the!defendants!towards!aggressive!war.!It!was!identified!as! one! of! the! key! methods! by! which! the! prosecutors! claimed! the! conspirators! had!‘prepared’!Japan!for!the!future!aggressive!wars,!and!as!a!method!of!social!control.!Two!of!the! accused! (Araki! Sadao! and! Kido! Koiichi)! in! particular!were! judged! for! the! formal!positions! relating! to! education,! and! their! purported! roles! in! the! militarisation! of!education!during!the!conspiracy!period.!!In!his!opening!statement,!Chief!Counsel!Keenan!outlined!the!basic!argument!concerning!education;!!! the!military!in!Japan!had!sponsored,!organized!and!put!into!effect!in!the!public!school!system!of!Japan!a!program!designed!to!instil!a!militaristic!spirit! in!the!youth!of!Japan!and!to!cultivate!the!ultraUnationalistic! concept! that! the! future! progress! of! Japan! was! dependent! upon! wars! of!conquest.466!!!The! theme! of! the! conspirators! utilising! education! as! a! method! of! control! and!indoctrination!was!part!of!the!discussions!on!the!internal!preparations!of!Japan!for!war.!After!discussing!the!economic!and!military!preparations,!it!was!argued!that!in!order!for!these!to!be!carried!out,!“it!was!necessary!to!prepare!the!Japanese!people!psychologically!for!war,!so!that!they!might!feel!it!to!be!necessary!and!even!come!to!desire!it.!This#mission#
was# accomplished# through# instruction# in# the# schools…”467 !While! recognising! the!importance!of!the!existing!military!influence!within!education!in!Japan,!the!prosecutors!argued!that!this!was!extended!and!intensified!during!the!period!of!the!conspiracy!and!that!this!meant!“[it]!was!a!relatively!easy!matter!for!the!conspirators…[given!a]!strongly!entrenched! position! in! the! school! system! of! Japan.” 468 !! This! meant! that! while! the!introduction!of!compulsory!military!training!in!schools!was!implemented!before!1928,!the!existing!presence!of!military!officers!meant!that!from!the!Manchuria!Incident!in!1931,!military!officers!became!more!dominant! in! schools,! and! “they! instructed! the!heads!of!schools!on!how!the!courses!and!the!administration!of!the!school!should!be!conducted.”469!The! appointment! of! Araki! as! Minister! of! Education! in! May! 1938! was! highlighted! in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!466!!Northcroft!Collection,!Opening$Statement,!p.!32.!467!!Northcroft!Collection,!Final$Addresses$Volume$2,!FU73![my!emphasis]!468!!Ibid.!469!!Final$Addresses$Volume$2,!FU74.!Maeda!was!the!Minister!of!Education!in!the!last!preUsurrender!Cabinet.!
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particular,!with!Araki!being!described!as!“a!former!general!and!War!Minister,!whom!the!evidence!has!shown!to!be!one!of!the!leading!chauvinistic!rabbleUrousers!of!Japan.”470!!Three!particular!aspects!of!military!involvement!in!education!were!emphasised!by!the!prosecution;!military!drills!and!instruction!in!schools,!control!of!textbooks!and!curricula,!and! the! intimidation! or! removal! of! opposition.! The! prosecutors! emphasised! that! the!military! drills! went! beyond! physical! fitness! and! basic! skills,! but! also! extended! to!advanced!military!training!such!as!long!difficult!marches!and!training!with!weapons!up!to!light!machine!guns.471!After!1941,!increasing!amounts!of!time!were!devoted!to!military!training!in!schools,!in!some!cases!a!period!equivalent!to!or!larger!than!the!time!devoted!to! academic! courses. 472 !Perhaps! more! than! military! training! was! the! level! of!indoctrination!perceived!to!exist,!as!the!prosecutors!argued,!!! [military!training]!was!a!relatively!small!part.!Much!more!time!was!spent!in!militarizing!the!minds!of! the! students! through! methods! of! instruction! and! teaching! materials! used! for! the! principal!academic! subjects! which! lend! themselves! readily! to! such! instruction,! such! as! history,! civics,!geography!and!ethics.473!!!While!as!before!this!indoctrination!was!not!necessarily!new,!the!prosecutors!claimed!the!conspirators!exploited!education!to!further!their!ends.!The!prosecutors!put!forward!that!“After!1936,! textbooks!–!devoted!to! Japan’s!wars!and!battles!–!were!used!to! inculcate!patriotism.”474!This!was! aided! by! the! establishment! of! the! Educational! Council! under!Minister!of!Education!Kido!in!1937!to!‘renovate’!the!system.!While!the!Council’s!proposals!were!not!implemented!until!1940,!!! the!effects!of!the!deliberations!of!the!Council,!according!to!the!witness#KAIGO,!was!felt!from!1937!on,! for!education!was!based!on!the! idea!of!promoting!the!patriotic! feeling!of! the!nation.! In! this!teaching,!the!supremacy!of!Japan!was!stressed!and!the!students!were!taught!that!Japan!was!strong!and!must!show!her!special!characteristics!to!the!world.”475!It!was!also!alleged!that!the!Mombushō!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!470!!Final$Addresses,$Vol.$2.!FU75!and!Ex.$103,$T$668X9!471!!Ibid.,!FU75U76!472!!Ibid!FU77.!473!!Ibid.!474!!Ibid.,!at!FU78.!475!!Ibid.,!also!Transcripts!892U897.!
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under! Araki! issued! instructions! “that! the! students! must! be! made! to! realize! how! great! and!important!their!duties!were!to!the!State.476!!The!textbooks!and!curricula!of!Japanese!schools!were!utilised!towards!this!end,!described!in!the!testimony!of!Col.!Donald!Nugent!as!having!! inculcated!ultraUnationalism,!aggressive!militarism,!blind!devotion!to!authority,!belief!in!Japan’s!ambition!to!be!dominant!in!Asia,!belief!in!Japan’s!superiority!and!divine!mission,!and!belief!in!the!necessity!of!military!aggression!if!necessary!to!accomplish!that!mission.477!!Maeda!further!testified!about!the!1941!textbooks!that!they!“taught!Japan’s!superiority,!so! confusing! fact! with! mystery! and! legend! and! containing! so! much! admiration! and!homage!to!military!officers!and!the!idea!of!absolute!subjection!of!the!individual!in!favor!of! the! state.” 478 !The! prosecutors! also! argued! that! the! conspirators! engaged! in!intimidation!and!suppression!of!any!opposition!to!the!militarisation!of!schools.!According!to!the!witness!Ouchi,!“failure!to!cooperate!fully!brought!dismissal!or!imprisonment,!and!all!expressions!in!favor!of!peace!or!in!opposition!to!preparations!for!aggressive!warfare!were!rigidly!suppressed!in!both!teachers!and!students.”479!The!crux!of!the!prosecution!narrative!was!to!highlight!the!role!that!education!had!played!in!the!‘internal!preparations’!for!Japan’s!aggressive!war.!This!involved!a!buildUup!of!military!materiel!and!the!making!of! economic! and! financial! preparations! towards! war.! Beyond! this,! it! involved! the!increasing!militarisation! of! education! with! the! aim! of! both! preparing! future! soldiers!through! instruction! and! drills! and! through! inculcating! students! with! militaristic! and!nationalistic!ideas.!With!propaganda!and!information!control,!education!was!presented!as! one! of! the! key! methods! by! which! the! conspirators! had! ‘mentally’! prepared! the!Japanese! population! for! war.! However,! in! a! wider! sense,! the! prosecutors! had!problematised!education! in! Japan!by! identifying! it!both!as!a!symptom!and!as!cause!of!militarism!and!nationalism.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!476!!Final$Addresses,$Vol.$2,!FU78.!The!term!Mombushō!was!the!Japanese!term!for!the!Ministry!of!Education.!477!!Ibid.,!at!FU79,!Transcripts!830U836!478!!Ibid.!479!!Ibid.,!at!FU80.!
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were! to! provide! a! populace! that! would! be! both! technically! competent! in! the! skills!necessary!to!operate!a!modern!state!and!indoctrinated!with!the!principles!upon!which!the!unity!of!that!state!rested.”482!Fear!of!modernisation!and!the!desire!to!reUemphasise!traditional!ethical!and!moral!values!in!the!rapidly!modernising!Japan!led!to!the!drafting!and!issuing!of!the!Imperial$Rescript$on$Education!on!30!October!1890.!The!Rescript!was!not!a!formal!instrument,!and!technically!did!not!even!have!force!of!law,!as!a!minister!did!not!countersign! it.483!Nolte!and!Hajime!argue! that! this!was! intentional,!as! the!drafters!aimed!to! frame!the$Rescript!as!a!moral,! rather! than! legal!or!political!statement.484!The!
























and!how!children!should!seek!to!emulate!the!heroism!of!those!interred!there!and!serve!Japan.499!Robert!King!Hall!(one!of!the!key!CIE!officials)!noted!a!discernible!trend!towards!nationalism!in!successive!editions!of!textbooks!between!1932!and!1940,!and!two!of!the!major!themes!increasingly!emphasised!were!a!code!of!ethics!emphasising!loyalty,!filial!piety,! bravery! and! chauvinistic! honour,! along! with! increasingly! militaristic! and!nationalistic! themes. 500 !The! increasing! militarisation! of! shūshin! classes! was! a!consequence!of! the! increasing!militarisation!of! the! Japanese!government,!but!also!one!cause!of!the!increasing!militarisation!of!society.!!SCAP!policies!Several!policy!documents!concerned!with!or!at!least!relating!to!education!existed!before!the!beginning!of! the!Occupation.!These!show!that!education!reform!was!an! important!part!of!American!planning! ideas,!and!part!of! the!desire! for!wider!demilitarisation!and!democratisation.!SWNCC$150/4/A!stated,!“Militarism!and!ultraUnationalism,!in!doctrine!and!practice,!including!paraUmilitary!training,!shall!be!eliminated!from!the!educational!system,”! and! that! former! officers! and! “other! exponents! of! militarism! and! ultraUnationalism”! were! to! be! purged. 501 !There! were! two! important! policy! documents!specifically!on!the!matter!of!education!produced!in!1944!and!1945.!The!first!was!PWC$
287/a,!a!basic!proposal!for!restructuring!schools!drafted!6!November!1944.!It!argued,!!!
The$system$as$it$is$now$operates$and$as$it$[is]$now$controlled$supports$an$authoritarian$social$and$














“instrumentalities! of! educational! processes! will! be! critically! examined,! revised,! and!controlled.”512!Existing!educational!material!was!to!be!examined!as!quickly!as!possible,!and! “those!portions!designed! to!promote! a!militaristic! or!ultraUnationalistic! ideology”!removed.!New!educational!materials! “designed! to!produce!an!educated,!peaceful,! and!responsible!citizenry”!were!to!be!produced!and!substituted!as!rapidly!as!possible,!and!the!aim!was! to!establish!a!normally!operating!educational!system! in! the!same!period.!
SCAPINX519! directed! the! suspension! of! courses! in! Japanese! history,! geography! and!‘morals’!(or!shūshin),!on!the!basis!that!“the!Japanese!government!has!used!education!to!inculcate! militaristic! and! ultraUnationalistic! ideologies! which! have! been! inextricably!interwoven!in!certain!textbooks!imposed!on!students.”513!All!of!these!courses!were!to!be!suspended! immediately,! and! were! not! to! be! resumed! until! permission! to! do! so! was!granted.! The!Mombushō! was! directed! to! collect! all! textbooks! and! teachers’! manuals!relating!to!this!course!for!destruction,!and!was!to!prepare!a!plan!for!substitute!courses!to!be!approved!by!SCAP.!These!SCAP!directives!were!an!important!part!of!the!first!phase!of!reform!that!was!accomplished!relatively!quickly,!and!with!what!Ronald!Stone!Anderson!described!as!“willing,!sometimes!eager,!Japanese!cooperation.”!He!continued:!“Among!the!public! there! was! universal! revulsion! for! militarism.! Citizens! and! teachers! gladly!abandoned!all!forms!and!practices!that!perpetuated!it.”514!!However,! the! most! important! US! policy! document! was! not! concerned! with! negative!reform,!but!was!the!positive!reform!proposals!of!the!Report$of$the$United$States$Education$










these!recommendations!was!the!perception!of!the!importance!of!democracy!in!education,!and!the!role!of!education!in!building!democracy!for!the!future.!The!authors!argued,!“The!inalienable!and!universal!rights!of!people!are!safeguarded!largely!through!the!process!of!education.!Schools!are!established!to!supplement!and!enrich!the!experiences!of!people.!That!education!is!most!desirable!which!results!in!the!individual’s!attaining!progressively!throughout! life!his!own!best! self.”522!The!Report! represented! “a! faith! in! the!wholesale!exportability! to! Japan! of! dominant! American! educational! practices,”! and! was! “a!legitimation!of!many!educational!views!held!dear!by!American!educators.”523!It!became!formal! policy! through! being! forwarded! by! the! State!Department! to! the! FEC,! and!was!issued!by!the!latter!as!the!‘'Policy$for$the$Revision$of$the$Japanese$Educational$System’!on!27!March!1947.!!Implementation!of!education!reforms!The!implementation!of!the!reforms!outlined!in!both!the!SCAP!directives!and!the!Report!took! longer! than! the! implementation! of! constitutional! reform! that! was! essentially!complete!by!the!end!of!1947.!Given!the!wideUranging!nature!of!education!reform,!it!is!not!possible!to!discuss!all!of!the!reforms!implemented,!and!so!two!reforms!in!particular!will!be! discussed;! textbook! reform! and! the! decentralisation! reforms.! These! two! reforms!illustrate! how! the! occupiers! sought! to! solve! the! problem! of! education,! but! also! the!importance!of!collaboration!with!the!Japanese!in!the!success!and!failure!of!reforms.!The!key!legislative!instrument!passed!by!the!Diet!concerning!education!reform!(although!not!the!only!one!passed)!was!the!Fundamental$Law$of$Education!(FLE)!of!31!March!1947.!The!
FLE’s!preamble!argued,!“Having!established!the!Constitution!of!Japan,!we!have!shown!our!resolution!to!contribute!to!the!peace!of!the!world!and!welfare!of!humanity!by!building!a!democratic! and! cultural! state.! The# realization# of# this# idea# shall# depend#
















serious!inquiry!into!the!past!of!the!Japanese!people!would!be!possible!and!interpretations!of!the!nation's!history!could!be!made!on!sound!bases."541!!The! decentralisation! of! the! Japanese! education! system!was! one! of! the!major! reforms!intended! by! the! Allied! occupiers,! based! on! the! perception! of! an! overly! centralised!administration!having!two!major! flaws;! it!provided!a!mechanism!for!militarist!control!and! influence! from! above,! and! the! administration! was! in! itself! antiUdemocratic.! The!occupiers! went! to! great! lengths! to! encourage! the! decentralisation! of! the! Japanese!education!administration!in!the!face!of!general!opposition!from!the!Japanese!themselves.!It! is! not! clear! if! CIE! officials! grasped! the! irony! of! imposing! democratic! reforms! in! a!decidedly!undemocratic!manner.!Internal!studies!argued!that!the!Mombushō!was!key!in!the! process! of! indoctrination;! “[the]! central! organ! of! government! through! which! the!rulers! of! Japan! had! effectuated…[indoctrination]! with! the! tenets! of! militarism,!ultranationalism!and!State!Shintoism.”542!CIE!officials!saw!the!Mombushō!as!controlling!education!through!five!means;!drafting!laws!and!regulations,!direction!of!administration!and!supervision,!financial!control,!monopolisation!of!educational!material,!and!‘thought!supervision’!measures.543!!There!were! three!main! implementing! laws! concerning! decentralisation;! the!Board$ of$
Education$Law!(15!July!1948),!the!Ministry$of$Education$Establishment$Law!(1!June!1949),!and!the!Private$School$Law!(15!December!1949).!These!implementing!laws!all!attacked!centralisation! by! removing! the! monopoly! of! power! and! responsibilities! from! the!
Mombushō,!and!allowing!more!participation!from!the!people.!The!Board$of$Education$Law!placed!the!direct!administration!of!schools!on!elected!education!boards!in!prefectures!and!municipal!councils,!“realizing!that!education!should!not!submit!to!undue!control!and!should!be!responsible!directly!to!the!entire!people.”544!These!boards!(seven!members!for!prefectures! and! five! for! municipalities)! managed! curricula,! textbook! selection,! and!personnel!hiring!and!were!to!be!elected!to!fourUyear!terms.!Essentially,!this!applied!the!decentralised!administration!of!American!education!in!the!states!onto!the!administrative!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!541!!Trainor,!Educational$Reform$in$Occupied$Japan,!pp.!98U99.!542!!Wray,!‘Decentralization!of!Education!in!the!Allied!Occupation!of!Japan,!1945U1952’,!p.!144,!citing!Maj.!Edward!H.!Farr,!Education!and!Religion!subsection,!Public!Affairs!Section,!29!September!1945!study.!543!!Hall,!Education$for$a$New$Japan,!p.!288.!544!!The!Board!of!Education!Law!(Law!No.!170)!(Kyoiku$Iinkai$Ho)!July!15,!1948!in!Japanese$Education,$pp.$117U118!at!p.!117.$
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units! of! Japan,! the! prefectures! that! were! seen! as! analogous,! despite! the! area! and!population!of!Japanese!prefectures!generally!far!smaller!than!US!states.545!There!was!a!degree!of!optimism!among!CIE!officials!concerning!the!local!boards,!which!concluded!that!“despite! some! quickly! recognized! deficiencies,! such! as! limitation! of! authority! and!political!dependence!of!boards!and!some!weaknesses!in!election!procedure,!the!measure!was!a!revolutionary!step!in!the!process!of!transferring!authority!over!education!from!a!bureaucratic! national! cabinet! office! to! the! people! themselves.” 546 !However,! these!“quickly!recognized!deficiencies”!were!to!remain!problematic.!One!example!was!financial!as!Articles!5!and!6!placed!financial!responsibility!on!the!local!public!body,!but!allowed!subsidies!from!national!bodies.!This!was!done!on!the!direction!of!Government!Section!(who! had! to! approve! implementing! laws)! on! the! basis! that! it!would!make! education!responsible! to! local! elected! authorities. 547 !Yet! the! real! effect! of! this! was! that!impoverished!local!authorities!proved!incapable!of!supporting!the!new!boards,!and!the!latter!required!the!financial!help!of!the!Mombushō!that!reduced!their!independence!and!gave!the!Mombushō!implicit!power!over!them.548!Importantly,!despite!the!emphasis!the!Allied! occupiers! placed! on! decentralisation,! the! reform!was! largely! a! failure! both! on!practical!and!political!grounds.!One!source!of!conflict!was!allowing!serving!teachers!to!sit!on! these!bodies!with! conflicts!of! interest! and!political! conflicts! arising.!Many!of! these!teachers!were!members!of!the!major!union!(Nikkyōso/Japan!Teachers’!Union)!which!was!a!largely!leftist!body!and!became!associated!with!leftUwing!politics!and!political!conflicts!with! the! conservative! Yoshida! administration.549!Financial! reliance! on! the!Mombushō!also! allowed! influence! and! control! over! local! boards,! meaning! that! indirectly! the!
Mombushō!often!continued!to!run!the!system.!In!one!respect,!the!Mombushō!and!CIE!had!the!same!goal,!as!Japanese!officials!understood!the!overweening!power!of!the!preU1945!
Mombushō!was!not!desirable!and!wanted!to!weaken!its!power!through!decentralisation.!However,! the! Mombushō! thought! CIE! plans! went! too! far! and! were! too! drastic! and!expensive!to!be!practical,!and!feared!a!lowering!of!education!standards!based!on!Japanese!experience.!The! initial!Meiji!system!of!1872!had!been! like! the!decentralised!US!model!(and! the! CIE! plan),! however! it! resulted! in! lower! education! standards! and! financially!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!545!!Wray,!‘Decentralization!of!Education!in!the!Allied!Occupation!of!Japan,!1945U1952’,!p.!148.!546!!HNMAO!31,!p.!105.!547!!Wray,!‘Decentralization!of!Education!in!the!Allied!Occupation!of!Japan,!1945U1952’,!p.!161!548!!Takemae,!Inside$GHQ,$p.!370.!549!!Ibid,!discussion!of!the!Nikkyōso!!p.!367!
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struggling!schools!which!in!part!prompted!the!more!centralised!system!established!in!the!1880s.550!!!The!decentralised!system!created!at!the!end!of!the!occupation!survived!less!than!a!decade!after! the! occupation’s! end,! and! administration! and!power!was! reUcentralised! into! the!postU1952! Mombushō.! Toshiyuki! Nishikawa! described! the! Establishment$ Law! as!‘incomplete’,! and! allowed! the!Mombushō! to! continue! functioning! as! an! authoritarian!organ!to!execute!policy.551!!The!practical!problems!associated!with!the!local!boards!in!the!early!1950s!and!the!reassertion!of!Mombushō!control!by!ensuring!friendly!officials!were!elected! to! local! boards! and! turning!many! into! rubberUstamps! for!Mombushō! policies!helped!in!undermining!the!decentralisation!reforms!of!CIE.!By!1956,!the!Mombushō!was!able!to!have!elections!abolished,!arguing!that!the!previous!system!was!not!democratic!in!practice,!and!caused!unnecessary!conflicts!with!local!authorities.552!The$Local$Education$
Administration$Act$of!1956!meant!that!while!the!boards!remained,!their!members!were!(and!remain)!appointed!rather!than!elected!as!CIE!intended.!While!the!Mombushō!is!not!the!same!as!its!preU1945!form,!it!still!exerts!a!level!of!central!control!far!higher!than!CIE!ever!intended!it!to,!and!many!of!the!issues!that!Japanese!education!has!faced!since!relate!to! this.! An! important! point! that! can! be! drawn! from! the! failed! attempt! at! imposing! a!decentralised!administration!was! that! the!occupation! involved!as!much!an! image!and!narrative!of!the!former!regimes!and!occupied!societies!created!by!the!US,!as!it!reflected!actual!conditions!‘on!the!ground’.!Further,!CIE!officials!seemed!so!enamoured!with!this!constructed! image! that! they! generally! ignored! Japanese! objections! (reasonable! or!otherwise),!or!saw!any!objection!as!obstructionist;!“such!misgivings!were!repudiated…as!selfUserving,!reactionary,!foot!dragging,!elitist,!or!fear!of!the!untried.”553!An!internal!CIE!memo!was!telling!of!the!general!attitude:!! In! the!present! situation…the!democratic!axioms!and!assumptions!are!damned!well!going! to!be!accepted!by!the!Japanese!government!—!this!is!SCAP's!position,!it!is!the!reason!why!SCAP!is!here!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!550!!Wray,!Decentralization!of!Education!in!the!Allied!Occupation!of!Japan,!1945U1952’,!p.!153.!551!!Toshikyuki!Nishikawa,!‘The!Postwar!Educational!Reform!in!Japan!—!Thirty!Years!After!the!Allied!Occupation’!in!The$Occupation$of$Japan:$Educational$and$Social$Reform,!ed.!Thomas!W.!Burkman,!(Norfolk,!MacArthur!Memorial,!1982),!pp.!259U282,!at!p.!268U9.!552!!Wray,!‘Decentralization!of!Education!in!the!Allied!Occupation!of!Japan,!1945U1952’,!p.!153.!553!!Ibid.,!p.!160.!
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doctrines! and! to! encourage! the! development! of! democratic! ideas.” 559 !This! idea! was!repeated!at!Potsdam!in!July,!where!it!was!set!out!as!one!of!the!main!political!principles!underpinning!the!objectives!of!the!occupation.560!The!Allies!also!issued!a!joint!set!of!basic!principles!for!education!in!June!1947!in!Control$Council$Directive$No.$54,!which!set!out!guiding!principles!of!equal!education!opportunities,!a!compulsory!and!comprehensive!education!system,!and!emphasis!on!civic!responsibility!and!a!democratic!way!of!life.561!There! was! also! an! official! Education! Mission! to! Germany,! but! this! was! much! less!influential!and!effective!for!reform!than!that!which!had!visited!Japan.!Shibata!argues!that!the!effectiveness!of!the!USEM!helped!build!Governor!Clay’s!(military!governor!of!the!US!Zone)! sense! of! rivalry! with! the! occupation! administration! in! Japan,! coupled! with!criticisms!of!sluggish!reform!from!the!US!government!and!public.562!Clay!requested!the!head! of! the! Education! and! Religions! Affairs! Branch! (ERA),! John! Taylor,! to! form! an!education!mission!despite!Taylor’s!reluctance!and!advice!against!this.!The!mission!was!dispatched! in!August! 1946!with! eleven!delegates! chosen! largely! on! reputation! rather!than! specific! expertise.! Unlike! Japan! however,! German! educators! and! administrators!were! less! favourable!towards!the!mission!and! its!conclusion,!while!American!scholars!were! also! critical.! The!mission! report! itself!was! also! different,! as! it! lacked! the! strong!assertions!of!the!necessity!of!radical!reform!as!the$Report.563!!!The!American!narrative!of!preU1945!German!education!was!again! similar! to! Japan,! in!which! its!antiUdemocratic!elements!outweighed!many!of! its!benefits!and! it!was!both!a!cause!and!‘victim’!of!the!NSDAP’s!rise!to!power.!!In!particular,!as!argued!by!Brian!Puaca,!officials!believed!that!!!
German$education$possessed$a$long$history$of$antidemocratic$instruction.$The$schools,$they$argued,$









populations!were!German,!implying!these!territories!were!rightfully!German.!This!kind!of!content!was!also!found!in!less!overtly!political!subjects,!extending!to!subjects!like!Latin!where!exercises!glorified!strong!leaders,!individual!sacrifice!for!the!state,!and!the!fighting!spirit!of!the!ancient!Germanic!peoples.572!!!A!connected!issue!was!producing!entirely!new!textbooks,!given!that!OMGUS!officials!were!unhappy!with!the!vast!majority!of!existing!texts.!New!textbooks!began!to!appear!from!1948,!with!the!immediate!postUsurrender!material!shortages!becoming!less!of!an!issue.!Puaca! describes! these! new! textbooks! as! largely! representing! a! departure! from! the!previous!militarism,! xenophobia! and! fervent! nationalism! of! past! textbooks! (although!avoiding! the! crimes! of! the! Third! Reich).573!New! history! textbooks! in! particular!were!markedly!different,!presenting!a!narrative!of!a!vibrant!(if!not!always!successful)!tradition!of! democracy! in! Germany! with! the! aim! of! legitimating! the! emerging! BRD.! In! one!important!series!Wege$der$Völker,$the!1848!Revolutions!were!emphasised!as!the!most!vivid!expression!of!German!democracy,!while!the!Peasants’!War!of!the!1520s!became!a!democratic! ‘revolution! from! below.’574!While! the! new! textbooks! had! German! authors!(and!specifically!German!authors!resident!in!Germany!rather!than!émigrés!who!had!fled!after!1933),!OMGUS!officials!maintained!control!of!review!and!vetting!textbooks!while!outlining!policies!on!major!content!issues!and!textbook!reform!was!relatively!successful!in! producing! textbooks! that! were! far! more! democratic! in! content! and! pedagogical!practices.575!!However,!the!process!of!reform!in!the!US!zone!was!far!more!complex!than!in!Japan.!While!the!population!and!territory!of!Japan,!and!thus!the!sheer!scale!of!the!problem!were!larger,!Germany!presented!a!more!complex!problem!for!the!Americans.!Given!that!Germany!was!divided! into! four! occupation! zones,! the! Americans! could! only! directly! influence! and!reform!education!in!the!US!zone.!Germany!also!had!strong!traditions!of!local!and!regional!administration! of! education! as! opposed! to! the! strong! centralised!Mombushō,! coupled!with! the! disarray! caused! by! the! sudden! collapse! of! the!NSDAP! regime! and! impact! of!denazification.!This!meant!that!when!dealing!with!German!education!officials,!American!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!572!!Puaca,!Learning$Democracy,!p.!31.!573!!Ibid.,!p.!80!574!!Ibid.,!pp.!80,!83.!575!!Ibid.,!p.!81.!
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confessional!systems!as!well,!and!the!association!likely!sullied!the!American!proposals.581!OMGUS!tried!to!force!the!issue!in!January!1947,!when!Clay!demanded!Land!governments!submit! basic! and! longUterm! reform! plans! by! April! and! July! respectively.! None! of! the!submitted! plans! were! deemed! satisfactory,! and! further! pressure! from! ERA! simply!worsened!the!relationship!with!Land!governments.!In!June,!CC!Directive!No.!54!tried!to!force! the! issue!by!setting!out! the!principle!of!a!comprehensive!education!system.!The!issue!continued!to!cause!problems!in!Bavaria!until!1948,!when!ERA!officials!attempted!to! force! Hundhammer! to! submit! a! comprehensive! system! proposal! to! the! Bavarian!legislature! in! January! creating! a! standoff.! This! was! resolved! in! part! by! August! by!negotiations!between!Clay!and!the!Bavarian!MinisterUPresident!in!which!the!Bavarians!accepted! some! aspects! of! American! reforms,! but! importantly! not! the! comprehensive!school!system.582!Tent!notes!that!not!all!Länder!were!like!Bavaria!and!some!were!more!open!to!reform,!as!the!conservative!Christian!Social!Union!dominated!Bavaria.!The!SPD!had!more! influence! in!Hesse!and!Bremen!and!American!reforms!were!generally!more!successful.!However,!as!Tent!notes,!while!there!was!not!as!strong!a!confessional!tradition!in!Hesse!and!less!vocal!opposition,!the!comprehensive!education!system!failed!to!get!off!the!ground!simply!because!Hessian!educators!largely!did!not!support!the!specific!plan.583!Shibata! gives! a! convincing! explanation! for! the! general! failure! of! American! reform! in!Germany;!!!
In$ sum,$ the$ major$ American$ difficulty$ in$ reforming$ German$ education$ derived$ from$ the$ view$ of$
American$proposals$as$ foreign$by$German$ leaders.$German$ leaders$maintained$ that$ the$American$
proposals$ disregarded$ indigenous$ elements$ of$ German$ society,$ which$ were$ essential$ for$ sensible$
reflection$on$past$deficiencies$and$future$plans$for$education.584$!Overall,!the!plans!and!ideas!behind!education!reform!were!broadly!similar!in!Germany!as!they!were!in!Japan.!The!perception!of!education!was!that!it!had!been!perverted!by!the!
NSDAP!as!a!tool!of!indoctrination!(in!line!with!the!victim!thesis),!coupled!with!the!idea!that! education! was! already! inherently! flawed! and! corrupted! and! had! helped! create!militarism!and!nationalism!in!Germany.!As!a!result,!simply!returning!to!preU1933!models!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!581!!Shibata,!Japan$and$Germany$under$the$U.S.$Occupation,!p.!131.!582!!Tent,!‘Mission!on!the!Rhine’,!268.!583!!Ibid,!270.!584!!Shibata,!Japan$and$Germany$under$the$U.S.$Occupation,!p.!133.!
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and!approaches!was!unacceptable!for!OMGUS,!even!if!it!was!desirable!for!some!German!educators!(although!not!all).!Among!the!reforms!implemented,!textbook!reform!was!an!obvious!and!effective!means!of!reUeducation,!yet!this!was!a!slower!process!in!Germany!than! in! Japan.! Despite! the! occupation! effectively! beginning! earlier,! new! stopgap! and!permanent! texts! were! not! ready! in! schools! until! after! those! in! Japan.! However,! the!process! of! production! was! similar,! with! German! authors! preparing! new! texts! under!American!guidance!and!help!and!producing!works!that,!while!not!without!their!problems,!were!greatly!improved!from!a!liberal!democratic!perspective.!The!attempt!at!modifying!educational!structures!in!Germany!was!even!more!unsuccessful!than!in!Japan,!as!OMGUS!officials! had! to! grapple! with! existing! traditions! of! local! autonomy,! multiple!administrations!with!different!views!rather!than!one!central!body,!and!their!basic!failure!to!encourage!any!sort!of!organised!collaboration!with!German!educators.!Largely,! the!structural!reforms!proposed!in!Germany!were!undesired!and!unsupported!and!it!is!not!surprising!that!they!essentially!failed.!!Conclusion!Education!reform!in!occupied!Japan!and!Germany!was!a!fundamental!and!vital!aspect!of!the!general!Allied!effort!to!remake!Japan!and!Germany.!Given!the!importance!of!education!in!shaping!future!citizens,!reforming!education!systems!perceived!to!have!played!a!role!in!politically!and!socially!conditioning!children!to!accept!the!ideologies!the!Allies!fought!so!hard!to!defeat!was!considered!necessary.!The!conspirators!had!used!education!as!a!tool!for!the!indoctrination!and!control!of!youth!of!Japan!and!Germany!in!several!ways.!!!Textbooks! and! curricula! were! modified! to! include! content! intended! to! indoctrinate!children!with! the! political! and! social! ideals! that! the!militarists! and!NSDAP$wished! to!shape!society!around.!Military!and!paramilitary!training!was!introduced!into!schooling!and!through!youth!organisations!to!prepare!males!physically!and!mentally!for!military!service!as!adults.!However!for!the!occupiers,!the!‘problem’!of!education!went!beyond!this.!The!structures!of!education!that!had!existed!before!the!defeated!regimes!were!flawed!in!such!a!way!that!they!had!allowed!the!conspirators!to!pervert!them.!The!solutions!to!the!problem!of!education!were!important!for!the!occupiers!to!get!right!given!the!central!place!of!education!in!the!social!side!of! implementing!the!three!basic!aims!of!the!occupation.!These! solutions! involved! negative! actions! removing! objectionable! elements! from!
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education!systems!such!as!the!place!of!the!military!and!military!training,!textbooks!and!classes!with!objectionable!content,!and!purging!teaching!and!administrative!personnel.!The! solutions!also! involved!positive!actions! through! the! restructuring!of! education! to!implement!curricula!and!textbooks!that!would!support!democracy!and!help!citizens!to!think!and!act!democratically.!While! the!success!of! these!reforms!was!not! immediately!apparent! by! the! end! of! the! occupations,! the! aim! of! remaking! Japan! and! Germany! as!democratic! and! peaceful! societies! was! ultimately! a! success.! However,! not! all! of! the!reforms!were!a!success.!The!attempted!modifications!of!the!administrative!structures!of!the! educational! systems! were! largely! unsuccessful.! Despite! the! decentralisation! of!Japanese! education,! and! the! modification! of! the! twoUtrack! German! system! being!important!parts!of!occupational!reforms,!they!failed.!The!decentralisation!imposed!on!the!Japanese!against!the!opposition!of!Mombushō$officials!was!largely!reversed!in!the!1950s,!and!the!attempt!to!end!the!traditional!twoUtrack!system!in!the!four!Länder$of!the!US!Zone!was!never!implemented.!The!failures!of!these!reforms!help!to!illustrate!the!importance!of! collaboration! in! occupation! reforms;! successful! educational! reforms!were! aided!by!collaboration!from!significant!elements!of!the!educational!establishment!to!ensure!their!success.!Overall!however,!in!the!long!run!the!attempts!of!the!US!to!change!the!hearts!and!minds!of!Japanese!and!German!children!were!a!success.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! 163!Conclusion!!By!the!end!of!1948,!the!major! international!criminal!tribunals!had!handed!down!their!sentences! and! adjourned! their! proceedings.! The! IMTFE!majority! judgment! sentenced!seven!defendants! to!death,! all! convicted!on!war! crimes! charges.! Tōjō!Hideki,!Doihara!Kenji,!Kimura!Heitarō,!Mutō!Akira,!Itagaki!Seishiro,!Matsui!Iwane!and!Hirota!Kōki!were!all!executed!by!hanging!on!23!December!1948!at!Sugamo!Prison,!where!the!indicted!war!criminals!had!been!held!during!the!proceedings.!The!other!sixteen!remaining!defendants!were!sentenced! to!periods!of! imprisonment!(fourteen! for! life,!Shigemitsu!Mamoru! for!seven!years,!and!Tōgō!Shigenoru!for!twenty!years).!However,!the!level!of!judicial!discord!in!the!judgments!was!problematic.!The!majority!judgment!was!signed!by!only!six!of!the!eleven!judges,!with!five!judges!issuing!separate!opinions.!One!of!these!in!particular,!that!of!the!Indian!judge!Justice!Pal,!dismissed!the!legitimacy!of!the!entire!IMTFE!as!victors’!justice.!This!was!a!view!shared!by!several!participant!accounts!(mostly!those!involved!with!the!defence),!and!many!of!the!practical!and!legal!problems!of!the!IMTFE!gave!this!claim! some! credence.! The! long! delays,! procedural! and! evidential! issues,! and! seeming!disunity!helped!to!create!the!image!of!the!flawed!and!problematic!IMTFE.!In!comparison!to!the!‘good’!Nuremberg,!the!IMTFE!almost!became!the!‘bad!other.’!If!even!mentioned!at!all,! it!was! as! an! emblem!of!what! could! go!wrong! and!what!not! to!do! in! international!tribunals.!The!‘victor’s!justice’!attack!in!particular!has!had!a!long!life,!as!this!view!of!the!IMTFE! has! become! the! main! trope! of! Japanese! nationalist! and! revisionist! narratives!about!the!period.!This!was!also!the!centre!of!Richard!Minear’s!1971!polemical!work!on!the!IMTFE,!which!remains!one!of! the! few!English! language!analyses!of! the!IMTFE.!Yet!despite!these!problems,!the!IMTFE!was!an!important!part!of!the!process!of!dealing!with!the!atrocities!of!Imperial!Japan!and!in!the!construction!of!a!new!Japan!after!1945.!!At!Nuremberg,! the!IMT!found!twentyUone!defendants!guilty,!while!three!(Schacht,!von!Papen,!and!Fritzsche)!were!acquitted.!Of!those!found!guilty,! twelve!were!sentenced!to!death!and!ten!of!these!executed!(Bormann!was!tried!in!absentia!and!Göring!committed!suicide!before!execution).!After!the!adjournment!of!the!IMT!in!October!1946,!the!US!alone!conducted! twelve! trials!before!military! tribunals!of! several! categories!of! accused!war!criminals.! These! covered! issues! relating! to! the! Holocaust,! bureaucrats,! and! military!commanders,!the!first!starting!in!December!1946!and!the!last!finishing!in!April!1949!and!
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and!DDR!in!the!east!in!1949.!The!process!of!handing!administration!and!power!over!to!the!Germans,!the!emphasis!on!economic!reconstruction!and!the!perceived!threat!posed!by!the!Soviets!changed!the!occupations!and!reforms.!A!new!constitution!creating!the!BRD!came!into!being!in!May!1949,!for!the!most!part!ending!the!three!Western!occupations!(although!they!formally!continued!until!1955).!In!Japan,!the!emerging!Cold!War!began!to!affect!SCAP!and!the!implementation!of!reforms!changed.!The!initial!political!reforms!had!allowed!previously!suppressed!political!groups!(especially!the!communists)!to!organise!and!rebuild.!However,!by!the!end!of!1947!with!a!change!in!US!foreign!policy,!Japan!too!experienced!a!reUemphasis!on!economic!reconstruction.!The!threat!of!a!general!strike!in!Japan!and! increasing! labour!unrest!prompted!a! shift! towards!more!conservative!antiUcommunist!policies.!While!the!threatened!strike!was!called!off,!SCAP!began!to!enact!antiUcommunist!policies,!and!the!‘Red!Purge’!attacked!perceived!threats!from!leftist!groups!and!activists.!Apart!from!a!tenUmonth!period!in!1947U8,!the!Japanese!governments!during!the!occupation!were!largely!conservative!under!the!leadership!of!Yoshida!Shigeru.!These!governments!consolidated!conservative!political! forces!and!were!a!predecessor! to! the!monolithic!Liberal!Democratic!Party!of!the!postwar!era,!which!held!power!continuously!from! its! creation! in! 1955! to! 1993.! While! willingly! going! through! the! process! of!democratisation! and! constitutional! reform,!many!key! figures! in! early!postUoccupation!politics!were!involved!in!politics!preU1945!(including!Yoshida),!and!emphasising!the!idea!of!narrow!culpability!of!a!criminal!leadership!worked!in!their!interests.!!!Overall,!the!occupations!and!the!resulting!new!states!saw!both!change!and!continuity!in!both!positive!and!negative!ways.!The!regimes!that!had!led!them!into!war!and!committed!atrocities! against! both! their! own! people! and! those! of! other! states! were! destroyed.!Political! purges! saw! hundreds! of! thousands! removed! from! official! positions! enabling!government! and! bureaucracy! not! dominated! by! those! who! had! been! a! part! of! the!militarism!and!aggressive!nationalism!of!the!past.!New!political!actors!now!had!a!chance!to! take! part! in! political! life,! and!while! there! remained! connections!with! the! past,! the!political!movements!which!had!led!Japan!and!Germany!to!the!depths!of!war!no!longer!had! popular! following! or! power.! Importantly! however! significant! elements! of! the!political!and!bureaucratic!classes!had!been! involved!with!the! former!regimes!and!this!likely! aided! official! amnesia! about! the! past.!Nevertheless,! Japan! and!part! of! Germany!were!reborn!as!constitutional!democratic!states,!with!power!derived!from!the!people!and!
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firmly!controlled!by!the!law.!The!new!constitutions!placed!popularly!elected!legislatures!over! governments! and! strictly! controlled! by! constitutions! and! courts.! The! elitist!bureaucratic! and! military! dominated! Japanese! executive! system! was! replaced! by! a!limited!executive!responsible!to!and!controlled!by!the!Diet.!While!the!Weimar!Republic!was! a! parliamentary! republic,! its! executive! and! bureaucratic! institutions!were! overly!powerful!and!the!Reichstag!filled!with!squabbling!parties!and!unstable!coalitions!unable!to!fulfil!the!role!of!controlling!the!executive.!The!new!BRD!system!meant!that!the!new!
Bundestag!controlled!the!executive!and!the!political!instability!of!Weimar!was!replaced!by!democratic!stability.!The!political!reforms!also!removed!the!military!institutions!that!had!dominated!Japanese!and!German!political!life,!and!the!militaries!eventually!created!anew!in!the!new!states!were!strictly!controlled!and!built!around!an!ethos!of!serving!the!constitution!and!the!people.!The!occupations!also!saw!important!positive!social!changes!in!both!Japan!and!Germany,!with!the!emergence!of!fundamentally!more!democratic!and!open!societies!than!had!existed!before.!While!this!process!did!not!take!place!overnight,!the!crimes!and!defeat!of!their!former!regimes!turned!many!Japanese!and!Germans!against!militarist!and!nationalist!ideologies.!The!systems!of!education!and!information!control!which!had!been!used!to!inculcate!these!ideologies!in!the!population!were!modified!by!the!Allied!occupiers!to!both!remove!these!influences,!and!to!replace!them!with!systems!that!encouraged! democratic! ideologies.! Education! that! encouraged! free! thought! and!individual! thinking!were!an! important!part!of!building!and!encouraging! Japanese!and!German!democracy.!The!removal!of!the!censorship!regimes!of!the!former!governments!also!had!important!social!effects,!encouraging!open!thought!and!public!discussion!that!had!not!existed!before.!The!victim!thesis!had!a!specific!positive!effect!in!that!it!encouraged!the!psychological!reconstruction!of!ideology.!By!not!imposing!a!sense!of!collective!blame!and!responsibility,!it!encouraged!cooperation!from!the!people!during!the!occupation!and!helped!the!reforms!gain!acceptance!from!the!people.!!!However,!despite!the!many!successful!reforms!undertaken!during!the!occupations,!and!of!the!particular!moderate!peace!approach!taken,!not!all!their!results!were!positive.!The!moderate! peace! idea! which! focused! culpability! on! a! narrow! leadership! group! also!allowed! the! Japanese! and!German!populations! to! engage! in! collective! and! convenient!amnesia! about! the! public/widespread! compliance! and/or! support! for! the! ‘criminal!leaders’!had!enabled!them!to!act.!While!this!attitude!may!have!helped!in!the!immediate!
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reconstruction! period,! the! process! of! coming! to! terms! with! the! past!(Vergangenheitsbewältigung)!and!acceptance!of!the!complex!nature!of!the!period!is!still!hampered!by! the! attitudes! that! the! victim! thesis! and! its! application! encouraged.!This!helped!to!encourage!the!general!amnesia!of!the!1950s,!where!the!Christian!Democratic!Union!led!governments!of!Chancellor!Adenauer!focused!on!reconstruction!and!building!the!new$BRD!rather!than!discussions!of!the!past.!Alongside!this!was!the!emphasis!on!the!victimhood!of!the!German!people!by!the!NSDAP!regime!as!well!as!their!suffering!during!and! after! the! war! at! Allied! hands.! The! narrative! of! suffering! of! the! Allied! bombing!campaigns!on!German!urban!centres!during!the!war,!of!material!deprivation!after!the!war!and! especially!what! occurred!during! the! flight! and! expulsion!of! ethnic!Germans! from!throughout!central!and!eastern!Europe!from!1944!to!1950.!This!involved!the!movement!of! around! twelve! million! ethnic! Germans! and! sometimes! involved! confiscation! of!property!and!physical!violence!with!a!recent!estimate!of!around!600,000!deaths.586!The!crimes!of!the!Third!Reich!were!not!denied!per!se,!rather!German!narratives!emphasised!German!suffering.!This!did!not!begin!to!shift!towards!a!more!accepting!reckoning!with!the!past!until!the!Eichmann!trial!in!Jerusalem!in!1961,!and!the!series!of!Holocaust!trials!in! Germany! through! the! decade.! However,! the! narrative! of! German! victimhood! and!narrow! culpability! remained,! even! if! weakened.! ! As! a! modern! example,! while! the!institutions!of!the!military!were!abolished!in!Germany,!the!nonUprosecution!of!military!institutions,!or!major!military!figures!played!a!part!in!the!creation!of!the!narrative!of!the!‘clean!Wehrmacht’! as! opposed! to! the! criminal! SS! who! had! committed! atrocities.! The!public!outcry!created!by!the!major!German!museum!exhibition!in!the!1990s!about!the!war!crimes!of!the!Wehrmacht!and!shock!at!what!it!revealed!was!in!part!a!result!of!the!victim!thesis!applied!at!the!IMT!and!in!the!occupation!of!Germany.587!The!failure!to!force!a! ‘proper’! confrontation!with! the! past! in! Japan!meant! that! a! current! of! victimisation!survived! the! occupation.! While! this! is! often! associated! with! revisionist! and! neoUnationalist! political! views,! it! also! exists!more!widely! (and!benignly).!Nevertheless,! an!attitude!of!passivity!and!of! the!Japanese!people!as!victims!both!of! the!governments!of!1931U45!and!of! the!Allies! (especially! in! respect! of! the! strategic!bombing! campaign!of!1944U5,!and!Hiroshima!and!Nagasaki).!The!legal!and!practical!issues!around!the!IMTFE!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!586!!German!Historical!Museum!https://www.dhm.de/lemo/kapitel/zweiterUweltkrieg/kriegsverlauf/massenflucht!(last!accessed!20!January!2015).!587!!Gabriel!Fawcett,!‘The!Wehrmacht!Exhibition’,!History$Today!52!(2002)!2U4.!
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moderately.! The!moderate! and!harsh!peace! ideas! both! shared! three! common!general!goals;! democratisation,! demilitarisation,! and! deradicalisation.! However,! the! key!difference!was!economic,!as!moderate!peace!ideas!focused!around!modifying!perceived!criminal! or! problematic! economic! structures,! whereas! harsh! peace! ideas! focused! on!essentially!on!deindustrialisation.!The!major!reform!ideas!of!the!moderate!peace!school!were! all! based! around! the! victim! thesis,! and! one! of! these! key! reforms! was! the!international!criminal!tribunals!focusing!around!a!leadership!conspiracy.!These!tribunals!were!both!a!reform!in!themselves,!but!also!encapsulated!the!major!aims!of!the!moderate!peace! idea! through! their!methods.! The!way! in!which! the! prosecution! constructed! its!narrative,! selected! the! defendants! and! argued! the! case! against! them! was! in! part!developed! around! the! idea! of! the! defeated! peoples! as! their! victims.! They! were! also!connected!to!wider!reforms!both!in!providing!justification!for!reforms!(in!punishing!and!explaining!wrongdoing)!but!also!as!examples!of!the!arguments!made!by!reformers.!!!Four!key!examples!of!political!and!social!reform!undertaken!were!the!political!purges,!the! demobilisation! and! abolition! of! the!military! institutions,! the! introduction! of! new!constitutions,!and!the!reform!of!the!education!system.!These!reforms!were!built!around!implementing!the!major!aims!of!the!US!occupation!and!of!realising!the!idea!of!creating!a!lasting!peace,!and!were!constructed!around! the!victim! thesis.!Political!purges! focused!their! attention! onto! members! of! leadership! groups,! criminal! organisations! and! the!military!as!the!key!institutions!of!victimisation.!The!demobilisation!and!abolition!of!the!military! was! to! eliminate! the! institutions! and! means! of! militarism! in! Japanese! and!German!society.!Constitutional!reform!was!aimed!at!modifying!state!structures!both!to!encourage! democracy! but! also! to! remove! radicalism! and!militarism,! and! to! expressly!protect!the!people!from!future!victimisation.!Education!reform!was!based!on!education!being! utilised! as! a! tool! of! victimisation,! but! also! a! cause! of! radicalisation! and!militarisation.!Reform!was! also! important! as! a!method!of!democratisation! in! creating!democratic!citizens!along!with! the!democratic!government.!The!tribunals!sat!amongst!these! reforms! as! a! tool! for! punishing! the! crimes! of! the! past! and! attempting! to! help!reconstruct! the! defeated! nations! anew.! They! sought! to! redefine! the! nature! of!international!law!and!politics,!but!also!to!redefine!the!idea!of!Japan!and!Germany.!This!thesis! has! not! sought! to! analyse! every! possible! area! of! reform! in! which! the! Allied!occupiers! sought! to! remake! Japan! and! Germany! simply! because! it! would! never! be!
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